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New awareness of _hildven's difficulties with arithmetic computation
and new emphasis on basic skills in mathematics have led to renewed
interest in the areas of diagnostic and prescriptive procedures for
remedial work in mathematics.

The papers in this publication were

deeloped from speeches and reactions presented at the first National
4

Conference on Remedial Mathematics held at Kent State University in
May, 1974.

Annual conferences on Diagnostic and Prescriptive

Mathematics have been held subsequently, and interest in this area
continues to grow.

The ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental
Education hopes that the publication of these papers will encourage
tge continued increasing interest in remedial mathematics.

Jon L. Higgins
Associate Director for
Mathematics Education

This publication was prepared pursuant to a contract with the
National Institute of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education
Contractors undertaking such projects under Government
and Welfare.
sponsorship are encouraged to expresi freely their judgment in professional
and technical matters. Points of view or Opinions do not, therefore,
necessarily represent official National Institute of Education position
or policy.
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IDENTIFYING AND DESCRIBING THE
REMEDIAL MATHEMATICS `STUDENT
Robert B. Ashlock
John W. Wilson
Barton Hutchings
University of Maryland

Schemes which attempt to provide individualized diagnostic and
prescriptive instruction have become increasingly popular. A larger
number of centers and clinics have become available in an effort to
provide specialized help for children having difficulty with mathematics.
At colleges and universities an increasing number of courses and programs
are being designed to give teachers and specialists training and experience in remediating the needs of children with disabilities in mathematics. Therefore, it seems especially timely that we not only reflect
upon the, current state of that part of mathematics education which is
concerned with the remedial mathematics student, but that we also considcr definitions of the termswe use, and theoretical constructs which
may help guide our research and service activities in the future.
Which children are we concerned witn at this conference? Who is
the remedial mathematics student after all? How would we know him if
we saw him? Why do we call him "remedial"? Are we merely talking
about children who are having exceptional difficulty with mathematics?
We hear about children with "special needs" and about "reluctant
learners". Are these children remedial mathematics students? The
profusion of terms such as "reluctant learners" illustrates, at least
to some extent, the popular use of categories which have not been welldefined.
Research and professional literature have been plagued with
such ambiguity, and among our challenges at this conference is the
attempt to find a bit of light at the end of this dark tunnel.
Though my assigned question, "How can we identify and describe
the remedial mathematics student?", makes careful use of Walbesser's
action verbs in a way popularized by the.American Association for the
\dvancement of Sciehce,l the question poses a dilemma for me. For,
after all, which do we do first? Do we arbitrarily set forth a
definition of a category which we choose to name "remedial mathematics
students", then identify children which fit the category we have carefully defined? Or do we, through gross screening procedures, identify
children which we are pleased to call remedial mathematics students,
then carefully observe and describe those children? We have here
elements of the traditional chicken-and-egg controversy, for how- can
we describe children we have not identified as belonging to that class;
and at the same time, how can we identify children when we do not have
any description of them, i.e., we do not know what to look for?
Definitions are of necessity arbitrary.

-As we think about the question, "How do we identify and describe the
remedial mathematics student?", let us first direct our attention to the
children we are concerned about, and consider the nature of our involvement with them.
In this connection we will seek to define the remedial
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-mathematics student and describe major categories, particujarly in relation
to'the concept "remedial." We will also consider an orgdnizational
Finally, we will take a more
structure which reflects these categories.
detailed look at some structures which should eveAtually enable us to
refine procedures for identifying remedial mathematics students.
As we attempt to define the remedial mathematics student, we can
dismiss rather quickly any consideration of the definition sometimes
applied in practice whereby the remedial mathematics student is the
student who scores 1.5 or perhaps 2.0 or more years below grade level
on a standardized mathematics achievement test. We know that the
reasons for achieving at a lower level are so varied that this definition has limited usefulness for research or for planning instruction.
It is more common to think of the remedial mathematics student as
the student who is undetachieving in mathematics.' In the past, a
tather. widely accepted measure of underachievement has been a discrepancy
score comparing actual standardized achievement test results with
anticipated achievement as determined by a test of aptitude or mental
ability.
Though this concept of underachievement is useful as one consideration in making a gross selection of children-needing extra help, it is
a much maligned concept. Its inadequacy comes, in part, from the
inadequacy of attempts to measure aptitude or mental ability. Those who
maintain that no child overachieves find it difficult to conceive of a
Robert L. Thorndike, in his paper entitled The
child underachieving.
Concepts of Over- and Underachievement, rather effectively destroys the
traditional concepts of over - and' underachievement, or at least reduces
them to a problem of. failing to predict achievement.2
Even so, the dilemma remains for the practitioner who must somehow
make an initial selection of children needing extra help in mathematics.
It is in this context of a school setting that Wilson defends the use of
discrepancy scores for screening purposes. Though _errors in measurement
admittedly result in the inclusion.of false negatives and false positives,
the use of discrepancy sc9res does reduce the population so the practitioner can get started with the task of helping needy children. When a
school uses aptitude and achievement tests which are both normed on the
same population, the task of screening can be facilitated by use of the
computer and/or tables provided by the test company.
Developmental and Remedial Needs
Another approach to screening follows from the definition of the
To begin, Hutchings
remedial matIematics,student posed by Hutchings.
distinction
between
two kinds of
proposes that we make.a theoretical
We shall call these developmental needs and remedial needs. In
needs.
making this distinction, Hutchings defines developmental as having to
do with the normal progression of the child's maturity. It may be
rapid or it may be slow in relation tc his peers. If it is slow, he is
thought of as a slow learner or something like this. He may have very
real needs, but we are not to classify those needs as remedial needs.
'
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Developmental *heeds have to do with relating the child to either ghciety
some abstract model of maturation; they have to do with making' him
or
his fellows or with theoretically determined eXpe:tations.
consistent
deVeTapmental-needs-may
learn-glowly with reference to his
The child,with
We
see
then that such developmental needs
peers but normally for himself.
have much to do with a child's global maturation and with his progress
when he begins Something new.
Remedial 'needs, as Hutchings defines them, have to do with a
deficiencvwhich occurs in a child in some particular area in relation
to other areas of his person. It is a deficiency that occurs in some
different than other
-- part. -6f a child's person that makes that part
The
child
'with
remedial
needs is not deVeloping
aspects of his person.
in mathematics at the rate we would expect for him in terms of his
development in other areas. For example, a fourth grader who was
finding all of his work very difficult would have developmental needs.
A child who had progressed to the, middle of fourth grade who was doing
average work in all of his subjects and getting no place in mathematics
would have remedial needs. This emphasis on all developing aspects of
the child is reminiscent of Willard Olson's concept of "organismic age."3

Admittedly, the remedial child, as herein defined, and the underachiever, have a fairly large intersection; but it is not quite the same
A critical point,
thing. There is an important potential disjunction.
is that the remedial definition be based upon actual observed work, i.e.,
upon a child's classroom performance; wher12the underachieving definition requires instruments intended tomeagrie psychological constructs of
either global aptitude or quantitative and verbal aptitude. The measurement of aptitude is still rather primitive both in theory and practice.
However, if we have a child who is doing well in reading and in the social
sciences and in composition and in other subjects, but he is not doing'
well in mathematics, he has a remedialtneed in math even if his quantitative score on an IQ test is low. Th4 point ist that aspect of his
In
achievement is different from_other aspects of his achievement.
s,mmarY,-Hutchings defines the remedial mathematics student as the
student who has a selective deficiency in mathematics as this is
displayed in his schoolwork.
Now, how do we decide when a child has or doesn't have a remedial
In accordance with
need? having defined him, how do we identify him?
need
to
determine
how
a child is
the definition proposed, we will
,Vutchings
proposes
that we incorperforming iv- each of several areas.
decision'about
the
performance
of a child.
porate two variables into our
does,
and
this
is the
The first one is what the teacher says the child
results.
The
other
variablr
is
achievement
tent
primary criterion of need.
of
occasional
usefulness,
These should not be ignored, but are a referent
especially in the location of inconspicuous affective dissonance. The
judgment of a classroom teacher in this situation is essentially a
clinical judgment based upon observations of the child over a period of
To some extent, the grades given by a teacher will reflect hi's
time.
judgment about the nature of a child's actual performance. Scores on
achievement tests are of special interest z.s their profile varies from
the classwork profile. We see then that with Hutchings' definition of
the remedial mathematics student, we are still likely to include false

.4

negatives ahl-false positives, but now our errors of assessment are apt
to be primarily errors of judgment --.ether than errors of measurement.
In view of the limlted time aild resources we have available for
working with students having exceptional difficulty with mathematics, it
is necessary to set priorities. If we are to maximize the social impact
of our remedial service, then we must be careful to choose those whom we
are most ,likely to benefit. The rule must be the greatest good for the
greatest number.
That is, we haveto find the kind of child that we Can
service quickly-and Well so we can service as many students as possible.
-This-is a morally complex issue.
It's like a physician who must decide
who gets a kidney machine, and it's a decision that no one has the right
to make; but in a sense if'nobody makes it the situation is worse than if
somebody tries to make it, and that is awkward. ,Because that is the
structure of the moral situation, we do presume to say that a Child who
is doing well in other things and is selectively weak in mathematics is
likely to be a child that we can help. He is likely to show the greatest
improvement in the least time. The reason for that is, that if he is
doing comparatively well in other subjects, he probably already has
parental support, some good study habits, and a reasonably positive
attitude toward school. We can focus specifically on his mathematical
knowledge and skills and not.involve ourselves in what Is essentially a
massive developmental change involving his attitudes toward everything.
s
Instead, we select the type of child that will allow us to maximize o4r
social impact; and this is probably the child who (1) is no more than
"below average" on most measures in relation to his peers, and (2) has
a selective deficiency in mathematics.

As we attempt to identify remedial mathematics students as defined
by Hutchings, we will observe that there is sometimes an intersection
of developmental and remedial needs.
In such situat4onswemust allow--the developmental category-to have prioritY.Olhat we are talking about
now primarily is a hypothetical selection scheme for investing the limited
time of specially trained diagposticians-and-tutors, --If a child has
critical-WV6Iopmental problems in reading,and language then we have to
consider that his primary needs are developmental, even though in fact
he does have a remedial mathematical situation in relation to the rest
of,the development. In relation to his peers he is a developmental case.
Within that developmental case a remedial situation exists, but we can
not say he is a remedial case. He is primarily a developmental case.
A Mathematics Clinic
It would be appropriate to make some speculations about the remedial
mathematics student,'as defined by Hutchings, and how he fits into the
organization and procedves of a mathematics clinic. Such an agency can
have very different kiAds of functions, not all of which are directed
Lowe d the immediate social needs of children. Hutchings proposes,
three functions, each with its own administrative unit.

ti

s we consider the first function,, we do well to observe that no
activ ty of a mathematics clinic is all service or all research; but
some ctivities are more of one than the other. The function of the
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clinic w iCh is primarily service-oriented has to be adjusted to maximum
social mpact by definition. This selects for the childwhois generally
remedial as Hutchings had definedthe remedial mathematics student, i.e.,
the child who will show the greatest improvement in the least time. This
i9 the child with a specific deficiency in mathematics and some general
'competence in other areas. It is a socially directed selection.
Another possible functton of a mathematics clinic is the more usual
clinical undertaking in which you deal wit)h the child, but your interest
is much more balanced between the service/and research .functions. In
this kind of operation you might have same remedial students if their
remediation were of special interest. You would also have some developmental children, and you would become much more involved in the pathological structure of-a child's deficiency. In addition you would have the
more heavily impaired child, or possibly a, genius. In short, you would
have more' drastically different children than a center emphasizing the
service function.
.

A third possible function of a mathematics clinic'focuses more
exclusively on seeking knowledge.
In the organizational scheme of things,
this might be called the Special Cognitive Section,
Coming to this clinic
will be children who are yea bright or very different.
For example, an
idiot savant might be the subject of investigation.
Categories such as
"the remedial mathematics student" are not useful here because by
definition if the child is different enough to be heie he doesn't fit into
recognized categories. This is apt to be a small arm of the clinic,
involved heavily with individuals on a one-to-one basis, probably with
instruments created by the clinic. The closest existing model for this.
sort of clinical function is portrayed in the recently translated Russian
papers published by-the Schoct Mathematics Study Group.4
Figure 1 portrays the three clinical functions which have been
described. These could be three sections of an administrative unit
called a clinic. The Diagnostic Section, pictur&I in the middle, would
be concerned primarily with students having developmental needs; and
interests in that section would be about one-half research and one-half
service.
We would expect a majority of the children to be in this middle
section where it is clinical in the usual sense. They would have primarily
developmental problems so we would expect more global impairments and(more
pathologies.
The testing program is likely to be exhaustive; a part of
a very thorough diagnosis. It is likely that we would have interdisciplianary inputs as well,:-drawing upon the expertise of specialists in
reading and special education, and conferri
with psychologists,
t
psychiatrists, neurologists, and the like.
It is a format-in which we
do not have to think about maximizing social impact. .We just concentrate on the child.
/

On the left is depicted the section w4'', remedial students. They,
are of very limited research interest though they do have
ecific
mathematics disabilities. Here we find a somewhat higher r tio of student
to clinician. On the right we see the_section focusing on cbgnitive
research exclusively; the focus here is not social, nor is it so much the
child; ratLer, the focus is on increasing knowledge.

's,
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The organizational chart in Figure 2 shows how such a. clinic could
fit into a larger operation, one we might call a Mathematics Learning Center.
It would be appropriate to think of the Center as an information processing
Note that the Special Cognitive
agency which coordinates several arms.
Section of the Clinical Unit deals with a very small number of children.
For example, the Russians found that even during initial instruction some
students.appear to omit or compress_steps in,mathematical sequences, and
their solutions are enormously accelerated by'this.5 The Clinic might
find one, two, or three children who make this temporal compression quickly.
During interviews with these children researchers would find out if the
children were aware of this compression, if they know when it starts, if
they can extend it to other operationsi. or if it tends to occur-with
In this section there is a very
only particular mathematical processes.
heavy involvement with individuals specially selected for the study at
hand. In contrast, the Basic Problems Section of the Statistical, Unit
might work with 30-40 children in the conduct of highly controlled
experiments like classical psychological experiments. These studies would

inmolme samples_Pfthe_populatioh,t4e administration ofttieatments,and
careful exercise of controls.
Taking a larger view -of the Mathematics Learning Center we see
2, we note four major units. The Large Intervention
pictured in
Unit is very field oriented, providing non-statistical professional
evaluations about areas ofia school's mathematics program needing
attention, consulting services outlining steps that need to be taken to
improve the'learning of mathematics, in-service instruction in a workshpp
format where teachers Actually see demonstrations, and actual program
materials which will,be helpful in the local instructional program. The
'major involvement with remedial. mathematics students is in the Clinical
Unit, which we have already described. In the Statistical Unitone__
section focuses pn_problems-of=application;Tfak-iiiiple,statistical
studies of the introduction of experimental material in field situations.
The other section conducts research in controlled, laboratory situations,
studies which are in,the mode of basic psych-logical resew:ch. A Think
_Tank Unit completes the Center.

We have offered a definition of the remedial mathematics student as
the student with a selective deficiency in mathematics;'ind we have
contrasted this category with students haying developmental needs. Wealso considered the identificatiOn of such children and suggested the
performance of children as judged by classroom teachers as the primary
criterion. The ensuing discussion explored a possible structure for a
tathematics,clinic and the place of the remedial mathematics student
within that clinl.cal'structure.
Let us now take a more detailed look at some.structures involved pr,
identifying and describing remedial mathematics students. As we do so,
it will be helpful to make a fresh approach to the question, "How do we
identify and describe remedial mathematics students?"

8
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Structures Involved in Identifying and Describing Remedial Mathematics Students
It is not unreasonable to offer the premise that all children need
diagnostic-prescriptive teaching. Further, er,rience prompts us to
believe that almost all children need some kind of extra help at one
point or another, with some children needing more help than others. But
the amount of time that classroom teachers or specialists have available
is limited, and they need some basis for deciding which children to spend
extra time with.
In this context then, it is useful to simply ask the
classroom teacher, "Which children need.special_help in mathematics?"
4

To say that such a selection is usefuI-for.gross screening purposes
does not mean that it is sufficient or that it is without serious limitations.
Teacher judgment is accurate only within the parameters the
teacher is judging.
If a teacher's judgment is based on a special concern
for computational skill, he or she may overlook a child's ability to
analyze verbal problems. Conversely, if a teacher's judgment is based
on a child's ability to analyze verbal problems, the child's computational
facility may be overlooked.
Given an opportunity to teach a geometry unit
to fourth graders among_whom_the_teacher-had----clear-Iy-ident-i-fied-some-as
needing specialielp with'mathematics, one of the authors found that he
would have selected a different set of childrenbecause his brief
experience with theirwas limited to geometry; and geometry was not valued(
highly by the classroom teacher. We all value different parts of a
mathematics program differently and out values will affect our judgments
about which children need special help in mathematics,.
f>

In making a gross selection of children to whom we will give extra
help, we may want to consider achievement test results. Comprehensive
achievement tests can at least_lacilitate-the` Cdffiffiunication which is
_____lackingwhenteachajudgment is based upon unstated values. Such tests
can be examined and their we_ aknesses found.Further, -they-can-be----supplemented. Because they tend to assess product, i.e., the result of
a child's thinking, they need to be supplemented with assessment of the
child's thinking processes. As has already been indicated, Wilson defends
discrepancy scores between measures of aptitude and achievement as another
indicatb which may be considered when making very gross screenings.

'

It is very likely that the number of children which will be identified
is rather large.
Further, as we try to help such children we soon realize
that we are not as well equipped to help some of them as we_are to help
others of them.
How do we go about finding out which of the children who
are not doing well in mathematics we are best equipped to help? How do
we find out which children actually need help form other professionals?

Fbr a given child, several sets of factors are involved in his
difficulty with mathematics, and we are better equipped to remediate
some of these factor sets than others.
It therefore becomes necessary
to utilize and/or develop Instruments and procedures which will help us
decide which factor sets are involved most heavily in a child's difficulty
Ir with mathematics. Such categories will facilitate our description of a
student having difficulty with mathematics; they will also make it easier
for us to decide which studehts we are best equipped to help. Wilson
suggests four such factor sets: subject matter factors, instructional
factors, learner-organismic factors, and environmental factors.
9

.7

Subject matter factors relate to the mathematics a child learns.
They concert those products of his learning which we identify with
Instructional factors relate to considerations such as
mathematics.
amount of guidance and choice of models or exemplars. Learner-organismic
factors are both physical and psychological, including factor:: as varied
as considerations of learning style add specific neurological impairments..
Finally, environmental factors relate not only to the settings in which
formal instruction transpires but to the child's total experience with
The teaching style of a teacher, e.g., the'teacher who
his environment.
prefers to use didactic procedures rather that guided discovery proce°dures-and the achievement_ orientation of parents are among factors in
the child's environment which are involved in his learning-of mathematics.
If such factor sets are to help us know to what extent we may be able
to help a child and to what extent the help of other professionals is
required, it will be necessary to articulate such factor sets. Once
_articulated, each factor set implies a set of diagnostic tasks or questions
which should be useful in screening children having difficulty with
It will, of course, be necessary to translate such diagnostic
mathematics.
tasks_ or questions_into_diagnostic_and_pxesc_riptive procedures. Hopefully,
help with these
we will be able to find or construct guiding models
translations.,
One of the instructional,factors we might articulate is the type of
exemplar used. These vary frdM everyday things we touch and move tc
highly abstract symbols, but they all can be used to e=emplify the
mathematics under consideration. The diagnostic cask or question implied
--hy-a-consideratiorr-o-f-the r:Sr-Pe of exemplar used is, "Which exemplars are
most productive with the child and which inhibit?" By asking-this question
we recognize that a given exemplar may or may not aid cognitive learning
for a given child. We recognize that a_chiles_affect is also iLvolvelt1
with a-given,exemplar. Is there a model which will help us develop both
diagnostic and prescriptive procedures with reference to the instructional
use of exemplars? An expansion of an exemplar matrix developed by Edward
Uprichard of the University of South Florida has proven useful to us at the
University of Maryland (see Figure 3).6 The two dimensions of the matrix
are concreteness of the exemplar and sensory involvement. It may be
de.:ermlned that a given child-responds well to instruction using exemplars
suggested by certain cella or-the matrix, but he does not -respond well to
instruction using exemplars suggested by other cells of the matrix. It
should be noted that the description of a child which results from such
diagnostit activity provides very useful guidance for instruction.
For another example let us consider a subject matter factor, specifiThe'diagnostic question implied
cally, the category of learning product.
by this factor is, "Which categories of learning products are caving the
most difficulty for the child?" Learning products can be categorized in
at least two, ways: ,mathematically and psychologically. This is, a`
given learning product can be viewed within a set of mathematical categories such as the concept of set, or algorithms for operations on nonnegative rationals; and the same learning products can also be viewed
within a set of psychological categories such as concepts or principles.
In our need to categorize learning products as we create diagnostic and
prescriptive procedures, what models are available'to guide us? Wilson is
10

developing a content taxonomy, a summary of which appeared in his article
with Vincent Giennon in the NCTM 35th Yearbook, The Slow Learner in
Mathematics.? This is not a complete taxonomy, but we have found it
to be very useful. One articulation of psychological categories is
provided by Gagne in his The Conditions of Learnin
in which eight
categories or types of learning are described.8
,
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Exemplar Dimensions:
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ode X Objectlxity

Another subject matter factor is level of abstraction or generalizaHere we are concerned with the different ways a child might think
about a given learning product.
At what level of maturity, does he think
about a problem in mathematics? With referefice to level of abstraction or
generalizability we might ask if a child can translate across a range of
exemplars.
Is he successful only when using manipulatable materials, or,
only when writing symbols on paper? Are there models available which
will help,,usdevelop diagnostic and prescriptive procedures taking account
of-a-child's level of abstraction with reference to specific learning products? The assessment of learning products inevitably relies upon
observation of behaviors which may indicate acquisition of the mathematics
under consideration.
Such behavioral indicators can be categorized to
suggest various levels of abstraction or generalizability.
Bloom's
cognitive taxonomy is a useful model here.9
In the Glennon and Wilson
chapter cited above, this use of Bloom's taxonomy is illustrated.10
bility.

Yet another subject matter factor is level of difficulty of the
learning product. 'Wilson suggests there may be at least three 4ifferent
dimensions of level of,difficulty. First, level of dffficulty Can be
thought of in terms of the number of prerequisite leaning products.
More extensive and complex.hierarchies of such prerequisite learning
products obtain for some learning products than for other learning
products-at a 'given level of abstraction. We can infer greater difficulty for those learning products having the greater number of
prerequisite learning products. Learning hierarchies, similar to those
described -by Gagne ", can be useful in this analysis.11
However, the
assignment of number to prerequisite learning products has not yet been
accomplished in any replicable fashion.
Level of difficulty can also be thought of in terms of the number
of applications of each learning product. For example, how many times
does a concept (such as fiveness) appear in one form or another in a
given problem? This dimension of level of difficulty is, admittedly,
related to Suppes NSTEPS variable, but focuses on the number of times
the same concept appears in a task.14
A 'third dimension of level of difficulty is in terms of discriminability of learning products. Learning products can be viewed along a

continuum of diScriminability, with the least confusable being the least
difficult, anc the most confusable being most difficult.
For example,
higher decade addition may be more difficult after children 11,
been
introduced to multiplication of a two-digit number by a single
igit number
because the problems look very similar. The algorithms may actually be
confused (see Figure 4),
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It is possible that the more difficult basic facts of arithmetic may be
as;difficult as they are, at least in part, because they are more easily
confused with other basic facts than are some of the easier basic facts.
This dimension teems to involve phenomena the learning theorists.. refer
to as proactive or retroactive inhibition. Some sample factors, implied
tasks or questions, and ii gels available for gLtding the creation of
diagnostic and-'prescriptive procedures, as discussed above, are
summarized and extended somewhat in Table I.

It should be noted that some of these models areuseful in classroom situations eve., now.
We have observed teachers-Clustering children
We have
for instruction by the categories in Wilson's content taxonomy.
also seen teachers index instructional resources by the taxonomy. As a

result, a teacher working in a given area such as multiplication of
integers can quickly find relevant journal articles, exempla/r suggestions,
W. Lave even seen.teachers design :uerarchies similar to Gagn4's
etc.
learning hierarchies, and use these for creating diagnostic tests and
sequencing instruction.
Conc-usion

We started with students identified merely as needing special help
in mathematics. We were then confronted with the fact that not only is
the number of such students large, but we as mathematics educators are
better equipped to work with some of these students than with.others.

Thereforewe focused our thinking on categories which can help us
describe a given student more adequately, sets of factors relevant to
his learning of mathematics.
This attempt to better articulate symptomatic and, etiological
syndromes of learning difficulties in mathematics is an attempt to
the question, "What factors (and inclarify the field that is 'implied !
what combinations) facilitate or inhibit learning for a particular child?"'
The setting implied is a clinic focusing upon rescarch.and professional
training. A large number of children are not needed; what is needed is
a few children and thinking people working with them. As those who work
with children develop a clearer picture of how different factors relate
to a-child's,learning of mathematics, they can also develop diagnostic
For a given factor, these procedures will help identify
procedures.
which categories and levels obtain with reference to specific children;
and by using such procedures it will be possible to modify screening
procedures to make the more effective.

A final word of caution seems appropriate. Any attempt to identify
and describe the remedial mathematics student inevitably reflects a view
of curriculum. Glennon has attempted to picture the tension that exists
when we ask the question, "What mathematics ?',' -13 He suggests a triangular
model portraying the tension that exists between emphasizing (1) mathematics which is a series of related ideas, (2) mathematics which is
,:necessary for the business and common life situationsof the adult population, and (3) mathematics that eventuates from the expressed needs of

14
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In NCTM's yearbook, The Slow Learner in Mathematics, Glennon
applies his model more specifically as he asks, "What mathematical know-edge is of most worth for the slow learner?"14 We may find Glennon's
model to be helpful as we ask a similar question, "What mathematics is of
most worth to the remedial mathematics student?" As we agree upon a
definition ofolothe remedial' mathematics student, will our definition, in
essence, specify the student having difficulty understanding mathematics
as a system of related ideas? Will our definition of the remedial
_mathematics stucent selct_for the student having difficulty with that
mathethatics reputed to be most essential for the business and common
Or will wee somehow attempt
life situations of the adult populations?
define the remedial mathematics student in such a way that we, in essence,
specify the student who does not want to learn mathematics? Our judgments,
whether based upon observations of classroom performance or upon more formal
test procedures, will reflect our views of curriculum. We tend to see
what we value highly. We tend to test what we think is important. It
may be that before we can more adequately dome to grips with the problem
of identifying and describing the remedial mathematics student, we will
have to face difficult questions such as: How important is it that each
student understand the mathematical relationships involved at every point
in his study of mathematics? How important is it.thatevcry student be
able to do the mathematics needed for the business and common life situa
tions of the ad=lt population? What mathematics is needed in a day of
minicalculators? And how important is it that every student like
mathematics?
-the child.
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TABLE I

Sample Factors, Implied Tasks, and Models Available
for Creating Diagnostic and Prescriptive Procedures-----

IMPLIED TASKS_CQuestioffir

SAMPLE FACTOR SETS
1.

MODELS AVAILABLE

Subject matter factors
a.

Category of learning
product

b.

Level of abstraction
or generalizability of
the learning product

c.

Level of difficulty
of the learning
product

0

Which categories of learning
are causing the most

Wilson's content

difficulty for the child?

types of learning

At what level of abstraction
does the child think with
referenee to a specific
learning product?

Bloom's cognitive
taxonomy

taxonomy and Gagni.'s

d.
0r.

2.

Instructional factors
a.

b.

Type of exemplar
used

Expository vs.
discovery teaching

Which exemplars are most
productive with the child?
Which inhibit?

Exemplar matrix
-(adapted from

Which instructional strategy
is most productive with the

Worthen's research
definitions

child?
c.

Amount of guidance
required in discovery
teaching,

d.

What amount of guidance is
most prOductive with the child
during discovery teaching?

'4

Learner-organismic
factors
a.

Cognitive
(1)

Capacity
(a)

General
intelligence
16
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Table I (continued)

la=
S

3.

r

MODELS AVAILABLE

IMPLIED, TASKS (Questions

E FACTOR SETS

Learner-organismic
factors (cent.)
cognitive
1). Capacity
(b)
Specific
intelligence
(2)

Cognitive style
'(a) 'Reflexive vs.
impulsive
WholiStic vs.
incremental
(c)\ Auditory

Vminded vs.
\visual minded
(d)

b.1 Affective
(1)
(2)

'&15ecific.At itudes

toward math
Personality
(a) -Need str cture
(motivational
structure
(b)
Incentive
mode
(c)
Self conceit

Eric "Erickson's
eight stages of man
and Maslow's
hierarchy of needs'

(d)

(3)

SociaFrelations
(a)

Peer

(b)

Adults,.

(4)

Cl
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Table I (continued) 4
-

SAMPLE FACTOR SETS

- - -

IMPLIED TASKS (Questions)

,IN

3. Learner-organismic
faCtors'(cont.)
r

c.

Phys4cal

(1)Pariially
..dghted

(2) Dbuble vision
(3)

4.

Environmental
a.

Socio-economic

b.

One parent family

c.

Environmental pres

d.

)

MODELS AVAILABLE
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REACTION PAPER
IDENTIFYING AND DESCRIBING THE
REMEDIAL MATHEMATICS STUDENT
Douglas K. Brumbaugh
Florida Technological University

Ashlock, Wilsonnand Hutchings point out the need to identify _the remeidal
student along with descriptions of- some ways of performing that task. In their
initial statements they state that "a larger number of centers and clinics
have become available in an effort to provide specialized helpfO,r children
Furthermore, it fs_stated
having difficulty with mathematics". pg.. 1.
that more and more college courses and programs related to remediation are
available.
In a 1973 survey of the top one hundred teacher-prodncing
colleges or universities in the United States, only nine indicated the existence of the proposed availability of diagnostic and remediation clinics.
These result's indicate a survey is needed to determine'the existence of
programs which train periOnnel to diagnose and remediate mathematical diffiBefore, conducting this survey, criteria that
culties found in students.
The survey should provide answers
define desires aspects should be established.
to the following qUestions:
1.

How many diagnostic clinics or programs or centers are currently
operating?

2.

How many diagnostic clinics or programs or centers are proposed?,

3.

When will the proposed clinicsor programs or centers be operational?

4.

How many colleges or un17ersities_currently havecomplete or partial
training programs for diagnostic personnel?,

5.

How many colleges or universities propose establishing a complete
or partial program in which diagnostic personnel will be trained?

If indeed there is an increase in the number of available clinics, then
one of the underlying questions which needs to be answered is, "Where a..e the
staff and personnel to be trained?" Another way of asking this same question
would be, "Are there adequate facilities established or proposed to train
staff and personnel?" A discrepancy between the shown number of training
facilities and the implied number of people available with suitable backgrounds
appears to exist.
Trained personnel, if they are to be effective, need to know not Only how
to handle diagnostic situations but also how to identify the remedial mathematical student. Thus, the questicols stated by Ashlock, Wilson, and Hutchings
become even more significant.
Who is the remedial mathematics student after all? How would
we know him if we saw him? !vily do we.call him remedial? Are
we merely talking about children who are having exceptional difficulty with mathematics? We hear about children with "special needs"
and about "reluctant learners." Are these children remedial
mathematics students?
21
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These questions point to a need to identify the remedial mathematics student.
The problem is whether to,define the category of so called remedial mathematics
students and find'those student: who fit it or to find children that agreeably
have mathematical difficulties and then establish a description of this group.
Many current educational concepts indicate that schools should be altered to
fit the needs of the student as opposed to making the students find a place
where they fit in some existing structure. It therefore seems more realistic
to observe children who are having difficulties and classify them.
With this
scheme of doing things, the students whoare frustrated by any mathematics
work would most definitely be included in the observations and thus in this
classification group. Of course the possibility exists that not all types
of students encountering difficulties with mathematics will be observed,
resulting in an, incomplete description of the category.

_

0

Whichever of the two classification schemes is used, the existing
description of remedial students will still need to be examined, altered or
discarded.
For example, Wilson's discrepancy score is defined as a'comparison between achievement test scores and predicted achievement scores derived
from aptitude tests or tests of mental ability. However, there is a growing
trend to shift to competency based instruction.
If this continues, then the
underachiever in mathematics wili-need to be redefined. For example, are the
classifications "underachiever" and "capable of demonstrating competencies
at a much slower rate" synonymous? If they are, when does this" sameness
occur? Do these classifications merge when a student -does not progress as
rapidly as he should? Does the classification of slower rate and underachiever occur when the student takes twice as long to reach'the goals
as had been anticipated? On the other hand, if the switch to competency
based instruction is made, is it nespissary to be concerned with the underachiever at all? Will the classification disappear by virtue of the
implementation of competency baled instruction wherein the concern ceases
to be whether or not something is done within a period of time but rather
whether or not something is done? The time factor would not be eliminated
since each student would be enc.()P raged to work at an acceptable pace commensurate with his ability. The emtalasis on reaching an objective in a
'certain time period because othetr's could, would be diminished.
Hutchings' proposed disticetion between developmental and remedial needs
seems most reasonable. A child Classified as having developmental needs
could progress slowly with respeCt to other students and yet the rate of
development would be normal and Consistent within that child's growth
profile.
Developmental needs refer to a child who generally does not
progress as rapidly as his peers.
This lack of progress is reflected in
all subjects.
'

Conversely Hutchings states hat a student with remedial needs would
essentially deVelop at one rate ftr all areas except one or two in which
the progress would be slower.
In other words, the rate of this child's
development in one subject is slower than the rate of growth in all other
areas. These definitionvof developmental and remedial needs as posed by
Hutchings seem useful and reasonable.
Since it is felt that these
definitions could simplify classification and selection of students needing
special assistance in mathematics, their adoption is urged and supported.
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Having defined theremedial mathematics studep, in a seemingly useful_ way,
Hutchings offers two important considerations about a child's performance:
Should
the first of these is based upon what the teacher says a child does.
we pursue additional training either at the pre- or in-service level to assist
the teacher in accepting this role? Or, realizing that many teachers' already
perform such duties, would it be better to provide an outline of characteristics or prodedures to follow as an aid for teachers as they identify the
remedial mathematics student? Given current demands on teachers' time, energy
and attitudes, is the task of identifying the remedial mathematics student, in
any sense other than the most general, a burden which would hamper their other
classroom performances? Is the teacher being asked to perform the role of a
mathematics specialist or clinician?--Hutchings' second consideration is the evaluation of achievement test
This also precludes that the teacher make clinical judgments based
Here again, is the classroom teacher
on prolonged observations of the student.
Can
the
teachers effectively make such judgqualified to perform such a task?
ments based upon achievement test result interpretation? In fathering
information as a part of the decision making process, how much will students
in the class be neglected either consciously or unconsciously?

-fesults.

Hutchings concludes identifying the remedial mathematics student with
now our errors of assessment are apt to be primarily errors of judgment
rather than errors of measurement". The immediate question is, "Which of the
errors is more likely to occur"? Can teachers be made aware of the selection
process? Can teachers be effectively and efficiently trained to do a better
job of judging student needs through observation than would be achieved through
test scores?
It

.

.

Since it is reasonable to expect that each classroom teacher would not have
the time or often the training to perform these tasks, it is evident that a
mathematics specialist much like the reading specialist is needed. This
mathematics specialist would be in residence at the school and could aid the classroom teacher with ideas and techniques that could be used to enhance a student's
Remedial mathematics stuents could be referred to the
learning situation.
specialist so that more attention could be directed toward Lnat student's
special needs. The trained mathematics specialist would be familiar with specific
learning patterns of students having difficulty with mathematics. Since it is
unreasonable to expect that each classroom teacher would be capable of performing such tasks, additional personnel and training would be necessary,
implying the creation of a mathematics specialist whose specific purpose
would be to strengthLnthe mathematical weaknesses of selected students.
As the situation now stands, the mathematics clinician is yet to come
but the desire to asst students having mathematical difficulties now exists,
necessitating reassignment of priorities.
Need the resources be so limited?
Is there no way that the limiting factors of time, lack of general training,
lack of specialists, lack of identification definitions, etc, .can beeased?
Certainly the classroom teacher tries to find children who cad be serviced
quickly and efficiently so that as many students as possible can be treated.
However, we are obligated to provide a means of assistance for those who are
Like the physician Who must
not 50 fortunate as to receive help when needed.
(even though no one should have such a right) decide who gets a kidney machine,
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we must decide wo gets the mathematical help so vitally needed by so many.
Unlike the kidney machine example, the student who does not receive the
mathematical help survives and contacts others, perhaps spreading his
potentially contagious sickness, at least in the sense of a negative
mathematical attitude.
The assumption is that the child who is selectively weak in mathematics
but doing well in other subjects is likely to Show greatest improvement in
the least amount of time. This is plausible for some but not for others.
The attitude facto appears to have been overlooked in this classification.
Certainly many students who do well in everything except mathematics can
he helped but there are just as many who will not improve mathematically
because of developed negative attitudes.
Hutchings also implies a need for a mathematics specialist when he
a hypothetical selection scheme for investing the limited
mentions "
Here again is the
time of specially trained diagnosticians and tutors".
clinical setting with a limited number of students and extensive materials and
However, because of the limited number of clinics; teachers and
equipment.
Certainly the clinic. could be used for
students cannot all be reached.
resource or research but, either way, a vast majority of needy students-go
There is a need to increase the number of clinics now to avoid
untreated.
not treating many while searching for efficient ways to, treat the many.
.

.

.

In discussing clinics, reference is repeatedly made to limited numbers
samples
of students who are specially selected for sLudies involving " .
of the population, the administration of treatments, and Careful exercise of
For research purposes, this type clinic might be fine,
pg. 13.
controls".
but from a practical standpoint it has, limitations. Extensive funding would
Selection systems would be extremely complex and pressures for
be needed.
admission would br 'xtensive: Only a few students would be treated.
.

.

Realizing that it is currently not practical to have a clinic in, each
Could the fundschool, is there the possf lity of.a compromise situation?
ing demands, needs for vast numbers of qualified personnel and emission
pressures be reduced while ingreasing.theamount of research and the number
of students treated?. A mobile diagnosis clinic appears to perhaps provide
a plausible temporary solution. This mobile unit would be outfitted with
tests, equipment, materials, personnel, etc. and would be delivered to a specified site to be operated as a means of assisting schools in the identification
of remedial mathematics students. As opposed to teachers seeing demonstrations,
this mobile unit would be used to involve and train local people to begin
functioning as diagnosticians. It is well established that participation
yields far better results than observation. .Conceivably the portable unit
process would create attitudes in personnel which would stimulate a desire to
want to identify the remedial mathematics students.

Leaving the clinical situation, appealing as it may be, and returning to
the rear classroom, the identification problem still exists. As Ashlock,
Wilson and Hutchings state, "It.is likely that the number of children which
, how do we go about finding out which
will be identified is ratherplarge .
of the children who are not doing well in mathematics we are beet equipped to
help? How do we find out which children actually need help from other pro--------frggionals?" pg. 16. Basically this can be answered by listing three levels
informal, classroom and clinical.
of diagnosis:
.

.

.
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As is implied by the terms used, the three diagnostic levels are
hierarchial in nature.
A child adding two numbers and getting the wrong
answer consistently would be an example of the informal level.
It could_
also be that a child is sleeping in class and some decision-I-S-M-i-de about
that.
Or perhaps a student is noticed as having a tendency to squint when
attempting to read board material. These situations indicate that the
informal level of diagnosis would be the classification of problems in
which the teacher or specialist would be somewhat certain of the source
or area ofrdifficulty.
_

The classroom level'of diagnosis is usually more formal. Perhaps
the informal diagnosis was incorrect or incomplete.
The child who added
incorrectly does so with most pairs of numbers. The child who slept did
so for several days in a row. Not only did the child squint but he also
tilted his head to one side.
In the classroom diagnosis situation, the
teacher usually would not have the time or the wherewithal) to adequately
perform the task presented. For example, suppose the sleeping child is
required to work every night. Does the teacher have the time to council
the student? Or consider the child who is in an algebra class when the
teacher discovers that he cannot add. Does the'teacher have the time to
provide the student with the necessary background information that will
permit that student to experience success?
Finally, there is the clincial diagnosis level.
This would be
reserved for more difficult situations. Perhaps 'the child who could not
add in algebra would be referred to the clinic and additional information
would be gather,d and an appropriate program of remediation developed.
(See Figure 1:)

Cognitive Domain

Non-attainment of
re7erSibility as defined by Piaget

Teacher using incorrect models

Affective Domain

Poor home life

Non-stimulative
learning situation

Physical impairment

Wrong sized chair

Non-educational (factors that cannot be

Educational (factors
that might be caused
by education).

Psychomotor Domain

,

attributed to education.

Figure

1

This development would describe a child's progress not only in school and
non-school settings but also at varying depths and areas of emphasis. Each
cell in Figure 1 contains an example of the described conditions.
It is stated that several models are not only available for guiding and
creating diagnostic and prescriptive procedures, but also some of these models
are presently being used in classroom situations.
Teachers clustering students and indexing instructional resources are
noted as having been observed. This statement gives rise to the question of
whether or not the observations wela in a typical classroom where the teachers
25
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do not normally have resource personnel such as a-college person, clinician,
or mathematics diagnosis specialist. It would seem that a "typical" teacher
in a "normal" setting would be too overburdened to provide such extensive
help. That,is; most teachers would probably need help, a situation not too
commonly resolved since much of the help must come from personnel not commonly available to classroom ,teachers. Neither the college people nor the
mathematics specialists currently available are numerically large enough
to begin to satisfy the growing diagnosis needs.
The concluding questions lisked by Ashlock, Wilson, and Hutchings of
the importance of understanding mathematics, the ability to do the mathematics of everyday life, and attitudes, along with what mathematics is
needed in today's mini-calculator world cause a recycling to the question
of competencies. Would a list of competencies_ help solve at least a part
of the dilemmacaused by questions such as the ones listed?
What points of agreement, questions or alternates have been generated?
Hutchings' differentiation between remedial and developmental students seems
reasonable and useful. The general screening proposals appear plausible but
an additional process centering around informal, classroom and clinical
diagnosis should also be considered. As these screening processes are
defined, it seems imperative that techniques to aid in the screening should
be built into pre- and in-service teacher training programs. Perhaps this
- compilation Of techniques would be established In competencies.

-.

The classroom teacher, already weighted down with many tasks appears
headed for another burden, that,of more extensive diagnosis. Is this potential burden reasonable? Does the evidence indicate that mathematics
specialists, equipped and trained in-a manner similar to the reading
specialists, are needed? Should program guidelines be established to help
in the fundamental training of the mathematics specialist? Will these
specialists, who should be in residence in each school, need a resource
person to whom they.can turn for advice or to whom a more challenging case
could be referred?
The expense and time requirements to develop the personnel' needed to
adequately meet the mathematics remediation demands appear staggering.
Perhaps a mobile diagnosis laboratory, fully equipped with test materials
and staffed by qualified personnel could be used initially. This mobile
unit would serve several schools on a regular visitation basis.

Whatever choice is made, we mu6t respond to current demands that
diagnoStr&Iacilities be provided to point out students' mathematical
deficlencis. Futhermore, we must develop the capability of treating each
student shOWing a need; not just those who can.get to isolated clinics;
not just those Who can be dealt with quickly; not just those who are doing
well in all subjects except mathematics; and not just those who 'exhibit a
positive learning attitude. Mathematics.is an essential part of our
society and we owe it to ourselves to provide each citizen with a program
which will not permit him to be mathematically handicapped.
t.
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CLASSROOM DIAGNOSIS
Robert G. Underhill
University of Houston

I.

Evolution
of the concept
place. 'Hardly
changes in the

Dilemmas Resulting from Evolving Expectations
is'an everyday concept to twentieth century man. Application
to numerous facets of the life of present day man is commonan eyebrow will rise when the term is used to refer to
mathematics curriculum.

One cannot adequately respond to the question, "Evolving towards what?"
However, one can discuss the evolutionary process and the resultant ramifications implied for chance in related concepts, strategies and roles: The
central thesis of this paper is that the evolving expectations or objectives
for the mathematics curriculum arc not changing concurrently with teaching
roles and evaluation strategies. In short, development of new pedagogical
conceptualizations is lagging far behind goal expectations.
Three major
dilemmas face us:
(1) Can we create pedagogical mai.els' which will deliver
results concommitant with these expectations? (2) Can we create evaluation
models tc appraise the delivery? and (3) Can we train teachers through
whom application of these models may be successfully executed?

What are the Goals
To whom shall we turn for the answer to this question? The man on the
street? The mathematics educator? The psychologist? Each of these recognizes the need for basic skills for present day deMands but, also, each
recognizes that the evolution of twentieth century society will create new,
yet unknown demands.

-

In colonial days and continuing into the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century, mathematics had a stong application emphasis because
ours was a developing nation and the needs were reflected in the curriculum
of the schools.
(DeVault and:Kriewall, 1969) An early work by Brueckner
(1930), which was a major contribution to arithmetic diagnostic literature,
placed strong emphasis on the identification:'and remediation of numerous
errors in basic computations.
As mass education became the rule, mattematics educators sought to
extend the goals beyond efficient skill development. In 1948, Spizer stated:
Thus, for years, "Teach with understanding" has been one of the
maxims of arithmet44-1 instruction. In spite of this emphasis,
the understanding (3 those who study arithmetic has been-unsatisfactory.
In an effort to improve understanding, another maxim,
"Teach with meaning," has recently, been adopted.
In a later work, Brueckner and Bon (1955) referred to the mathematical
and social phases of arithmetic.
They discussed undergianding, meaning,
skill and application. 'These emphases are reflected in nearly every
27
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contemporary exposition on teaching arithmetic by mathematics educators
(Grossnickle and Reckzeh, 1973; Holmes, 1968; Riedesel, 1973; Underhill,
These directias
1972) and also special educationists (Spencer, 1969).
were supported by the SMSC Conference on Mathematic Education for Below
Average Achievers (1964) and the USOE Conference for low achievers held
in 1964; the latter recommended, "In order to make these" children employable, they must develop some abilities which cannot be duplicated by
machines."
Development of meaning and understanding within the learner's
capacities'to perform has been the accepted expectation of the psychoIt has'been most elaborated in the writings of and
logical community.
about Piaget and Bruner. The abilities of the learner to transfer and
generalize have been emphasized. Bruner (1966) states, "There am too
many particulars to teach and to master."
He wants Johnny td
John Q. Public seeks mastery of basic skills.
compute correctly and efficiently. He wapits Johnny to know when to
Broudy (1961) discusses this eftectation in an analytic manner
compute.
and presents a most convincing argumel'. that control of knowledge
achieved through learning is by logical and practical necessity a
function of one's ability to think in new situtations. Application of
skill's is facilitated through efficiency but "if we keep efficiency of
response constant, differences in mastery correspond to differences in
the levels of theoretical insight required to get the correct response
mastery can be characterized as insightful action made habitual."
(Browdy, 1961)
.

.

.

Thus, it is an assumption that two broad goals of mathematics are
(1) to develop mastery of basic skills, and (2) to make correct application of those skills.
The success of learners.is related to the level of insight and
meaning possessed.

What is Teaching?
No lengthy treatise.is in order here. The reader is simply reminded that teaching is a facilitation and directing process towards
specified goals. A teacher may or may not be present. Goal orientation
is the point to be noted as it will be alluded to later.

What is Evaluation?
A series of quotes will make this point:

It is important that tests be constructed so as to provide as
thordugh coverage of the -elements which have been taught as is
(Morton, 1953)
`feaSible.
Diagnosis is not an end in itself. Rather, it is a means to
Only when we have
more effective differentiated instruction.
28
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diagnosed,the difficulties and determined the nee6 of children, quantitatively, can we provide thejkind of instruction
designed to remedy those difficulties and meet those needs
remedial teaching is basically good teaching, differentiated to
meet specific instructional needs.
(Weaver, 1954)
.

.

.

The chief contributions of testing and evaluation to arithmetic
instruction are:
1.
2.
3.

,4.

5.
6.

The selection and clarification of objectives which serve
as guides for testing and instruction:
The determination of the rate of growth and the progress
made by each learner in achieving accepted objectives.
Provision of,a basis on which teachers can set up educational
experiences adapted to the needs, interests, and ability of
the learners.
Motivation and guidance of learning, especially by helping
children to evaluate their own responses and behaviof.
The location, diagnosis and treatment of learning difficulties.
The basis for coordinating improvement programs in related
fields such as arithmetid, reading, science and social
studies.
(Brueckner, 1959)

It (the Yearbook Committee) shai4 a deep conviction that the
purpose of evaluation is to provida,,feedback and guidance to the
whole educational process at ever level. It belieyes that'the
going system of evaluation, which-11as. largely drifted into the
service of marking and grading and, crediting, must be replaced
by a system dedicated to the fundamental needs of the learner
and teacher as well as those of the curriculum-designer and
policy maker.
(ASCD, 1967)
Evaluation is a feedback process. Disgnosis is a feedback cycle
aimed at determining specific-learner needs and identifying specific
learner difficulties.

Recapitulation
Goals, teaching and evaluation comprise the specific components
/
of a diagnostic cycle
Beginning with a set of specified goals, teachers
design and execute learninexperiences aimed at achieving them.
Diagnosis yields data on.the 'degree of success.
:

There exist two problems:
Several spokesmen (Rappaport,. 1959; Burns, 1965; Morton, 1953;
Glennon, 1968; Spitzer, 1948; Biownell, 1956) recognize the disparity
between meaningful arithmetic instruction as a goal and the weakness of
evaluation strategies epptoyed to measure progress toward that goal.
They point out with dismay that instruments, for measuring understanding
are not available. Teachers are placed in the difficult
position of
'being encouraged to teach for'understanding\but then having'their
29
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teaching s ccess measured only with efficiency and skill instruments.
A vicious iycle exists between what is espoused and what is rew,:ded.
Teachers are lead to doubt the intent of leaders and to question the goal
since it isn't even measurable! Present diagnostic instruments are weak
in that they cannot pinpoint causes of learning difficulties. Suggestions have been made by numerous writers relative to the need, and
relative to the potential in the theories of Gagn6 and Bruner, but few
examples of enlightened diagnostic thought have surfaced. There is a
high priority need for new conceptualizations which will enable classroom teachers to appraise needs and prescribe remedial procedures.
In the '.oida-bf-Jerome Bruner (1966), "Knowing is a process,, not a
product." We need evaluation strategies" which-diagnose learner understanding of mathematical processes.
.

II.
1

Elaboration Upon the Relationships Between Goals,
/1
Teaching and Evaluation

A more satisfactory set of conditions will not evolve until we
refine our thinking in such a way as to deal with goals, instruction
and evaluation by systematically building upon, synthesizing and
integrating new knowledges of learners, content and pedagogy.

Refinement of Goals

Beyond the general goals of transferability, generalizability, skill
development and application, we-are left with the basic notion of
Meaning. Does meaning relate to what is retained? Perhaps there is a real
distinction which can be made between memorizing and remembering. The
former is related to recall, the lowest level of Bloom's taxonomy.
Remembering, on the other hand, may be contextual. Ideas or concepts
are retained because of insights gained through contextual relationships.
To gain support,''examine Bruner's (1966) statements about the
emphases of education:

It would seem: from our consideration of man's evolution that principal emphasis in education should be placed upon skills--skills in
.
handling, in seeing and imagining, and in symbolic operations
.

.

A curriculum should involVe the mastery of skills that in turn lead
to the mastery of still more powerful ones, the°establishment of
The reward of deeper understanding is a
self-reward sequences .
more.,robust lure to effort than we have yet,realized
.

.

.

.

.

If there is any way of adjusting to change, it must include, as we
have noted, the developMent of a metalanguage and "metaskills"
for dealing with, continuity in` change

.

.

If we are to do justice to our evolution, we shall need, as never
before, a way of transmitting the crucial ideas and skills, the
acquired characteristics that express and amplify man's powers.
30
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Definitions
The embodiment of an idea through manipulations of. objects, use of
pictures or diagrams, or use of symkols, roughly correspond to Bruner's
enactive, iconic and symbolic ways of knowing and ar,e called models. A
model is said to be known when it can be traced to some original state(s)
in one or more concrete embodiments (correspOnding with enactive).

Conjecture and Assumption
New learning is meaningful when it is based on a series, synthesis
or integration of known models.

Characteristics of Good Teaching.

Good teaching of mathematics is defined here as instruction which
facilitates lea er comprehension of a structure of a discipline in a
Brunerian sens= and which develops learner understanding of process:
"Optimal tructure" refers to a set of propositions from which
a larger ody of knowledge can be generated, and it is characteristic th t the formulation of such structure depends upon the
state of advance of a particular field of knowledge.,
ce the merit of a structure depends upon its power for
s
information, for generating new propositions, and
sill: lif in

for ine easing the manipulability of a body cf knowledge,
structu e must always be related to the status and gifts of the
(Bruner, 1960)
,learner1
,

I
'According to;
Bruner, this structure is characterized in three ways: the
(1) made of /representation; (2) economy, and (3) power. That is to say
(1) "a" structure possessed'by a given learner is characterized by his
level of "knowing", i.e., at what levels are its constituent parts
known, (2) how much information must be processed to acquire new knowns,
and (3) what are his capabilities for generating new knowns.

The foregoing conceputalization of learner-unique 6tructure
incorporates the content heirarchy schema'proposed by Gagne, but it is
From the simple but elegant :lotion of mathematical
more than that.
prerequisites, we have evolVed pedagogical principles which embrace
and go beyond. We have evolved our thinking from the structure of
This is the evolutionary
mathematics to a structure Of mathematics:
wedding and acknowledgment cf the'dual interplay of content and learnerperception-of-content. While, in a strict sense of Gagne', the structure
will be the eventual outcomeiof common knowns abstractly, the
multiplicity of combinatiqnsiof knowns of the many structural parts rakes
structure in this sense ev4y40ersonal and unique possession. As Bruner
(1960) so aptly stateS4it, "in seeking to transmit our understanding of
such structure to another p'ersen--be he a student'or someone else--there
is the problem of finding thellanguage and ideas that the other person
31
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would be able to use if he were attempting to explain the same thing. If
we are lucky, it may turn out that the language we would use would -be
within the grasp of the person we are teaching." Thus, good teaching is
facilitation of cognitive movement of giwth which occurs within and
extends the perceived structure of the learner.
Mathematics instruction characterized.as "meaningful" is based on
How computations are performed
exploration and analysis of process.
is equally'as important as the result of the computation: Reiteration of
process will develop an underlying comprehension of mathematics as a
process, as an approach to structuring reality and of categorizing,
Meaning is
classifying, and studying environmental relationships.
synonymous with a grasp of process interfacing of the "real environment"
and its symbolic mathematical modelS or representations. This is
accomplished through carefully established sequences based on modeling
and contextual readiness. Contextual readiness is the extent of
familiarity of new'instructional settings through which topics are
said of this later.
presented to learners. More will
This brings- us to the major jot of the teacher, designing sequence.

Sequence

The chaining of activities with many nuances of pedagogical significance constitutes learning sequenCes. The creation of successful
chains encompasses much more than the logical sequencing proposed by
Gagn6,,and traditional cincerns for development-and-practice balances.
Spitzer (1948)' recognized thp distinction when he differentiated betwilip
drill and practice, and McClellan (1961) and Rosenberg (1962) were
_addressing this issue in distinguishing between logical and psychological
In the present treatment, we will concern
presentations of content.
ourselves with the roles of intuition and readiness in relation to other
factors of successful sequence design.
.

Intuition

The specific brand of intuition referred to here is the one described
by Bruner (1960) which appeared as 'pre- mathematics" in.the Cambridge
Conferences on School Mathematics (1963) an Teacher Training (1967):1 He
stated, "Intuition implies the act of grasping the meaning-or significance
or structure of a problem without explicit reliance on the analytic
apparatus of one's craft, Perhaps the,firWt thing that can be said about
intuition when applied to mathematics is that it involves the embodiwent
or concretization of An idea,,not yet stated, in the form of some sort of
operation or example." The 1963 Conference Report recommended that a
spiraling curriculum Attend to the introduction of new mathematics
concepts first at the pre-mathematical level. These early associations
would be related to the learner's general experience; presentations
would not be,wrong, only`, incomplete structurally. As Lovell (1971) states
It
thinking is greatly dependent on the total: perception of the
situation, and the child is largely,unaware of the processes by which
he arrived at nis ideas. There is, as it were, a basic awareress, not \
!

.

.

.
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yet formalized. Usually intuitive thinking depends upon considerable
familiarity with the ideas involved, and almost always such thought is
unable to detach itself completely from physcial reality."
4.

Good eachers have always used intiitive or pre-mathematical
approaches to concept development.
However, the approach has not been
given adequate recognitionras an important and integral part of
systematically designed sequence.
It has had the status of a "highly
'recommended" practice.

Readiness

J-Ast as the goals of mathematics. nd concept of structure are evolving
to encompass new knowledge of the le, ner and that which is to be learned,
so, too, is the concept of readiness evolving..
Readiness has teen translated by and large as the possession or lack of prerequisite subsKills or
subconcepts in the sense of Gagne; or as attain,..--it of a certain level
of maturation. The former can be verified by exanOming evaluation instruxmts designed to measure mathematical readiness and diagnosis.
Such
instruments focus`bn the possession of certain concepts and skills. The
nature of the questions have reflected the "easiest" or most obvious ways
to measure the concepts rather than a systematic treatment of conceptualization levels founded on a theoretical base., This is no longer
adequate. The latter, maturational, point of view is recognizable in
many sources with a Piagetian orientation. Thes' sources stress what
children cannot do rather than offer 'the pbsit.i.ve aspects of what Children
can do.
This problem has a single referent: children's.conceptual levels
are equated with adult conceptual levels.
(Rousseau's battle all over
again!),

The child often '.r.-,os a concept in a way which is different from
the way in which his zIllt counterparts know it.
His set of knowns r7e
at lower levels on the enactive, iconic, symbolic chaining of experiences.
He often possesses meaning but his meaning has not evol',. 1 to the highest
or symbolic level.
Therefore, he is stamped "not ready." Not ready for
wile*. Not ready for the aault, symbolic treatment of successive levels
of the conceptual hierarchy.

With an evolved conceptualization Of structure based on iearneruniqueness develops n Princurrent redefining of readiness. Bruner (1966) I
recognized this need for change.
He claimed that one teaches for readinega.
As expressed in the Twenty-fourth 'Yearbook of the National Council of
!
Teachers of Mathematics:
"Teachers in all grades should 'Lew their task:
in the light of the idea that the understanding,of mathematics is a
continuum
-(1) Teachers should find what ideas have been presented
ea
cr and deliberately use them as much as possible or the teaching
Zif new *deas.
(2) Teachers should look ,to the future and teach some
concepts and understandings even if complete mastery cannot be expected."
What, -then are the componeats of readiness to which we should attent?
There are it least five; we have made varying degrees'Of'progress -.J1/ our
recognition of theil respective roles and importance:
1

.

.

.

.

A.
B.

Content"Readiness
Pedagogical Readiness
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C.
D.
E.

Maturational Readiness
Affective Readiness
Contextual Readiness

Let's consider each of these separately in the next section'we will try
to integrate some of them into a systematic treatment of sequence.
Content readiness refers to that gbout which we know most and
treat with the greatest level of expertise. It is the analysis of the
discipline by sequential ;cquisition in a logical sense according to the
hierarchical strategy pro?osed by Gagne. Most of the work of Brueckner
and'hi% disciples was a refinezrnt of this element.- For example, place
value must precede two digit addition, and regrouping or renaming of
numbers must precede addition with regrouping (carrying). However, there
are certain additional concepts related to the nature of the discipline
which reflect unifying ideas. Thede.ideas can be cap:. ..i.zed upon in
A.

(b) .ymbols.
commutativiey,
associativity, distributivity, renaming, regrouping, identity elements
are recurring themes which, if handled masterfully, will facilitate
learner readiness. New situations can be related to previously
encountered and known situations. Use of expanded notation, operation
signs, exponents, multiple symbols (as with rational numbers), and
exponentiation could play a much stronger role if planned into sequence
in a systematic manner.

.sequence.

These inc' side such items as (a) properties,

In the intuitive trLitment of number system isorDrphisiln

.

'

Pedagogical readiness is an area of slight exploration but of
B,
great promise. The recurring themes of concrete, semi-concrete'and
abstract models carry learners forward. They acquire higher levels of
s the
Instructional materials such
knowing on subsequent encounters.
whole
numbers
to
decimal
abacus can be used to build bridges from
fractions; pedagogical distinctions in problem solving such as measurement and partition division or take-away, compar;Ave and additive
subtraction can facilitate learning; use of proportional (Cuisenaire Rods)
builds readiness for non-proportional aids (poker chips); aew symbols may
These are important elements
be created; properties can be emphasized.
included intuitively by good teachers: it is time to capitalize upon
them systematically.

Maturational readiness in the sense of Piaget places constraints
on the child's level of knowing but does not, as far as we presently
understand, preclude all knowing of a given concept. This was Bruner's
central thesis when he gave his now famous, but oft misunderstood,
pronouncement. Learner progress is limited but not halted by his
capabilities in conservation, reversibility, attending to sequencing,
and attending to WO or more variables simultaneously.
C.

Affective readiness refers to the learners attitudinal preD.
disposition towards that which is, to be learned. While the importance
of this type of readiness has long been recognized, only'slight progress
in appraising and accommodating it has been made.
Contextual readin_ss refers to the setting in which new concepts
Extra-school experiences or experiences of the child's
care introduced.
E.
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not-at-school world should be related whenever possible to school learning.
Whenever a concept of the discipline can be placed into a context (preferably
extra-school) familiar to the larner, he will be more ready for it than
when it is not. This is one element of the intuitive role of concept
development.

Sequencing Theory

A sequence of learning experiences should accommodate the learner's
perception of structure, account for varying readiness needs and provide
pre-mathematical (intuitive) associations with new concepts.
Given a level of content readiness ascertained through diagnostic
evaluation, associations with new concepts should be sequenced in such a
treatments, model experiences,
way as to account for three variables:
and symbols.
intuitive (pre-mathematical)
There are two categories of treatments:
and mathematical. When introdu'ing integers, a thermometer or a football
The pre - mathematical
field or an elevator in a building might be used.
treatment would use neither neltwords nathcmatics vocabulary) nor new
mathematical symbols associated with the concept; the mathematical treatment would.

There are three types of model experiences: concrete, semi-concrete
Concrete learning experiences are "hands-on," tactile
embodiments; semi-concrete experiences are'orimarily visual embodiments
(no "hands-on")'; and abstract learning experiences are characterized by
symbolic treatments (no tactile or visual reinforcement). Notice that
all teacher-demonstration; T.y., filmstrip and other observer activities
and abstract..

are semi- ccncrete.

(1) non-mathemaThere are four categories of symbols of interest:
non-mathematical
written,
tical verbal, (2) mathematical verbal, (3'
(4 4)mathematical written.

Non-mathematical verbal refers to the use of only familiar vocabulary.
A "new" mathematical idea is introduced witLout the use of its proper name
or label; the mathematical verbal, on the other hand, introduces the
learner to the appropriate term or name or label for the mathematics(
idea under consideration. 'The relation between written non-mathematical
and matheme.ical vocabulary and symbols is differentiated similarly.
Examples related to integers:
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

"Two floors up"
"Negative four"
U2
-4

An hypothesized "ideal" sequence is as follows:
I.

Treatments
A.
Intuitive (I)
(M)
B.
Mathematical
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II.

III.

Model Experiences
Concrete (C)
A.
Semi-Concrete
B.
Abstract (A)
C.

(S)

Symbols
(NV)--no new words, or symbols
Non-Math Verbal
Non-Math Written (NW)--no new symbols or words
(MV)--new words and symbols
Math Verbal
Math Written (MW)--new symbols and words
D.
A.
B.
C.

Chronological Sequence

1.

I

-

2.

I

3.

I

4.

M

5.

M

6.

M
N

-

7.

III

II

I

C
S

A
C
C
S

A

-

NV

-

NV, NW
NV, NW

MV
MV, MW
MV, MW
MV, MW

Examples related tc, integers:
1.

2.
3.

*
4.

5.
6.
7.

.

Thermometers as "degrees,rise" or "degrees fall," each child with model,
no new symbols or words
Pictures of buildings--"floors up" or "floors down," children use
pictures and write "U2" or "D3"
Talk of examples but without resence of concrete or semi-concrete
embodiments, "U2""or "D3" or "F3" or ":4,6"
Use same model, as the one above Or some othel similar model, use
"positive three degrees" of "negative eight degrees"
Same4se 4, introduce "+3" and 'L8"
Same as 2'above except use "+2" instead of "U2"
Same as 3 except use "+2" instead of "U2"

As mentioned.earlier, content readiness is built into this model; so\is
pedagogical readiness: the cyclical treatment of model,modalities or
embodiments is evident as are systematic treatments of symbols and
language. .Teachers can increase readiness by using familiar contexts,
terminology and instructional materials. Maturational readiness establishes
growth limits during a given encounter, and intuition is evident as an
integral, planned component of the sequence. Affective readiness in not
formally accommodated; it is still a teacher responsibility, however,
"Instruction consists of leading the learner through a sequence of
statements and restatements of a problem or body of kncr:1,dge tnat
increase the learne, a ability to grasp, transform, ad transfer what he
by giving the child multiple embodiments of the same
.
.
is learning.
general idea expressed in a common notation we lead him to 'e-oty' the
concept of specific sensory properties until he is able to grasp its
(Bruner, 1966)
abstract properties."
.
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Artfully orchestrateLl sequence is a harmonic interplay of content
and pedagogy. Readiness, in all its refinements, represents the major
Readiness is based on the
goal and consideration of quality sequencing.
content and pedagogical experiences of children in previous encounters,
attunes itself to the contextual and affective climate of today and
anticipates learner needs in future encounters. Artful sequencing is
a bridge-building p thway through-the continuum of abstract structure by
of concrete, semi-concrete and abstract counterpoint
careful repeti
Continued
emetically until the learner knows the melody.
repeatin
ice on themes and variations of sequence builds btidges or associapr
ions between the harmonic themes which, collectively, constitute the
,symphony of mathematical understanding of structure and result in appreciation and knowledge of its intricate complexities 'and interrelationships.

Conjectures and Assumptions
Intuition is extended through repeated bridging from knowns to
A.
one learns
unknowns or from the "believed" to the "uncomprehended,"
to "believe" through continued (repeated) associations between the known
and the unknown. Continued bridging attempts between the believed and the
related-but-not-believed produces new belief or insights about notpreviously-perceived relationships.
Economy results when knowledge is known, and the economy is
B.
highly and positively correlated to the types of models which are used
in constituting what is known.
The learner possesses power to the extent that he can chain,
C.
integrate and synthesize knowns in new patterns.
Learners will grow to higher levels of known (concrete to semiD.
concrete to abstract) on succe7sive chaining or bridging encounters
(repetition) due to maturation and intuitive familiarity.

Characteristics of Good Evaluation
From the evolving goals and concomitant changes mandated in instruction comes the compelling need to evolve a more refined conceptualization
As reviewed earlier,
of evaluation and, more specifically, diagnosis.
Calls for improved evaluative Lad
recognition of the need is not new.
diagnostic procedures have been called for since the 1940's.
During the period when Brueckner's scholarly work was produced in
1930 and on through the 1940's, the goals of mathematics were still
Use of concrete and semi-concrete
basically computatic 11 in nature.
models were seen as alpful instructional tools; they were a means to
This perception of aids in teaching mathematics is bcrne out by
an end.
study of his early work, in his much later work (1959) and in his work
with Bond (1955). From these works one can quickly a certain that.,models
w -e not ends in themselves. This point is poignantly made by an
analysis of his diagnostic model. Survey tests were Very broad abstract
diagnostic tools used to determine class level of functioning for planning the instructional program; analytical tests were group or
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individually administered tests of narrowly refined ranges of abstract
work with systematic evaluation of small incremental steps in computation; clinical,pr"ocedures. were suggested for individual cases and
consisted of several diagnostic elements all aimed at the identification
Only after diagnosis
of computational skills at the abstract level.
was completed was the teacher encouraged to use models to develop
understanding and overcome difficulties. In Brueckner's (1959) own
words, "Analytical diagnostic tests locate specific areas of weakness.
However, they do not in themselves reveal the nature of the underlying
difficilty, how well the child understands the steps in the solution, the
effectiveness of his thought processes and his methods of work, or the
kinds of computationai errors as such that cause incorrect work." He
then goes on to describe several specific procedures to determine
difficulties clinically but the procedures make no reference to concrete
and semi-concrete models. This conceptualization of the diagnostic
process represents a very limited use of readiness, prerequisites,
understanding and objectives or goals.
Recognition of modeling as an'evolution of stages of understanding
began to take shape as a movement in the 1930's when Morton (1938)
presented a case for modeling as an important part of the "meaningful
arithmetic" program. Recognition of the need for evaluation of these
outcomes by Spitzer (1948) and Morton (1953) signaled-an important shift
in the perceptions of models: they were no longer simply means; they
were now means and ends: This was an important historical shift. It
represents recognition of process as an important goal of mathematics
Computational skills were still important, but they now
instruction.
shared the limelight with an equally important part of the mathematics
Sequence was now recognized as a
instructional-program, sequence.
duality of content and pedagogy, a very significant step.
Recent contributions have been made by Reisman (1972) and Underhill
(1972). Reisman incorporates concrete and semi-concrete models in clinical
diagnostic procedures, and Underhill has "Proposed application of this
approach in class instruction and diagnosis; One of Underhill's major tt
contributions has been-emphasis on the interfacing of content and
pedagogy in the instructional sequence by emphasizing use of threw or four
behavioral objectives for every concept., This helps give adequate
recognition to important concrete, semi concrete, abstract and application
outcomes of the instructional program.

Problems for Classroom Teachers
To successfully implement a diagnostic approach to instruction, the
task must fall within the management capabilities, mathematical expertise,
time limitations and physical resources of average teachers. This is,
The evaluation model proposed by Underhill (1972)
indeed, a challenge.
can be used with the management capabilities of average teachers; it also
falls within the range of reasonable limitations of time and physical
The major problem is one of creating appropriate sequences.
resources.
While teachers can create appropriate models, they need a detailed
sequence into which it eln be placed. There are presently two main
(1) a sequence developed by Brueckner or his followers, or
alternatives:
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(2) a textbook.
The former is available from Brueckner's writings and
from the writings of numerous'people who agreed with him. Textbooks
have associated with them the problem of identifying prerequisites; this
information is not always clear. A more desirable alternative would be
the creation of a new type of sequence which would facilitate teaching
Such a sequence is
for individual needs and evaluation (diagnosis).
proposed in the next section and is relatea briefly to Underhill's
(1972) model for class instruction and diagnosis.
.. -

Assumption
al.
Diagnosis should evaluate
Diagnosis and sequencz are cyc:
learner progress throug' a given sequence, and the results of diagnosis
should be useful in planning new sequence(s).

Recapitulation

Conceptualizations of mathematics goals, teaching and diagnosis
have been too limited. The evolution of goals has had impact on
teacher behavior, and a great need exists in the feedback process to
determine the validity of goals, the merit of given sequences and the
extent to which learners succeed. New or modified conceptualizations
are needed.

III.

A Model For Classroom Diagnosis

Classroom diagnosis should be a "best fit" of three sets of
parameters related to sequence, parameters related to the
conditions:
-environment and parameters related to teachers. The "best" model of
diagnosis is one which meets the following conditions or standards:
A.

Parameters related to teachers.
1.
2.
3.

4.

A "good" model should

Function within the usual range of management skills
possessed by classroom teachers.
FunCtion within the usual levehof mathematical.
competence possesed by classroom teachers.
Function within the usual time allocated to evaluation
by classroom teachers.
Facilitate decision-making relative to the needs of
individual learners.

A model should be easy to understand and easy to implement. This means
that instruments and procedures should be easy to design, construct,
administer, score and interpret; prescription should follow readily.
Diagnostic results should facilitate grouping of learners in such a way
that typical teachers can manage the total process.
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B.. Parameters related to the environment.
1.
2.

A "good" model should

.'unction within usual space allocations and building
and classroom design.
Require-a minimal outlay of additional resources.

It should
A model should be practical from a resources viewpoint.
be within the reach of typical schools as well as atypical schools.
C.

Parameters related to sequence.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A "good" model should

Include a systematic accounting of content prerequisites.
Facilitate evaluation of meaning or understanding.
Include a systematic accounting,of,pedagogical spiraling.
Facilitate sequence decision-making.
Operate within the context of a minimal number of
overriding principles.
Facilitate general placement within a program (survey).
Facilitate identification of Tecific prOblem areas
(analytical).

A model should relate sequence and structure. It should allow a.
teacher or group of teachers to isolate geu2ral and specific needs of
learners and to plan appropriate learning experiences for them. Factors
of'readinessshouldbe accounted for to the extent possible.

Evolution of a Model
This model is a synthesis of ideas from three major thinkers:
-Brueckner, Jerome Bruner, and Robert Gagn6,

Leo

Brueckner's contributions are primarily in (1) the concept of a
survery test, (2) the concept of an analytic test, and (3) an elaboration
upon and extension of Morton's operations hierarchies. The survey and'
Suffice it here to say that the
analytic tests were described earlier.
survey test was a general test and the analytic test was a specific test.

s--

Whereas Brueckner descfibed a mathematics survey test as one which
was used to ascertain general achievement in a broad area such as whole
number operations or work with decimal fractions, the evolved definitiOP
of a survey test is a test which is computational in nature but which
determines the level of performance with a K-6 addition continuum. For
example, addition is an operation which is typically taught on the set of
whole numbers, then non-negative rational numbers using common fractions
and then decimal fractions; integers may be added to this continuum in
the next decade. This development where the learner is performing within
this continuum at°the computational level.

Bruegner described an analytic test as*one designed to determine a'
specific level of difficulty. The evolved use of analytic testing would
have the same objective. Whereas in Brueckner's approach analytic testing
was a detailed look at abstract computational skills, the-proposed-us-6-n
analytic tests would be to use semi-concrete models from which learner
understanding and meaning can be inferred.
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Through the work of Morton, Brueckner and Gagne'', az( analysis of
content can be hypothesizeu. From suggested continua, prerequisites, and
Through a restructuring
thus one aspect of readiness, can be ascertained.
and expansion of existing content chains, a new continuum for each operation
can be hypothesized. This results in a chain for a K-6 addition continuum,
one for subtraction, and so on. A sample for-addition is appended.
'Bruner's concept of knowing has been integrated into each continuum
in such a way a to create a pedagogical spiral about each operational
continuum.
ADDITION CONTINUUM

Ara 1110.e.111/.11r.*.sp.f...11.....Ar.Craiviiray.v.e.t.
IM
Ili
qp

Concrete/semi-concrete/abstract spiral

The evaluation (diagnostic) model attempts, in two phases', to
determine at what level on the pedagogical spiral learner needs exist.
Phase I uses survey testing to determine the approximate level of functioning on the continuum. Phase II examines learner understanding on a
narrow range of the pedagogical Spiral after the approximate location
of the problem area has been determined.
Suppose as in the, sample addition continuum appended there are 47
Depending on the age/grade level of the children, a
increments, K-6.
probability estimate is made on the basis of norms and previous experience
-of the portion of the 47 increments in which nearly all children of that
level will fall. It is suggeste45- fcr example, that children in the
first half of grade three will usually perform in the increment range
10 through 19. A survey test is constructed, three questions for each
(A sample survey, test is appended.) Using a
incremental level.
criterion level of two out of three as suggested by Brueckner, each
child is determined to be functioning at a given increment.
.

Suppose the child
In Phase II, and analytic test is constructed.
encountered difficulty on increment 14 on the survey test. Then the
The analytic test
analytic test would cover levels 13, 14 and 15.
would contain 18 questions in sets of three in this order: level 13
semi-concrete, level 13 ab6iact, level 14 semi-concrete, level 14
(A sample
abstract, level 15 semi-concrete, level 15 abstract.
analytic test is appended.) Scoring would be as with the survey test;
the criterion of 2 out of 3 would be used to determine the level at
It is assumed that learners would be
which the child is.performing.
asked to use only familiar models in diagnosis.
Instruction would begin at the pedagogical (model) level preceediug
the one at which the child failed to meet th- criterion level, as
suggested by Bruckner and Bond (1955) and Underhill (1972). For
example, if the child met criterion level on every set of three until he
got to level 14 abstract, instruction would begin on level 14 semi-concrete /
to help him bridge the gap or make the transition from his understanding of
If the child met criterion /
semi-concrete (iconic) to abstract (symbolic).
level on every set of three until he got to level 15 semi-concrete, an
41.
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instructional sequence should be designed which would begin him at
level 15 concrete (enactive).

Implementation of the Model
The model can be implemented in several ways; three will be
presented. Two utilize the model for individualizing.,mathematics
instruction proposed by Underhill (1972).
One is for use in a selfcontained classroom, and the other two are for use- in cooperative
teaching arrangements.
-0

Self-Cdfltained Classroom

Early in the school year, a survey test is administered for 041
operational continuum. Afteffi the lowest level of learneriperforOance,
within the continuum is know, instruction begins on concept A. After
objectives have-been stated, learners are preascessed either fo wally
or inforthally to determine which learrers, if any, already poss. 'ss the
concept; 'they are channeled into enrichment activities of a la 4 l
type.
Instruction. then occurs using grouping or individual
o
as appropriate and 'within the management capabilities of the t acher.
3 or 4
Objectives
for 'Cone ep t A

Preassessment
/on Concept

t

Instruction
on Concept

I Enrichment

Diagnosis
on Concept

Practice
RptParh

Recycle to.

Concept B 4
t

When the teacher. feels that several learners have mastered he Objectives,
diagnosis takes place to determine what further work is ne ded. When
most learners have mastered the objectives, the teacher recycles through
the model for the next concept in the operational continuutti. Learners
who failed to reach criterion level can do independent work or the
teacher may hold weekly remedial sessions with selected lOarners. sIn
this manner, the tea-.her uses a concrete/semi-concrete/abOtract approach
in the instructional phase and then decides who needsaniadditional set
of experiences at each level on the basis of diagnostic feedback. The
teacher rotates from one operational continuum to anothe throughout
the year.

Cooperative Teaching-Groups
Assume there are three teachers working together./ A survey test is
administe-ed. The levels of the children are deternind as befone.
After the preassessment, one teacher works with those/children who already
possess mastery of the concept; the other two work with the remaining
learners in the,instructional phase. After diagnosis', one teacher works
with each of the three groups. They may choose a variation dapending'on
the size of each group.
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Cooperative Teaching - Individualized
A major problem in implementing individualized programs is the
great job of meeting diverse needs. Three teachers working_together can
administer a survey test on an operational'contindum.- Each teacher works
For,example, if in the
with learners performing at specified levels.
addition continuum learners are performing at levels 12 through 23, one
\, teicher might work with levels 12-14, one 15-18 and one 19-23. In this
Way, a given teacher works with a range much narrower than is typically
Through use of flexible
encountered.in a heterogeously grouped class.
grouping. progress of each learner is facilitated through each continuum.
maintained for all learners will alllow them to move in each
conti uum at a pace commensurate with abilities and efforts. Through
monitoring, students can be regrouped as they change from one operational
continuum to another and as they move_within a continuum at varying rates.
Individual, monitoring will also permit and facilitate flexible grouping
due to individual plateaus and periods of acceleration or deceleration.

Summary acid Questions

Developments\of the past thirty years foster awareness of new
relationships, hyp4hesiiing of new alternatives, refinement of goals,
This paper has sought to
and redefinition of old conceptualizations.
collate, integrate and synthesize, to the extent possible in a brief
paper, some of these developments and to hypothesize some new relationIt hat not b,ten\the intent of this paper, to answer questions,
ships.
but, rather, co formulate new questions and to stimulate new thinking.
If experience verifies some of the postulations presented, that is good;
if experience leads to, discovery of other, more valid approaches or to more
precisely evolved conceptualizations, that is also 3ood. As our knowledge
of learners, learning and teaching expands, and as our goals alter to
meet.the demands of a new social order, our conceptualizations should
evolve into more precisely understood relationships and our instruction
a more harmoniously orchectratec symphonT>of sequences.
Many questions remain unanswered; many conceptualizations remain
vague.

The most important questions, I feel, are those related to sequence.
Is there an "ideal" sequenc °? Is it possible tocreate one grand design)
for sequente which is related to a small number of variables which interface in an orderly manner? Can certain sequence variables be accommodated
more easily by learners of various ages, experiences, mental maturity?
What is the interplay of intuition and symbols in acquiring mathematics
concepts? How do various learning styles interact in sequences? Does
pedagogical spiral exist which can be as explicitly stated as those
Can we refine and systematically account
presently designed for content?
for all components of readiness? What are the roles of overlearning,
retention and regression in the diagnostic process?
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Finally, there are critical concerns about teachers. Are our
expectations realistic? -Can we'create models for teachers to implethent
with ease? What kind of pre and in-service training is needed? Hopefully,
the model presented and the discussion included will help answer some of
these questions and serve as a catalyst in formulating others.

O

O
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APPENDIX
An Hypothesized K-6 Addition* and Subtraction', Continuum

1.

,2.
3.

Pre-number order relationships
Matching
Pre - number inequalities

Pre-number serration
sr Classification--negation
Concepts of numbers less than 10
6,
Inequalities of numbers less than 10
7.
Seriation of numbers less than 1Q
8.
4.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

4

Sums less i(han 10
Place value - ones and tens (proportional) **

Sums 10 thru 18, both addends less than 10
2 digit plus 1 digit WITHOUT regrouping (proporeiqnalk
Two two-digit numerals without regroupings (propoirtion'al)
2 digit and 1 digit numerals with regnIppimg (proportional)
2 digit and 2digit numerals with regrouping (prop. and non-prop.)
3 two-digit numerals, sum of ones greater than 20 (prop. and non - prop.)
Place value - hundreds, tens and ones (prop.'and non-prop.)
Three-digit numerals without regrouping (non-prop.)
Three- digit numerals w 1 regrouping (non-prop.?

/

1,

1k the following group, use denominators 2, 3, 4, ', 6,

10, 12, 15

35.

Unit fractions
Unit fraction inequalities
Non-unit fractions
Equivalent fractions (building sets)
Nan-unit and unit fraction inequalities.
Seriation (unit and'non-unit)
Sums less ,than one, same denominator
Mixed numerals
Sums of mixed numerals, no regrouping, same denominator
Regrouping of fractional parts
Sums between one andtwo, same denominator
Sum of mixed numeral and non-unit fraction, regrouping, same denominator
Sum of mixed numerals with regrouping
Three non -unit fractions, sum between 2 and 3, same denominator
3' mixed numerals, sum of fractional parts between 2 and 3, same
denominator
Equivalent fractions (using sets of multiples and identity element)

36.

Sum less than one, different denominators

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.

*Assume two addends unless noted otherwise.
',To determine the subtraction sequence, change each statement to an
Omit all categories which involve three numbers'.
inverse statement.

**Proportional inditates visual and/or physical size relationship between
models used,for ones and tens or parts and wholes.
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37.
38.
39.

40.

Mixed numerals, no regrouping, different denominators
Mixed numerals, regrouping, different denominators
3 non-unit fractions, sum between 2 and 3, different denominator:3 mixed numerals, sum of fractional parts between 2 and 3, different
denominators

/

In the following group,, use prime numbers'2, 3, 5, 7
.

04'

Prime factorization of numbers with 3 prime factors
Ust prime factorization to find LCM of 2 three=-factor numbers
Sums less than one using prime factdrization to, find LCD
Renaming (reducing) fractions with prime-factorization and identity
45. 'Sums of decimal fractions . with even endings, tenths and hundredths
Sums of decimal fractions with ragged endings, tenths and hundredths
46.
47.. Sums of decimal fractions, other cases
41.
42.
43.
44.

Continuum
Increments*

Grade Level ,

6-11
6-13
8-15
9-17
10-19
10-30
16-36
16-40
23-43

1.0-1.4
1.5-1.9
2.0-2.4
2.5-2.9
3.0-3.4
3.5-3.9
4.0-4.4
4.5-4.9
5.0-5.4
5.5-5.9
6.0-6.4
6.5-6.9

213-44

23-46
23-47

/

*If the number of continuum increments is less than or equal to 10,
If the number of-continuum
construct three items for each increment.
three
items for every other
increments is more than 10, construct
increment.

:a
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Sample Items for the Addition Continuum

6 3 5

6.

Circle the numeral which names five:

7,

Circle the numeral which names a number less than six:

8.

Circle the smallest number named.

9.

3 + 4 =
36 = 16 ones and

11.

6 + 7 =

16.

13.

42

"X" on toe largest:

Place an

A

10.

12.

7 4

61

tens

67

14.

+3

+37

26.
47

367 =

15.

+5.

2 hundreds

7

67
+88

ones,

teas

+38
18,

19.

134

486
'+157

+265
_

4

20.

Write 0.16-iiiiinex4A- which represents one-fourth:

21,

Circle the numeral which represents the smallest number:

1
2

22.

"-Ite the numeral which names three-fourths:

23.

Fill the blanks:

24.

Is 2 more than 3 or is,2 less than 3?
4

3

25.

2 =
.6
3'

=

26.

Place an "X" on the largest:

27.

28

6

2 + 3 =
6

6

Telvi,.e the numeral for three and four-fifths:

2 1
5

3

\3

2, 2, 5
4

1

12

Circletthe smallest number named.

3

,

29.

Write 4 as a mixed numeral.
3

+4 2
9

47
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3 9 4

(Express the following as mixed numerals when possible)
30.

4 + 3 =
5

5

31.

32.

6 2

33.

7 4

34.

5 4 6 + 7 =
8

3

+2

+2 3

3

5

35.

3 3
5

2 4
5

+4 4

8

8

Determine the LCD by creating sets of multiples.
-Then e.:press the given fractions with the LCD by
using the identity element for multiplication
2, 3
(name for 1):
5
.'-'

.5-

36.

t

+

39.

137.

2 7

4

3

40.

2

2 1

38.

3 3

2

4

+1 2

+2 7

5

8

2 1

,3

2

3

5 2

4

3

+5

+6 3

6

4

1
41.

Determine the prime factorization, of 75

42.

T'se prime factorization to tind the LCM of 12, 18, 30

43.

Use prime factorization to find this sum:

44.

Rename (reduce) this fraction using prime factorization and identity.

1
8

: 1
12

8
12

43.

46.

.13

47.

.65

+1.8

+.28

2.678
+1.2

\
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Sequence
Level
(8)

Addition Survey Test for Grade Level 2.0 - 2.4

In this group of problems, draw a circle around the name
of the smallest number.
Draw an "X" over the largest.
Example: 6 19: 4 If six is a smaller number than nine
and four, draw a circle around six.
If six is a larger
number than nine and four, place an "X" on top-of six.
(1)

(9)

(1.)

5

(2)

2

9

5

7

(3)

1

1 + 7 =

(3)

3 + 6 =

5 + 2 =

(2)

(1)

52 =

tens and

12

ones.

(2)

71 =

ones and

6

tens.

(3)

25 =

1

ten and

ones.

Write the sums in the blanks.
7 + 5 =

(2)

8 + 6 =

(3)

9 + 5 =

Determine the sums of each of the following.
(1)

36

(2)

+3
(13)

(1)

(1)

26

(2)

(1)

(3)

53

37

(2)

85

(3)

26

(2)

45

+18

'.!

49

56

82

+17
(3)

+9

+37

61

+4

+30

+6
(15)

72

+7

+33
(14)

7

How many tens and ones are in the number at the left?
Example:
43 = 3 ones and 4 tens.

(1)

1(12)

8

Write the sums in the blanks.
(1)

(10)

4

57

+4
(:,

57

+36

Addition Analytical Test for Sequence Levels 13, 14, 15

(13S)

Draw pictures to determine these sums using a large circle,
0, to represent each ten and a small circle, J, to represent
Show regrouping or
each one as you have been instructed.
carrying when it occurs.
(1)

(13A)

(2)

27
+31

+34

(3)

+17

84

+12

29

(2)

65

(3)

88

+6

+8

Compute the sums without use of pictures.
(1)

(2)

37

+7

41
+9

(3)

53
+8

'Use pictures, circles, to determine these sums as before.
Be sure to show regrouping when it occurs.
(1)

16

+25

(15A)

62

(2)

+3

(15S)

45

(3)

Draw pictures as on the questions. at the top of this page.
(1)

(14A)

16
+42

Determine these sums without pictures or drawings.
.(1)

(14S)

36
+2i

37

(2)

(3)

24

+28

+28

,c

Determine these sums without pictures.
(1)

65

(2)

+18

36
+47

50

1`

5rf

(3)

58
+25
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REACTION PAPER
CLASSROOM DIAGNOSIS

Tom Denmark
Florida State University

Professor Underhill began his presentation_ of a model for classroom
He concluded with a
diagnosis by developing a concise theoretical base.
clear description of a prototype model which could'be derived from Lhe
theoretical foundation. Now, it is our responsibility to discuss the
Can this model provide the information which is
crucial question:
necessary for the prescription of remedial programs? As we subject his
suggestions to a thorough analysis let us look for the stung features
of his proposal, ways of modifying his model which will produce other
desirable outcomes, and for opportunities to apply his model to still
'other situations.

There are several significant features of his proposal which need
to be mentioned at the outset. One is the positiveness of the approach
As one would expect, the model provides for the identification,
itself.
of areas of deficiencyin a pupil's attainment of specific concepts and
But, as one might not expect, the model also focuses on the
skills.
determinatiOn of areas of strength. This positiveness to approach is
First, it identifies a foundation on which
important for two /easons.
Secondly, such an approach promotes a
the remedial work can be based.
better pupil-teacher relationship. As the teacher plans the remedial
work for the correction of specific deficiencies the teacher is aware
that the child has already acquired certain concepts and skills which
Thus. the teacher
are related to the increment being investigated.
begins the remedial program with positive expectations of the pupil
Too often this is not the case, because from the outset the teacher is
convinced that the pupil cannot or will not learn. And, as you know,
This latter teacher attitude. cannot be
the pupil performs accordingly.
Therefore, as we
tolerated if we expect the remediation to be effective.
scrutinize the proposed model, we must keep in mind that we are trying to
determine areas of strength as 'well as trying to iuentify areas in which
the pupil is experiencing some degree of difficulty.
Each
The second notable feature of the model is its brevity.
continuum is not unduly long, and the tests for each increment of the
continuum have only a few items. This means that the total testing
program for each increment can be administered without consuming an
undue amount of time. As we strive to assess the effectiveness of the
--proposed model, it will be natural for us to expand the list of things
we think we need for diagnostic purposes to a point where there is only
one logical :dnciusion about conducting diagnostic work in a classroom.
On one hand, we must recognize the
Namely, it's imp9ssible to do it.
complexity of fhe diagnostic process, but on the other, we cannot allow
this complextity to stifle our efforts to develop a model for utilizing
diagnostic procedures within the context of a typical classroom setting.
Since we cannot allow ourselves to fall into the trap of requiring that
a diagnostic model provide more information than we actually need, we
Does the model
should restate-The assessment question as follows:
55
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provide sufficient information for a functional diagnosis of a child's
learning difficulty? We should keep the classroom diagnosis with the
parameters Professor Underhill has suggested, and leave a more 'thorough
analysis to a specialist.
A third significant characteristic of the proposed model is its
parallelism to a recommended learning sequence; that is, an instructional
sequence which begins with the concrete, progresses to the semi - concrete
and finally concludes one spiral of a continuum at the abstract level. The
obvious advantage of this parallelism between the sequence of instruction
and the diagnostic model is the, ease with which one can move in and cut of
each program.
Also, this parallelism between the components of the
instructional and diagnostic programs makes it relatively easy to construct
appropriate assessment items for each increment of the continuum. These
are important considerations and should not be lightly discarded. We
must, however; raise certain questions about the usefulness of the data
we can obtain from such a model. Namely, does the dual parallelism beween
instruction and diagnosis provide the information we need for an adequate
diagnosis? One particular point relates to concepts and skills that do
not lie altogether in any-one continuum; that is, concepts and skills '
that establish relationships among two or more areas, such as addition
In one sense, -this may not be an unsurmountable problem
and subtraction.
in that it is possible to construct integrative continuums. But tl-ese
new continuums pose other problems.regarding their integration with the
standard continuums which have been identified by Professor Underhill.
Most viable instructional sequences move back and forth among continuums.
Therefore, one must ask, will the complexity of the instructional program
create problems for the diagnostic process?" In particular, would the
order of movement among continuums have an effect on the type of
diagnostic instrument that should be constructed? Theoretically the
dualism between instructional and diagnostic programs seems ideal. But,
in practice, does the complexity of.the former negate the effectiveness
of the latter? We should address ourselves to that question.
Another significant featUre of Professor Underhill's model is that
the data collected relative to a pupil's performanceon each increment
selected for investigation is obtained two levels. On one hand the
student is administered an abstract or computational test, and on the other
hand he is expected to perform similiar tasks at the semi-concrete level.
This dual diagnosis is a definite improvement over the usual assessment
I am
strategy, But we 'must ask, "Has he chosen the,best two levels?"
making the assumption, as I feel that Professor Underhill has, that the
administration of test components at three levels--concrete, semiconcrete, and abstract--would result in considerable duplication of
informatio. about a pupil's performance on a given increment. Therefore,
I am not suggesting that we consider a three tier diagnostic instrument.
You may, however,, wish to question the validity of this assumption. The
selection of the abstract level seems to be necessary. So let's turn
our attention to the question of semi-concrete vs, concrete. The semiconcrete has an obvious advantage in that it is easy to administer,
whereac, the administration of concrete exercises would require the
services of a monitor or proctor to record the pupil's responses. Now,
does the ease of administering the semi-concrete take precedence over the
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need for vital information which could possibly only be obtained from the
adminiStration of concrete tasks? There seem to be several reservations
about the use of a semi-concrete component] First, are the skills which
are required of a pupil to complete a seMi-concrete task explicitly
taught in the average elementary school,d/assroom? In one of Professor
Underhill's examples he asked the pupil to draw pictures representing
the addition of two 2 -digit numbers with egrouping. If the skills
required to complete this task are noet-ught or givenConsiderable
emphasis would the administration of Such'a test item really provide
valid information for diagnostic purposes? One indication that children
are not generally proficient at the semi-concrete has been the results
obtained from the Florida Assessment Pyoject. On these te-ts, children
consistently have a higher level of performance on abstract items than on
semi-concrete items. Another possible reservation about the semi-concrete
level is a question as to whether the/semi-concrete-activity really
represents an essential skill which a child should possess. For example,
would'it be more important in assessii.nea child's proficiency with
addition of 2-digit numbers wi*4.1 regrouping to know whether a child could
draw pictures of this process or whether he could actually demonstrate
this with some manipulative object/such as bundles of straws or maybe
even money? From a standpoint of paicing a determination as to what a
child has learned and what he riee4s to learn next, I,fe
it would be
more important for us to know his/proficiency with regards to the
manipulation of objects rather than his skill in drawing pictures. A
third point along this line is that the semi-concrete is still at a
somewhat abstract level in that/it i volves the use of more symbolism
,and notation than is, required at the concrete level. Thus, knowledge of
symbolism and notation becomesa var able which might understandably
prevent a child from performing adeq ately at this level. This is also
one of the same variables that/ one encounters at the abstract level.
A
final reservation regarding the semi-oncrete is that the evaluation is
made only on the end product,/ that is, the answer which the child
produces. A semi-concrete test Stem can not provide information relative
to the procedures or the metiods that the, child used in arriving at his
answer--either a correct answer -or an incorrect answer.
This is a
severe limitation in that the assessment process does not provide
information about the cause:of the deficiency. This is really a crucial
question for us to consider. Can the diagnostic model provide information
.related to causes of deficiencies, in addition to the identification of
the deficiencies themselvea?
I

..

I

At the end of Professdr Underhill's presentation, be lists several
k
Ilestions for us to consider. All of these questiona,seemed to be
re
d to instri ':tonal sequence. The implication of these questions
see.is to be that if we direc, our efforts toward the refining of the
instruction sr .pence, with 'consideration begin given to both content
and pedagop4711 factors, then the design of an effective diagnostic model
will b. self-evident. Phrasing this suggestion in a slightly -afferent
manner, he appears to be saying that the design of a diagnostic model
which assesses the Output of the instructional program should be
essentially the same as the design of the instructional program itself.
Since this dualism is really the basic core of his recommendations; we
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The basic
should examine the validity of the dualistic approach.
reason for questioning the appropriateness of the parallelism between
instruction and evaluation is that, as we all know, it is often the case
that children's behavior, which is the output, very often has little
resemblance to the nature of the inpuSt, that is the instruction itself.
Thus, if we accept as our goal the determination of causes for deficiencies
in children's performance of certain tasks, shouldn't we look at the output (children's behavior) for a basis on which to construct and to design
Let's pursue this premise by examinappropriate,diagnostic instruments?
ing several, ossible reasons for some children's inabilities to perform
certain tasks.

As we search for probable causes for a childss inability to perform
certain tasks, primary consideration must be given to the influence or
effect of affective factors. As Professor Underhill developed the
theoretical base for his model, he briefly touched on the significance
of affective factors to the total teaching-learning process. But, in
the design of his diagnostic model no explicit consideration is given
to the determination of such effects. This Ffeel, is unfortunate,
because affective factors have a considerable bearing on a pdpil's
performance on a diagnostic test. They should be reflected in the
To illustrate the need for considering factors
resulting diagnosis.
such as interest, motivation, and fear in the diagnostic process, I
would like to cite a specific case.
.John, a bright fifth grader, was referred to me by his parents as
having a problem in division. With this sketchy information I began the
diagnostic process. The procedukes I used clearly resembled the model
Professor Underhill has proposed. First, I gave a brief paper and pencil
After about three minutes John had answered none of the questions
test.
He simply looked at the paper and made little doodle marks
of the test.
with his pencil. Realizing it was futile to continue along this line, I
in presenting these tasks I gave
administered a concrete component.
John some blocks, and asked, him to show me how to use the blocks to solve
a simple division problem. Again there was no positive response from
If my diagnosis
He did, however, build a house with the blocks.
John.
of John's performance had stopped at this point, I would have been_forced
My prescribed
to conclude that John had no understanding of division.
remediation program would have been to begin teaching division to John
But in
all over again, perhal.s using a different approach or technique.
the actual case I include' a third component in the diagnostic procedure,
a game in which he had to solve simple division problems. John's
behavior on this component amazed me.- In each case John answered the
division problem with such speed and accuracy that it was obvious that
he had committed the division facts to memory. Now, what was my assessment of John's proficiency with basic division `concepts and skills? Was
it that he had no knowledge or skill in this area? Or rather was it a
matter of a lack oc interest, motivation, or perhaps a simple refusal
on John's part to perform typical textbook exercises?
As we strive to
I have a feeling that John's case is not atypical.
develop up effective diagnostic mock', one which will identify causes of
poor performance, as well as-the-nature of the errors themselves, we
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That is, we must
should make provision for assessing affective factors.
find ways of determining whether or not affective factors such as interest,
motivation, or fear of paper and pencil tests are really the cause for the
child's poor performance on assigned tasks. ,Along this same line, most of
you have observed that children sometimes perfbrm quite differently on
paper and pencil tests than they do on applications, games, or maybe even
such activities as flash card drills, For example, you might have'noted
that certain children will quickly give correct sums for addition problems
on flash card drills, but then when given the same problems on a written
exercise they go back to using their fingers or perhaps making tally
marks on the paper. Thus, if all of our diagnostic componenis are of the
paper and pencil type and are modeled after typical classroom situations
which replicate features of the instructional program, then We will likely
get an invalid evaluation of a child's mastery of the concepts and skills
I would like to recommend, for your consideration
under investigation.
in the discussion which follows, Chat we examine the feasibility of including game or application exercises, as well as the typical textbook type
of activities, as an integral component of diagnostic instruments. This
is seemingly an easy task until you begin to consider the various/parameters Professor Underhill has mentioned, that is, the various parameters
related to teachers and environment.

Now, let's look at another possible technique for determing probable
causes of incorrect answers given by pupils on written exercises, One
that is more directly related to student responses than to the instrucSeveral years ago, I had the opportunity to
tional program itself.
observe a second grade class in which the teacher was introducing addition
of a 2-digit number and the 1-digit number with regrouping. The teacher's
instruction, I felt, was quite good. Since most of the students correctly
worked all,of the problems in a follow7up exercise, I believe that this was
indeed the case: But, there were'six pupils in the class who missed most
In the space below I'have
if not all of the problems in the exercise.
identified each of the six children with his answer to one of the problems
In each case, the illustrative answer is consisin the drill activity.
tent with the answers given for the other problems in the exercise set.
Betty

Tom

Jerry

Sue

Brenda

Carey

45

46

46

+7

+7

+7

46
+7

-46

+7

52

51

71

43

413

46"c

-46

4-7

ere are six different incorrect an'sw'ers, this
And further, the
suggests the possibi ity of six different causes.
variance -in the ans ers suggests the need for six different remeaation
programs, each specifically Aimed at a particular cause. Betty, for example, in finding the sum of 46 and 7 arrived at an answer of 52. What
was her problem? The answer was only one off. Possibly she added 6
and 7 to get 12. This Might be\viewed as a chance error, if it were not
Therefore
for the fact that all of Betty's answers were exactly one off.
\one must ask, "What was the cause for this consistent error?" A
You. will note that

possible explanation, one that was actually verified during an interview
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with Bett
is that heK scheme for computing facts was defective. For
example, in computing the sum of 6 and 7, Betty counted as follows:
In doing so she said, "7, 8, 9, 10,
I'll start at 7 and count 6 more.
11, 12." The cause of Betty's difficulty was attributable to the employfa
ment of a slightly defective counting procedure nd not to any lack of
I am sure that if Betty had
understanding of the regrouping process.
been administered a semi-concreteqor even a concrete task, she would have
worked the problem correctly.
,

,

e 51 as the answer to the
Now, let's consider Tom, the one who
Detecting the cause behind this error was a difficult task.
But, actually, Tom was exhibiting remarkable insight into the nature of
Tom had worked the problem like
adding,a 2-digit and a 1-digit number.
Ke looked at the problem and said, "The answer is going to be in
this.
Next he correctly
Then he wrote the 5'in the tens place.
the 50'*.
He did
added 6 and 7. He wrote down the 1 of 13 in the unit's place.
not write the 3, because he realized that his answer could not have three
This is an indication of another unique causelthat probably
digits.
would not have been identified by semi-concrete or concrete procedures.
problem.

'

Jerry, our third student, had an answer of 71. How could he have
arrived at the answer? Cane seemingly wild scheme would have been for
Jerry to have added 4 and 6 and 7 to get an answer of 17 and then write
it backwards. Unlikely,'but,it is definitely a possibility. A more
likely answer would be that Jerry, in working the problem, added 6 and 7,
got 13, wrote the 1, carried the 3, and added 3 and 4 to get 7 in the
Which of these wouldbe more likely cause for his incorrect
tens place.
answer? Is it that he has no understanding of the addition process
itself, or is the cause a matter of a simple reversal in writing a 2digit numeral within the context of an addition problem? Knowing the real
causes would be absolutely essential to providing an effective remediation program for Jerry.
Sue, our fourth student, gave an answer of 43. Now theit are two
likely explanations for this error. One explanation is that she added,
0
the 6 and 7,to get 13, wrote the 3,,and then forgot Li carry. the 1.
the other hand, Sue could be one of those students who works' from lef
In this case she could have brought down the 4, added the
to right.
6 and 7 to get 13, and, much like Tom, realized a 3-digit answer was
inappropriate, so she wrote only the 3, omitting the 1. In this,case we
have two likely causes for an -answer.
1

The fifth pupil, Brenda, gave an an swer of 413. You will note her
That is, the 4 is in the ens
answer is shifted slightly to the right.
column, the 1 is in the units column, the 3 is sticking out to the ight.
This probably indicates that the ca'tse of Brenda's difficulty is, i part,
due to the fact that she works from left to right. Therefore, in a y
remediation program, if it is to be effective, one must teach Bren a to
work from right to left.

What was de
harry, the sixth student, gave an answer of 467.
One
nature of his difficulty? Again, two possible explanations occurs
falls in the affective domain 4.n that he simply did not want to answer
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any of.the questions. Perhaps he did not fael like working on this '
particular day, so he simply just wrote down the dpits in the problem
to have something to hand in. _The other possible explanation is that
this was an indication' that Larry had no real understanding of the addiIn Larry's case it might be possible tq determine
tion process itself.
if the first situation was actually the cause of he difficulty by
In the second case, the use of a concrete or,semiadministering a game.
concrete task would give some insight as to whether Larry really had an
understanding of addition itself. By discussing With you an actual
1
classroom situation, I have intended to do two things..

First, I have tried to provide a common situation which we can use
in our discussions to assess the effectiveness of the proposed model.
To ge,more specific, we can attempt to answer the following question:
If,the proposed diagnostic model had been used in the situation-described
,above, would it have provided the classroom teacher with sufficient
information about each pupil's mastery.of this inclement of the addition
J would like to suggest that the answer to this question
continuum?
should be "no". My rationale for this conclusion is that the total model
components an& methods of analyzing the data would provide/no specific
clues as to the causes for the errors.
,

The second reason for presenting this particular case is to lay the
foundation fora strategy which might be utilized, within 'a typical
classroom, to predict the probable cause for a certain error type.
Basically, the design of the proposed diagnostic technique is tied to the
following assumption: it is possible to determine the nature of the
cause of a student's deficiency in performing certain skills by analyzing
the answers. If we can accept the vr,lidity of this assumption,. then a
new model for diagnolsing learning difficulties might be developed along
I would like to restate
the following lines.' Before I outline the model
each diagnosis is based primarily
one important feature of the strategy:
By contrast, in most diagnostic
on the nature of the incorrect answers.
models the diagnosis is based sr,lely on the number of problems missed.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Administer a brief test. All of the tests items are
The test
related to one increment of a continuum.
may be writtedor a game.' If a game is used, a.
wrong answer response should not deter the continuation
of the game.
Incorrect answers are identified.
Refer to a predetermined table or chart which relates,
specific errors and/or combinations of errors to a
probable cause.
Having arrived at a possible cause, select apprnpriate
remedietion activities from a catalqg of tested
prescriptions:

In making this suggestion I realize that it sounds somewhat mechanical, perhaps too impersonal or cut and dried. But, then on the other.
hand, it somewhat resembles the procedures or techniques ised in the
That is, a particular combination of,
diagnosis of a medical, illness.
symptoms (inTrect answers) suggests a certain illness (a cause of a
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learning difficulty). And there are usually several recommended
med_ ations (remediation activities) for each illness.
The effectiveness of this diagnosis method can be attested to by most parents who
have used a baby book or medical encyclopedia. When one considers the
teacher parameters Professor Underhill has identified, a m3del such
as the one I have described may be the only feasible. solution.

In offering this model for your analysis, I must acknowledge the
existence of a vital area of cc_ rn--a problem which must be solved
prior to the implementation of the model.
Since part of our charge at
thit conference'is to discuss needs for further research in the area of
diagnosing learniAg difficulties, I'll present this problem as
research question:
Is it possible to collect a data base such that, given a
particular combination of responses to a limited number of
selected questions, one would be able to predict, with £0%
accuracy, the probable cause of the learning difficulty?
A thorough investigation of this question is of utmost importance
to the further study 'of impediments to the learning of mathematics,
regardless of its relationship to the diagnostic model discussed above.
In closing, I would like to summarize my remarks by stating three
criteria for any classroom diagnostic model. First, the model should
proyide positive information about a child's mastery of a given topic,
as well as detect deficiencies.
Secondly, the diagnostic rrocedures
must not be unduly complicated or consume too much valuable instructional
-time.
Aid, finally, the model must provide for the determination of
probable causes for the learning difficulty.

A
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/'
CLINICAL DIAGNOS_S OF CHILDREN WITH
MATHP".LiCS DIFFICULTIES

'

James W. Heddens
Kent State University

The preceding papers nave looked at the individual child who is
having difficulty with mathematics. We have tried to define a role
for the classroom teacher in diagnosing and remediating children's
mathematics difficulties. No -matter how scphistica ed the classroom
teacher becomes in mathematics teaching, there stil will' be children
with severe mathematics difficulties with which the classroom teacher
cannot cope within the classroom environment.

,

Elementary schools need some place where chi dren /With severe
mathematics iifficulties can be referred for indvidual help.
Thus,
there is a need for a clinic setting that is equ pped t^ systematically and efficiently diagnose children's mathe atics,_fficulties
at
then to prescribe procedures to follow in e fectively rewediating
each child's 1,thematics difficulties.
Within/th.. 'finical setting,
the child must receive the necessary 1.1p so that he:can return to
and function successfully in the normal cla room atmosphere. The
purpose of this paper, therefore, is to de ine a role for the mathematics clinic; ident.fy procedures and techniques a d then isolate
areas of needed research. Before attemptin! to dis uss-these three
areas, it is probably necessary to define why_ is +nt by "clinical
diagnosis." Webster defines clinical 0 connected with a clinic and
defines a clinic as a place where patients are studied or treated by
physicians specializing in various ailments and pra4ticing as a group;
an organization or institution that offers some kind of advice or
treatment.
Relating these definitions to mathematics we would say
that clinical diagnosis of mathematics would be a clinic setting where
a person's mathematics Difficulties are carefully and systematicall:
investigated to determine the nature of the difficuley, to isolate
the specific mathematics difficulties, and to prescribe a treatment
for the difficulty.

In order to diagnose mathematics difficulties we should probably
examine how children learn mathematics.
Lovell (1971) states that
our knowledge of the growth of human thinkilio is as yet insufficient
to provide a-basis for scientific pedagogy, and an intuitive understanding of children on the part of, the Leacher must complement what
we know of them in a scientific sense.
Learning could be responding
to each item to be learned and memorizing each idea independently.
However, it would seem, logical to pt4 ideas into classes and then
respond to a class as a whole. In cbmparing Gagne and Piaget, we find
similar and useful ways for conceptAalizing learning and fordetermining the level at whioh children can learn.
They both see knowledge as
accumulating in an orderly sequential and hierarchial manner:\ Both
suggest that there is an invariant order in which concepts ma' successfully be acquired.' _Rosenthal and Jacobsen (1968) have documented the
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fact that teacher expe
and parental expectation are communihow teachers
cated to children and th t it affects their achievement.
conceptualize mathematics will have considerable influence upon how
much children will learn, and which children will learn.

Within the literature, there is a great deal of variation in ways
in which the term "concept" is used; consequently there is a variety
of description of the essential conditions for learning concepts by
children. Perhaps if we can agree upon what a concept is, and how a
concept is learned, then i would be possible to design experimental
studies to find out how to diagnose children's mathematics difficulties.
What is concept learning? Is concept learning organizing ideas
into taxonomic clases and utilizing mnemonic devices to facilitate
learning?
Berlyne (1965) believes that an individual forms a concept when
an overt behavior comes to depend upon certain properties of a stimuIt means forming
lus pattern while disregarding other properties.
equivalence classes of stimulus situations, which share some characteristics but are distinct in other aspects.
Gagne (1955) states tnat concept learning makes it possible for
But it is
the individual to respond to things or events as a class.
important to conduct the discrimination learning within stimulus
situations that represent the actual range of the concept being learned.
The -effect of concept learning then is to free the individual from
control by specific stimuli.
Gagne continues by defining principles as chains of concepts that
Different conditions are
applicable to.the learning of concepts and the learning of principles,
Concepts are learned prior to principles and, in a sense, are simpler
to learn.
If concepts and principles are two different capabilities,
then it is also quite possible that the conditions for learning are
also oifferent and that the techniques for diagnosing s- mid also be

make up what is gem....ally called knowledge.

different.

Kendler (1964) defined concept learning as the acquisition of a
common response to dissimilar stimuli. He also states that clues and
Carroll (1964) defined a
lssociations function as mnemonic devices.
concept as an abstraction from a series of experiences which defines
a class of objects or events.
Gagn (1971) after studying definitions of concepts, summarized
the following gene-al properties:
1.

A concept is an inferred mental process,

2.

The learning of a concept requires discrimination of
stimulus objects (distinguishing "positive" and "negative" instences).

3.

The performance which shows that a concept has been
learned consists in the Learner being able to place
an object in a class.
64
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Gagne (1965) conceptualizes all learning as a function of prior
learnin
or prerequisite learnings. Learning of a particular concept
only occurs if the concerts (or learnings) that are prerequisite to the
concept have been acquired. Evety bit of learning is thought of is
generating a hierarchy in which prerequisite learnings can be identified, these prerequisites must be "learnc4" before the learning on the
next level can occur. Gagne 0.965) hypothesizes that hierarchies can
be derived logically in certain content areas and describes mathematics
as one of the areas.
Using Gagne's prerequisite learnings approach, hierarchies can be
created by beginning wit:i the final learning task and then asking oneself the question: "What kinds of learnings or understandings would
an individual need to possess if he were able to perform this learning
task successfully?" Through systematic analysis, hierarchies of learnings can be generated in which lower members of the hierarchy serve as
prerequisite learning to higher members.
For a number of years the members of the Mathematics Education
Team of Kent State University have used Gagne's prerequisite learning
concept as a technique to help taxonymizq)mathematics ideas into what
we call a check list of mathematics.' We were unable to define a
mathematical concept function ,ly and Gagne's (1965) discussion of
concept did not seem applica' Le to the situation.
A "chain" as described by Gagne might be more easily applied but it also did riot seem
adequate.
Consequently, we used the Wea of concept clusters as the
major headings.
We defined a concept cluster as a taxonomized list of
all mathematics ideas necessary to comprehend and function with any
major mathematical idea. Within each concept cluster we use the idea
of prerequisite learning to develop a sequence. Each concept cluster
then, is a hierarchial sequence of mathematics development commencing
from the concrete level thrc gh the semi- concrete, semi-abstract to
the abstract level.
It is a development from the real world into the
abstractness of pure mathematics.
There is an inter-relatedness among the many concept clusters so
that a person does not study and learn all of the ideas itemized under
one concept cluster and then proceed to the next concept cluster.
Instead there is a hierarchial scheme within each concept cluster that
must he interlaced with other concept clusters.
For example, the concept cluster place value must be continually expanded as the concept
cluster addition and its inverse is being developed,
Note how the.
check list is based udon the systems of numbers and the characteristics
chat are necessary for a mathematical system. The logical structure of
mathematics is very systematically integrated into the hierarchy of
mathematics ideas. The mathematics check list implies that the
children must attain an understanding find an ability to function with
whole numbers before he can proceed to the set of integers and then to
the set of rational nulabers.
Since the set of whole numbers is a basic
subset of the set of integers and the set of rational numbers, the
understanding and operatior upon the set of whole numbers is essential
before moving to th. study of integers or rational numbers. Note how the
development of each subsequent set of numbers is p-rallel in sequence.
1

This check list of mathematics is available for $1.0b by writing:
Professor Jame,- W. Heddens, Department of Elementary Education, Kent
State University, Kent, Ohio 44242.
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Carefully examine the two operations and the two inverse operations
for common ideas that children need to know. There seem to emerge five
basic ideas thdt need to be taught and these ideas are exactly the same
for the operations of addition, and multiplication, and the inverse
operations of subtraction z.nd division. The five basic ideas seem to
be:
-1.

The student needs to understand what the operation or the
inverse operation means. This will be referred to as a
"defi%ition" of the operation.

2.

The student needs to memorize the basic facts for_eachoperation.

3.

The student needs to understand place value in order tc
apply it to each operation.

4.

The student needs to understand the structures of mathe
matics (properties) and how they are applied to the operations ,
and inverse operations.

5.

The student needs to understand regrouping.>

Placing all this information into a table will help us put the ideas
into perspective (see Table 1).
In diagnosing a child's mathematics difficulties in respect to the
basic cperations for the whole numbers, it becomes necessary to evaluate
the child's level of functioning under each of the above listed ideas.
Ferno2d (1943) was probab,y one of the first Lc suggest a procedure
for diagnosing children's mathematics difficulties. Her suggested pro
cedure outline was:
I.

II.

III.

A carefully given individual intelligence test is particularly
important in connection with mathematical disability because
retarded mental development may be the cause of the difficulty.
A general achievement test covering various subjects is given.
A study of the test results not only gives a profile showing
the relative development of the individual in different school
subjects but also indicates the weak points in specifiC subjects.
The tests to determine the nature of the individual's disability
come under the following heads:
1.
2.

3.

tests in simple combinations
tests for skill in complex situations involving simple
combinations
tests in problem solving
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'In diagnosing children's mathematics difficulties, it is necessary
The reading factor
to eliminate as many extraneous factors as possible.
may be controlled by'using oral diagnostic procedures only. Verbal
behavior on the part of the child does not necessarily indicate that
he has a well developed concept, therefore overt behavior might be a
more valid means of evaluating and diagnosing. Mathematics ideas begin
vaguely or hazily and grow and develop with experience and maturation.
The questions become what is the child's developmental level and how
can that level be determined.
Consider any one of the entries in the mathematics check list.
During the session planning for the diagnoses, the clinician devises
a set of observable behaviors that not only reflects the objective but
also the level of functioning according to Bloom's Taxonomy of EducaThe overt behavior of the client would indicate his
tional Objectives.
Each task must be
level of maturity for the selected mathematics idea.
precisely stated so that by observing the client, the clinician can
evaluate the level of the functi
There are mathematics tests available that have been classified as
diagnostic tests. Usually, a diagnostic mathematics test is a series
of matnematics examples that the student is to solve. The tester
usually compares the student's responses with a set of standard
responses and from the data collected, the tester assigns a grade
Does a diagnostic test
level score or a chronological age score.
really isolate a child's mathematics diElculties?
The clinician is trying to identify clues to reasons underlying the
difficulty which can be corrected. He is trying to estimate the child's
mathematics potential, to estimate his mathematics level, to estimate
his strengths and weaknesses and trying to isolate the possible causes
of the difficulty.
John Wilson, when he was at Syracuse University, made as much or
more of a contribution to diagnosing children's mathematics difficulties
than anyone else in the fie' 1. Wilson (1967) suggested a model, which
was limited to the cognitive domain, as a guide to diagnosis mathematics
learning by seeking answers to the following questions:
1.

What specific mathematics learning products might be present/
absent, correct/incorrect, mature/immature?

2.

What overt behaviors will indicate t..2 presence, correctness
and maturity of each of these specific learning products?

3,

What kind of psychological learning product dog each of the
specific mathematics learning products represent?

Glennon and Wilson (1972) have also developed a sequence to use in
They also have related
diagnosing children's mathematics difficulties.
Bloom's Taxonomy and Gagn6's work to their mathematics sequence as a
model for clinical diagnosis.
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There is probably no one diagnostic procedure that can be labeled
clinical diagnosis, for each clinic will have developed its own data
to be several levels of
collecting technique. However, there appear
A stanclinical diagnoses, initial screening and detailed analysis.
dardized diagnostic test might be used as an initial screening device
so that the clinician will have some guidance to help zero in on
specific areas of difficulty.
In our procedures at Kent State the clinician transfers the general
data collected fr(m the standardized test to the columns on the righthand side of the mathematics check list. The items evaluated on the
standardized test will be scattered along the sequence of the mathematics check list. This will provide a clue to the clinician as to the
specific areas that need to be evaluated to isolate the mathematics
Prior to the in-depth detailed diagnostic examination,
difficulties.
the clinician should mark the items to be used and then design the
specific behaviors the client will be asked to demonstrate.
After the initial sc-eening and while the clinician is administering
the detailed analysis, he should direct his attention to the client's
He hould not
behavior and the task of recording that overt behavior.
worry about interpreting or analyzing the data during the data collecting
examination.
The record of the overt behavipr is then studied to identify within
each concept cluster the exact point at which the child experienced
cifficulty. The behavior must be interpreted either as an understanding
difficulty or a skill difficulty. The analyses of each concept cluster
are then studied in respect to each other to identify common difficulFor instance, the idea of place value may be the difficulty that
ties.
has hindered the child in understanding regrouping in each of the basic
From the study of each individual item, the analysis moves
operations.
to concept clusters and then to the total program.
As soon as a client is referred to a diagnostic clinic, the cliniThe letter
cian begins to amass data upon which a diagnosis can be made.
of referral should provide the initial data for the clinic record.
Frequently a team of specialists is used in the work-up of the
clinic record. The assignment of specialists is requested by the
assigned clinician. Psychologizal difficulties should be referred to
Ocular difficulties should be referred to a physician.
a psychologist.
Auditory difficulties should be referred to an audiologist. Reading
difficulties should be referred to a reading specialist. Mathematics
and learning difficulties should be left to the educationist.
Prior to the initial meeting the clinician needs to very carefully
identify the kinds of information that he deems necessary for a complete
diagnostic report. The clinician takes the leadership in organizing the
study, making referrals, collecting data and interpreting the data to
the parents and to thy school.
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The initial meeting should begin with a minutely planned interview
that encourages introspection to provide both affective and cognitive
A skillful interview will provide specific information about the
data.
child's characteristics, habits and environment. The interviewer should
not worry about interpretation of the data but should accurately record
On the directive--non-directive
facts as related by the client.
continuum, the interviewer should remain sensitive and respond to the
The clinician must be relaxed and not be
feelings of the client.
The
clinician must keep in mind that it is
disturbed by silences.
natural for the student to be reticent at the beginning of the interThe interviewer should have definite objectives in mind so that
view.
the interview does I t degenerate to a conv'ersation with random quesInterviewing is a two-way
tioning which may have a desultory ,..cfect.
communication that requires mutual understanding. The interviewer
should avoid technical words and psychological jargon that is not understood by the,client. The keys to a fruitful' interview are a good quality
The clinician should write up
of questions and the ability to listen.
the interview immediately-upon completion of the interview so that
important data are not lost. The clinician needs to record both verbal
'responses and overt behaviors.
Standardized tests are evaluation instruments that can provide
valuable data. Non-verbal intelligencetesto 11:./e been used as predictors of an individual's ability to achieve in mathematics. However,
there has been some skepticism about the value of intelligence tests.
We must,be wary of over-interpretation of test scores in view of the
unreliability of tests and the standafd error of measure.
In diagnosing, the clinician tries to ascertain the reasons for,
as well as the nature of the mathematics difficulty. Even the so-called
diagnostic tests do not yield much understanding of the causes of mathematics deficiencies. Diagnostic tests give a certain amount of detail
on the kinds of mathematics difficulties, but they do not explain why
the child is having the difficulty. There is very little useful diagnostic insight that is actually extracted from a standardized diagnostic
A general! score may be obtained from an area, such as addition,
test.
The diagnostic
but the t'st does' not specify the type of difficulty.
test may have an .example of addition with regrouping and if the client
misses that one example what does this mean? To check inferences based
on an analysis of errors, the teacher needs another method: introspection., The clinician needs to question the client about how he arrived
at his answer. What the clinician does with the diagnostic information
obtained from a diagnostic test is of prime importance, The most
important use of a diagnostic mathematics test is an aid in preparation
for the informal testing session.
Using a check list of mathematics concepts as developed at Kent
State University or the content taxonomy of Glennon and Wilson (1972),
the clinician can zero-in on specific mathematics difficulties. Gagne'
(197]) states that the acquisition of the principle is tested by asking
the student to demonstrate its application to a particular case which
he has not encountered during the learning. A verbal behavioral on the
part of a child does not assure that he has a well - developed concept of
the given mathematics. We must keep in mind that concept development is
not an "all or none" situation.
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Thus the clinician must develop a series of situations that requires
the client to demonstrate an overt behavior that can be classified,
indicating the child's level of understanding or algorithm development.
Thus at ,the informal test level the clinician is assessing the maturity
Is the child functioning'On the knowledge, comprehension, applilevel.
cation, analysis, synthesis or evaluation level? Is the child functioning
To
on the concrete,. semi-concrete, semi-abstract or abstract level?
develop a full linic record, in-depth diagnosing is necessary in each
concept-cluster.
.

-

At this point in time, the cliniciiul must bring together the data
obtained from each referral, the initial interview-, the standardized
tests, and the informal testing procedures,
The information accumulated in a clinical diagnosis is useless
unless it c:an be organized and synthesized so that it can be readily
understood. The precise form may vary, but a format must be selected
that will make optimum use of the information. One format may be:
1.

Cover page

2.

One page containing a concise summary of essential data
(i.e., name, age, address, school, parents, name and address)

3.

Formal tests administered to the client (tests, names,
description of tests, description of student behaviors)

4.

Informal tests administered to the client (purpose of informal
tests, description of diagnostic activity, description of
student overt behavior)

5.

Pupil responses (attitude, emotional tone, pupils' comments,
self-perception, attention span, mannerisms, etc.)

6.

Analysis and interpretation of data (A report of the findings
An explanation
is brought together into a unified whu..e.
should be derived and provided regarding the mean obtained
Interpretations should be supported by
from the.test data.
the data.)

7.

Specific recommendations.

.

,

(See Table '')

The clinicians' procedures are suggested by Glennon and Wilson (1972)
No research has been developed to verify
a hierarhical sequency of mathematics concepts. Two distinct notions have
the notion of preinfluenced the sequencing of mathematics concepts:
requisite learnings and the notion of the logic inherent.in mathematics
content. How does one evaluate a"given hierarchical mathematics sequence?
Data needs to be gathered that assists in determining the adequacy of a
given mathemtics sequence. Empirical data to substantiate a given mathematics sequence could be obtained by studying students who are just being
introduced to a concept as contrasted with students who have mastered a
as well as the suggested r.,odel.

concept.
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Clinical Referra-.1-

Plan of
Prqcedure

Initial Interview

Standardized Tests

Assign
Referrals

.Audiologist

Psychologist

14

Physician

Analyze
Data

li

/

Synthesize and
Design
Informal Tests

Analyze
Total Data

/I

Write Diagnostic
4
Report
,

Prescribe
Remediation

Table 2
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REACTION PAPER: CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF
L..ILDREN WITH MATHEMATICS DIFFICULTY
C. Alan Riedesel
State University of New cork at Buffalo

role for the
Professor Heddens' paper we's designed to (a) define
mathematics clinic, (b) identify procedures and techniques and (c)
At a general level he has accomplished
iso'ate areas of need research.
However,
at a "specific" level there are a
this in a laudable fashion.
number of questions that need tc be explored before a wor%able pattern
of "clinical diagnosis" can be accomplished.

Since I fe0 myself in basic agreement with the suggestions made,
in th? paper, 1 wouldlike to take this opportunity to specifically
react to or raise questions concerning a number of assumptions or statements.

A given school system, teacher, parenc,child, etc. needs to
(1)
There are many
know an appropriate answer to "what is mathematics?"
mathem=,:ics programs today which have very little to do with mathematics.
They present /earning in a sterile setting in which mathematics is viewed as
finishing a number of pages or tack cards so that a greater number of
pages or tack cards may be completed. ',very strongly believe, and I
find that same underlying theme in the Heddens' paper, that we must
-consider all aspects of mathematicain clinical diagnosis and treatment.
Thus, the creative aspects of mathematics, skill in searching out mathemati al patternF, non-routine problem solving, and the study of functional
relationships must be considered as carefully as the skill aspects.
I would question the state of knowledge concerning the state(2)
ment "both -(Gagne and Piaget) suggest that there is an invarient order
in which concepts may successfully be acquired," There are a number of
non-cognitive factors which may contribute to 'order' of a learning
For us to make careenl use of a number of Gagne-type hiersequence.
archica., sequences moving from concrete through to abstract there are
a number of ideas from the affective domain that need to be considered.
Research concerning diagnostic instruments in the affective domoain
needs to be continued and these results used to develop appropriate
motivational procedures. Stich a model is diagrammed in Figure 1.
How should material be presented in a remedial setting when a
(3)
child has previously studied the material in a given manner? That is,
should the remedial setting be different from the original setting?
There is some observational evidence which indicates that if a child
has failed several times with a particular algorithm, he or she will
However, we need
continue to fail as long as that algori,hm is used.
to know spe,:ificaily the probability of using particular remedial techhiques with partic .1.ar children.
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A MODEL FOR MEASURING MATHEMATICAL
OUTCOMES IN THE AFFECTIVE DOMAEN

1

Mathematical Content

Significant Others

1. geometry
2. problem solving
3. whole numbers
t.
rational numbers
5. numeration

1. teachers
2. parents
3. peers

6.

6.

7.

7.

4.
5.
E

...

8.

vve
Pupil Growth-in Affective Domain

1111.1=11=1=1111111

1. receiving
2. responding
Illimm410. 3. valuing
1. ability
4. organizing
5. characterizing
2. achievement
Self Image

3.

4.

Method
1.
2.
3.
4:

Miiterials
I.

text

material

2. social importance
3. use of laboratory materials

teaching strategy
classroom organization
homework
type of assignments

5.

4.

6.

5.

7.

J
I

1

From: Riedesel, C. Alan, Guiding Discovery in Elementary School
Englewood CLiffs, New Jersey:
Mathematics, Second EditiOn.
Prentice-Hall, 1974.

.

Figure 1

.
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What factors effect the order of mathematical sequences?
(4)
We all have had experience with children who could not answer a low
level question but knew with quite good underr,tanding the answer
For example, we found many children in
to a higher level question..
center city Atlanta and Jackson who did not know the addition facts,
but knew the multiplication facts. I would hypothesize that the
reason for this is that there isn't much of a time savings for knowing the addition facts, but it takes a long time to find the answer
to 8 x 9 =
What is the sequence in terms of properties and "facts?"
(5)
Should a child ever "drill" on any facts until he knows all of the
ideas which can aid him in answering an addition, subtraction, multiplication or division question?
The hand-held calculator is creating a minor revolution in'
(6)
the adult world. As these machines continue to drop in price and
i,ncrease in capacity, it is conceivable that there are a number of
things that can be taught using these devise, in a different order.
For example, it might be in the next few years that "regular" sequence
of topics might focus upon problem solving with all four operations
of arithmetic before teaching the computational procedures using them.
How can instruments be developed to predict the most produc(7)
tive learning style, materials, motivational approach, etc. fcr an
individual child? For example, which child learns best from a remedial treatment motivated by the social utility cf the topic; which
child 1-arns best from a games approach to a topic?
Could parents be used in parts of the clinical approach to
(8)
solving the difficulties that children live? For years, we have
ignored the role that a parent could play in improving a child's
mathematical achievement. A clever staff at a mathematics clinic
could well diagnose a particular difficulty, develop a game or other
suitable means of teaching the idea and send helpful suggestions home
In fact, there is a whole realm of research and
to the parents.
development that could be conducted concerned with the parent as a
Certainly, this would not work with all children and all
tutor.
parents but,' there might be a significant number of parents and
children who could work together on the mathematical difficulties
oi the child.
What type of research should be conducted to find answers
(9)
to clinical procedures, diagnostic techniques and the like? Certainly
the typiccl experimental pattern of research has little to tontribure
in this field.. We are no: as interested in whether treatment A works
better than treatment B for a group of students. The question is more
what will work for Billy who is like this.... I am reasonably convinced that the reason that most studies reveal very little information
In that manner, treatis that most things are normally distributed.
best for John, treatment B is best for Alice, treatment C
ment A
is best for Ken, while treatment D is best 'Tor Jane.
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(10)
Do we know hierarchies well enough for a clinician to
decide or is it necessary to give the student some choice? Would
it'be wise to have concrete, semiconcrete, semiabstract, and
abstract material available to each item checked? Many of us have
had experience with a child who misses a low level concept and then
shows a great deal of understanding of a high level concept.
(11)
How can a "group-- spir-it" be maintained in a clinical)
setting? Research is reasonably clear that grouping patterns do not
cause much of an eft et on achievement. However, working with
others often increases student interest in a topic.
(J.2)
dow can we select the "right type" ofrpersons to be
trained as clinicians? There is a very strong need to have someone
who is extremely enth,,siastic,. pupil supportive and flexible. There
is also a great need tor organization. I hope that we never sacri
fice good teaching for organization. With the child who is not
learning mathematics, we need someone who will "turn him on, not off."

(13)
What about other f .tors such as stimulus mode, teaching
strategy, etc.? How do these fit into the clinic? How should a
clinician operate using the Content Sequence diagrammed in Figure 2?
(14)

What portion of the child's treatment should be classroom

vs. clinic?
(15)
How can a prevention mode be tied into the clinic? For
example, the unit sequence in Figure 3 below should go a long way in
preventing failure.

There are many questions that the development of clinics will
I hope that we benefit from the experiences of the reading
people and don't spend all of our time testing and very little of
our time teaching.
raise.

a
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CONTENT SEQUENCE

Objectives
A. behavioral
B. experiential

IMotivation

A. real experiences

Stimulus Mod'

Teaching Strategy

A. enactive

A. laboratory

(concrete)

,:

B. games, puzzles

B. group thinking

C. self-concept
oriented

C. pattern
searching
.

symbolic
(abstract)

D. Socratic
questions
E. explanation

Instructional Materials
A. book
B. manipulative materials
C. environmental settings
,,

J'he Learners
s

From:

Riedesel, C. Alan, Guiding Discovery_in Elementary School
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Mathematics, Sr:ond Edition.

Prentice-Hall, 074.
Figure 2
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Introduction
(applications, iaboratories, problems)
Large or small groups of children

I--

Diagnosis
To find level within the group

Concept Development
Small groups and/or individual children

1 Applications

Mastery
small group or individual

Further Concept Development
small group or individual

uation

Remediation
small group or individual

Extension
small group or individual

Applications and Review

From:

Riedesel, C. Alan, Guiding Discovery in Elementary School
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Matilematics, Second Edition.
Pr,21-CziceHall, 1974.

THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS IN MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION
Thomas A. Romberg
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Too often the diagnostic process in education has been viewed as
a unique procedure used by all teachers in the same way regardless
of organisational setting, the background of learners, or the kind of
difficulty the learner is having. In this paper, I attempt to do
three things: First, to clarify the assumptions and steps in-the
diagnostic process in education. This is done by referencing the
analogous process of diagnosis and pr 'ription in medicine with
.xamine a framework of how
Second
tv.pect to known illnesses.
_lc process in school settings
teachers are expected to use the di.
in order to classify both the. known eJucational illnesses and the
'strategies designed to combat their effects. And third, to discuss
some of the important illnesses which have been identified during
the past few years.

The Diagnost .1 Process

Webster's Dictionary (1970) defines diagnosis as: "The act or
process of deciding the nature of the diseased condition by examinaIn this medical definition, there
tion of the symptoms" (p. 388).
are four assumptions: Firse, there is at least one recognizable
Second, there
symptom (abnormal condition) which one can examine.
is someone trained and capable of recognizing and examining symptoms.
Third, that symptoms are caused by illnesses, and through systematic
investigation the nature of the disease can be determined by that
trained person. And eourth, that on the basis of the information
gathered, alternate prescriptions are available both to over-:ome the
symptoms and to cure the illness itself.
To translate this process to mathematics education is not easy.
However if the primer) outcome of mathematics instruction is pro'1
ficiency (Bloom, 1963), then the first step the existence of

symptomsrests primarily on defining Jock of mathematical proficiency.
That is, from studentereactions to a variety of problems requiring
or suggesting the use' mathematics, adequacy or inadequacy"can be
determined. This implies there Are proficiency expectations (and
Such expectations must
boundary conditions) for indivId2e1 students.
The boundary conditions are in
Le based on instructional goals.
part prescribed by the organizational constraints outlined in the
next part of this paper.
1T

he term "proficiency" is used here to encompass several notions
achievement, ability to use, attitude
such as:
.

.

.

`The importance of adequate proficiency in terms of goalssocietal
(See illness #2, page 86.)
anti individualfar transcends this paper.
For purposes of this paper, I have assumed that some notions about
adequate proficiency can be agreed upon.
81

For the second assumption, the classroom teacher is obviously the
Similarly, the
person who must perform the tasks of the diagnostician.
third and fourth assumptions of the medical diagnostic process transThere is sufficient knowledge of some common educational
late readily.
diseases and their symptoms that they can be identified by the teacher
and there are alternate procedures available to the teacher.
Before leaving the medical analogy, it will be helpful to recall
the four basic strategies used in the medical treatment of illness:
First, disease eradication. Second, preventive medicine--the periodic
examination of patients prior to the existence of clearly identifiable
This hypochondriac
Third, patient - initiated examinations.
symptoms.
strategy for many individuals (running noses, et(..) is important
because it allows the doctor to assure the individual of his normalcy.
And fourth, the treatment of major illness through drastic remediation
procedures both for the treatment of the symptoms and the treatment of
the underlying disease.
Translating these basic medical strategies to education yields
the following needed developments: First, better instructional programs, better learning environments, more competent teachers, etc.
need to be constructed so that the illnesses causing inadequate
proficiency may be eradicated, Second, preventive techniques must be
developed to identify diseases in their initial stages before they
become serious. Third, our students need opportunities to complain
and to be assured of their normalcy. And fourth, dramatic and radical
procedures for the treatment of certain symptoms and diseases as must
be developed.

A

In summary, to study the diagnostic process in mathematics instruction, the medical analogy suggests that illnesses be identified and
examined, teachers be trained to identify and treat the illnesses, and
that four general strategies be used to combat diseases.

A Framework for Identifying Fducational Illnesses
As a social organiz- .cion, the public school has an organizptional
Schools with selftask structure and technology (OT/T) (Perrow, 1970).
contained classrooms, children sitting in chairs arranged into six rows
with six chairs in a row, a single teacher (in front), a single textbook, and a set of worksheets to be used, differ considerably from
schools which are organized into units of 120 children and 8 adults,
the, adults assigned varying responsibilities, learning taking place in
several locations, tables as well as or instead of desks, various texts
and materials, and tasks assigned in a variety of ways. The,OT/T contiast between these two stereotypes is clear. However, what is not
clear Ls that the diagnostic process also differs in these kinds of
Indeed, both the symptoms observed and the perceived illsettings.
nesses differ.
Organizat:-,n c,ociologists have identified two dimensions which
underly most org,nizations. The first is related to the assumption
one makes about the uniformity of raw material entering the organization.
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Thus for education, students may be assumed either to be basically
uniform in terms of capability or to be highly variable. The second
is related to the assumption one makes about how well the process
for transforming this raw material into a finished process is under-.
For education, this translates into whether "how to instruct"
stood.
In Figure 1, four kinds of schools are
is well understood or not.
identified based on these assumptions.

Nature of Instructional Process
Not well understood

Variability
of students

The
Academy

Perceived
as uniform

Clinical
School
2

Perceived as
non-uniform

4

'

3

The

The
Systems
School

Traditional
School

Well understood

Figure 1.--Kinds of schools based on variability of
students and nature of the instructional process.

Although these schools could be contrasted on several characteristics,
I have chosen four for this paper: staff training, locus of decision
making, technology, and the role of diagnosis.
Fir the traditional school, Category 1, individuals entering the
3 assumed to be basically uniform and the process of instruc- //
The staff has been minimally trained with
tion is well understood.
the same competencies. Most decisions are made at a considerable
distance from the produCtion line. Objectives and materials are
Even how instrucchosen at the district or even at the state level.
The staff'
tion takes place (time and sequence) are spelled out.
role is to carry out the production in a routine manner. The t chnoThe
logy ( materials, etc.) from class to class is stable and minirll.
diagnostic process in,this setting has a very low priority. Most
If serious symp'lms occur, it is assubed that
s;mptoms are ignored.
there is nothing wrong in thesystem. The main illness isAnact'urate
Remehave been in general main, not algea).
placement (he shr
schoc-

I

diation involves tiiiiiinating the raw material, (flunking).

/
/
/
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The second school is the academy. Here individuals are assumed
uniform but the process of instruction is not'well understood. The
staff is more professional with varying talents and capabilities
(usually with specialized competence in a variety of subject areas).
Decisions about what is to be taught are still removed from the
instructional setting (common textbooks are often used), but how
instruction takes place is up to each teacher. The technology provided
each teacher is minimal and uniform. However, each teacher is encoUr^pd to adapt.
The diagnostic process has low priority. If something
wrong,
it
is
assumed that the teacher is able to vary instruction
g
to overcome those difficulties. In essence, the teacher is seen as a
superior crafdman able to turn out a high quality product.

The third type of school might be rlferred to as the highly technical or "systems school.': Here it is assumed that the students vary
considerably, but the process of instruction is well understood. The
staff consists of highly trained technicians with a variety of imporEach carries out specified instructional routines.
tant roles.
Decisions about what a student is to learn are at the level of
instruction based on proximal data. Decisions about how instruction
The technology of such a
is to -take place are highly engineered.
school is sophisticated, often based on behavioral objectives, and
a variety of prescribed routines for reaching those objectives.
Diagnosis becomes an important part of the overall engineering of the
Teachers are
(For example, see Figure 2.)
instructional program.
for
the
warning
lights
to
go
on 1.11,:h a
then_systems_managers-wait
variety of prescribed routines available to them to overcome any
deficiencies.
In the clinical school, Category 4, the raw material is assumed to
be non-uniform and the process of instruction is assumed to be not
well understood. The staff consists of highly trained professionzds
Decisions about both
with a variety of backgrounds and competencies
what is to be taught and how it is to be tauz'it are made by the staff.
-he sophisticated techThe teacher is a clinician who may use eith..
nology of the systems school as tools for diaciosis or may rely on his
experience. The prescriptions are not mechanical.

41

One reason for talking about these four kinds of schools is that
some writers refer to the importance ,of the diagnostic process in the
By looking at
teaching of mathematics without reference to schools.
these four kinds of schools which do exist in our society, it becomes
apparent the diagnosis and,remediation are viewed quite differeatly
in different schools. 4Diagnosis may be central to one's conception
of schooling or it may be peripheral. A second reason is to provide
a framework for discussing several common educational illnesses;
namely, that known illnesses can be identified with respect to either
the variability of the students we teach.
the process of instruction,
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Some Diseased Cond..' ions Common'

in Mathematics Instruction
In this section of the paper, ten important illnesses which have
Many of them have been clarified for
been identified are discusised.
research
of
the
Wisconsin
Research and Development
me through the
Of
the
ten, seven are associated
1973).
Center (Harvey & Romberg,
instructional
process
and only three with
with the nature of the
student variability.
Instructional Process--Disease #1; Inhumanity: The first and most
That
important disease today is the inhumanity of many school systems -.
is
joyless
some schools foster a nightmarish learning environment whl.ch
and repressive has been well documented.3 Too often children are not'
viewed as human beingS with individual personalities, interests and
In the motivation project in the R & D Center, it has been
desires.
shown that spending ten minutes a month'talking with each individual
child about his goals has'produceddramatic results in learning
(Klausmeier, Jeter; Quilling & Fraer, 1973).. Spending some time with
each child is essential and will produce results in learning in any
for students ,to comschool setting. It also provideS an opportunity
plain and discuss their perceived illnesses.
-Inst ruct iotral-LE'rocessDis eas

2-;---Inaclequite_Conceptualization

of Mathematics: Airhough-it is unlikelythat-there-wIll-evef-be-total
agreement as to what constitutes mathematics, it is not simply a
collection of concepts and skills; nor is it an encompassed detailed
r4tionale for the modern mathelist of instructional objectives. One
matics revolution was to build upon'the conceptual structure of
mathematics io that the "collection of tricks" to be mastered in the

traditional programs would have maning. Unfortunately, in too' many
igstances the unifying notions introduced have r w been reduced to
more tricks to be learned which are more abstract and less relevant
to reality than thold tricks, {nd, in the process students now
become less proficient at some of those old tricks.
Personally, I prescribe to the notion that mathematics is something
It\ C.
one does in order to solve probleias. ThiL is best expressed by
Buck in his list of goals:
1.

To provide understanding of the interaction between
mathematics and reality.

2%

T

.3.

athematics, like everything else,
is milt upon intuitive nderstandings and agreed conventions, and that these ar not externally fixed.
Convey the fact that

To deMonEtrate that mathematics is a human activity end
that.its history is marked by inventions, discoveries,
guesses, both good and bad, and that the frontier of its
growth is covered by interesting unanswered questions.
is

and
For example, see Holt, 1964; Silberman, i970; Sobel, 1969;
Berieter,
1971.
particularly, on mathematics learning,
3

ti

2

4.

.

To contrast "argument by authority" and "argument by
evidence and proof;" to explain the difference between
"not proved" and "disproved," and between a constructive proof and a nonconstructive proof.

5.

Ito demonstrat± that thequestion "Why?" is important to
ask, and that in mathematics, an answer is not always
supplied by merely giving a detailed proof.

6.

To show that complex things are sometimes simple, and
simpit things are sometimes complex; anal that, in mathematics as well as in other fields, it p ys'1o_subiest a
familiar thing to detailed study, and t study something
which seems hopelessly intricate (Buck,'(1965, pp. 949-56).

Any conceptualize on of mathematics that does not lead toward these
kinds,of goals is inadequalte.
/

Instructional ProceqDisease 113; Opportunity to Learn: Many
school children have nevi had an opportunity to learn many of the

\

r
i

concepts and skills thatklre assume are being taught. Often teachers,
in attempting to meet the standards set up by external agents, cover
tile contents of a textbook by skipping large sectionsthus, leaving
out concepts, explanations and opportunity for practice. The tendency
to skip over the important ideas (like 2xplaimmg concepts) in order
to get'to the computation-al skills is too common: This is done in
spite nf the fact that ,if the concepts which underlie the skill had
-.been well developed first, the skill itself would have taken relatively
small time to teach., It is also an-)arent that for all practical cur poses many concepts or skills, whine covered, were not taught. In .the
Concept Attainment Abilities Project (Harris Criarris, 1973), nouns of
'mathematics which teachers thought stUdentsat fifth grade understood
;were not understood by most students. Words such as numerator,
denominator, dividend or quotient conveyed little meaning to most
In another study related TO the
students <Romberg &ISteitz, 1970).
concepts,of geometry, students were often unable to identify positive
examples of triangles, parallelograms, or squares when these figures
-were-not presented in common format ffrayer, 1970). It shodlu also be
.st results can readily be explained by
noted that most achievement
Furtuermore,
even if the concept or skill'has
opportunity to learn.4
been well covered in the instructional materials, it does not mean
What is being
that the student has had an opportunity ,to learn it.
argued is that "the message is in the receiver and not the sender!"
,If an individual does not receive the massage in the way in whiCh the
information was intended, 'he is likely to misunderstand. He has not
had an opportunity to learn it as intended.

InstruCtional Process DisEase 14- Level of Complexity: ft is
surprising'to many people that ctudents are able to grasp and work
with vely. advanced notions such, as those of topology at an early age
and yep at the same time are unahle/to carry out the long divi.:ion
algorithm. Only recently has it become clear that the level of crn.plexity of a task is not well reflected in this historic sequencing
Some tasks, such as most computational algorithms,
of instruction.
are much /more comple:c than learning most concepts.
4For example, see Fletcher, 1971.

8i
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Instru'ttional Process--Disease 115; Lack of Small Group Learning;
Learning should not take place independent of others, particularly at
the elementary grade levels. If one is to believe the developmental
psychologistsk it becomes apparent that to learn during the concrete
Recently,
operational stage, one must talk about the things with peers.
I have been carrying out a series of research studies related to the
role of overt verbal behavior within small group activity settings in
the learning of mathematics. And while this line of research is only
in its infancy,, it is already apparent that talking is critical in
the acquisition of concepts. The elementary classroom needs to be a
loud and noisy place.5

Instructional Process--Disease 116; Lack of Skill Maintenance:
Any football coach could describe to us the im-Irtance of drills to
Periodic, short drills sharpen learned skills.
maintain skills.
Too often in mathematics skills which have been learned become dull
Because of that, past- learned skills often
through lack of"use.
interfere with the learning of new skills at a later date.

Instructional Process--Disease #7; Stereotyping: Often mathematics textbooks through illustrations and word problems portray
mathematics as something one uses only if he is an affluent, well
educated, white male. Racial minorities and women are often portrayed
it stereotyped cultural roles.
These seven diseases arc related to illnesses associated with our
knowledge of how to organize instruction. The next foUr illnesses
relate to individuals.

Student Variability Disease #1; Inadequate Performance on Prerequisite Behaviors: The identification of prerequisite behaviors
for specific learning objectives in mathematics is important. Children
may not be ready to learn a new concept or skill if they have not
mastered concepts or skills which are prerequisite.
Student Variability Disease #2; Inadequate Conceptualization of
Children at the elementary
the Cognitive Development of the Child:
grades perceive the world differently than do adults. Kenneth Lovell's
(1971) remarks about one study carried out under my direction make
Shepler (1970) was able to teach students many probability
this clear.
concepts quite well. However, on one task students had not reached
Shepler concluded that it was due to inadequate instruction.
criteria4
Lovell pointed out that it was much more likely that they had not done
well because they were ac yet not at the abstract reasoning stage.
\

Student Variability Disease #3; Assumed Abilities of an Individual as They Relate to His Acquisition of Mathematical Concepts and
The ways that individuals process information are quite
Skills:
complex. Any assumptions about comparable aptitudes, abilities, learning styles, persdnalities, moral reasoning, etc. are probably wrong.
Given a problem situation, the variety of ways that individuals perceive
the information, and carry out several processes, is not well understood. Some personality dimensions (learning styles) clearly influence learning.
There are also affective mediators which influence the way in which individuals react to problems. And finally there are individual differences
in cognitive processes.
88
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Summary
The several, notions discussed in this paper are related to the
diagnostic process. Illnesses exist in the teaching of mathematics.
It is impossible to argue,that in our schools today that students
are achieving at adequate levels of proficiency. .Symptoms of several
The illnesses and symptoms presented here
illnesses are apparent.
are serious problems in education. It should be'our goal to eradicate these illnesseS if it is possible by creating better learning
environments, by being more human with our students, and by developing
a mathematically better, more psychologically, sociologically and pedagogically sound mathematics program. We cair also develop better
preventive systems. We can create schooling in which positive reinforcement for adequate progress is clear and in which the student has
the opportunity ttrcomplain. And if serious illness does occur, we
need teachers whO are able to accurately diagnose and adequatel)
prescribe treatments.
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REACTION PAPER: THE DIAGNOSTIC PROCESS IN
MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION
Michael C. Hynes'
Florida Technological University

I am flattered to have been asked to react to a paper by Professor
I need not offer many complimentary remarks about his scholr
Romberg.
arly and perceptive approach to the analyzation of critical areas of
need in the field.of mathematics education because the paper just

delivered is testimony to his insigh'Julness, creativity, and general
high quality of his professional endeavors.
I had planned to make several comments about the medical analogy
in Professor Romberg's paper, but so much has been said today about
the parallelism between the diagnostic procedures in medicine and
education that I will refrain from further caustic remarks or vain
attempts at humor at the expense of the medical profession.
However, within this analogy Professor Romberg describes four
strategies for treatment of "mathematical illness," which have implications for mathematics education that need further clarification.
One can infer from the strategies:
1.
2.

3.

4.

eradicjtion of poor quality education
development of preventive techniques with early identification of symptoms
acceptance of student initiated requests for assistance, and
treatment procedures for the "cures" for `mathematical
illnesses".

The classroom teacher of mathematics will be responsible for implementing at least the last three strategies.° Howevet, the classroom
teacher of mathematics is already overburdened with too many students,
too much administrative.paper work, and too many school responsibilities outside the classroom to perform effectively. The added
responsibilities of teaching through the activity approach and
individualizing instruction, to say nothing of using behavioral
objectives, have driven many good teachers from the classroom and to
other fields of employment. Thus, we cannot expect the classroom
teacher of mathematics to accept the added responsibility of diagnosis
graciously.

Professor Romberg hinted at a solution to
summary statement of the medical analogy,-".
.," and
to identify and treat the illnesses.
tation that there is a need for a professional
mathematics specialist.
.

.

this situation in his
,teachers must be trained
clarified in his presenwho might be called a

Other speakers today have mentioned the need for teachers who could
function as clinicians in mathematics diagnosis, but often the speakers
have been somewhat apologetic about suggesting the hiring of such professionals. Let's stop being apologetic where we are thinking of the
welfare of students!
93
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If there is a surplus of teachers, it should be possible to' reduce
the pupil-teacher ratio. If reducing the ratio has budgetary iiplications, school administrators should be committed to the improvement
of public education and, rise to the challenge of finding.funds to hire
mathematics specialists.

If.programs need to be developed atithe university level to educate mathematics teachers in diagnostic procedures, mathematics
. educators should be willing to setup courses'of study for this need.

.

Thus, a commitment must be made by all members of the education
community if mathematics students are to benefit from the services
of specialists as reading students have benefitted from the aid of
reading specialists. The reading specialist has served two important
functions in the schools, the diagnosis and remediation-of pupils
with severe reading handicaps and the reduction of the reading class
size which prbmotes a better learning environment. Both of these
benefits to instruction could be an integral part of the mathematics 4
program if mathematics specialists were present in the schbols.
Reduced class sizes would allow classroom teachers to use more
diagnostic- prescriptive techniques in their classes, individualize
instruction, and use many more activity oriented lessons. The other
benefit would be the individual attention given to those students
who exhibit either developmental or remedial needs as described by
This is not to imply that classroom teachers of mathematics
Hutchins.
should perform no diagnostic acts. Every member of the mathematics
faculty has the right and responsibility to diagnose mathematical
illnesses as they appear. However, the role of the classroom teacher
will differ from the specialist. Let's consider the following diagnostic mod0-to make this clearer.

A,Diagnostic Model
Every mathematics teacher performs informal diagnostic acts daily.
As the teacher observes students doing seatwork, checks homework, or
grades quizzes,.errors are often noticed. Patterns of errors allow
the teacher to make immediate hypotheses as to the cause of the
- error(s). As an example of this,consider the little girl who has added
The
a whole page of subtraction examples which involved regrouping.
teacher during the informal stage of the diagnostic model of teaching
mathematics would probably simply remark to the girl that she had made
a silly error. The'child would be expected to redo the assignment by
correctly subtracting the'examples. Many students completing this
same assignment would probably be given similar guidance based upon
informal observations of errors. However, the first little girl turned
in her paper a second time and the examples look like this:
4 5

2 3

-8

- 6 -

43

23

7 1

9 6

3 2

-19

-47

-28

68

5 1

16

Most teachers could quickly spot that the little girl had subtracted
the number with the least value/from the greatest regardless whether
the greatest number, in any parcular place value, appeared in the
sutrahend or minucnd.
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As a result of this second informal diagnosis, the teacher might
adjust her teaching style, use different manipulative aids to teach
the concept again, or readjust the assignme_t to reflect an easier
Teachers would, of course, adjust the instruclevel,of subtraction.
tion in the manner which would most likely overcome the apparent
.difficulty and prlvent future frustrations.
A teacher's success in performing inforfnal diagnosis depends a
great deal upon the knowledge of mathematics and Creeds of the children
However, there are Liways situations where
possessed by the teacher.
informal diagnosis is not sufficient to overcome difficulties. Some
children require more stringent diagnostic procedures.

Suppose that the little girl who could not subtract continued to
The teacher begins to see a pattern in
have difficulty in many .areas.
the student's behavior. In the subtraction exercise the little girl
completed the exercises incorrectly without asking for assistance.
This pattern of completion of exercises with little regard for correctness persisted over several weeks and with several mathematical skills
Thus, the child seemingly responded to the adjustments
and cont....Tts.
in the instructional techniques based on informal diagnosis, but as
time passed another problem became apparent. Since this pattern seemed
serious the teacher began to work directly with this girl during seatwork assignments, checked :ler cumulative records, administered survey
tests of the previous year's mathematical work, and called the parents
for an informal conference.
The purposeful collectio.1 of data by the classroom teacher for the
purpose of adjusting instruction is called classroom diagnosis. Classroom diagnosis differs from informal diagnosis by being more direct,
methodical, and thorough'. The h)potheses formed on the basis of data
collected during classroom-diagnosis are more likely to be correct
bec&ise of the effort by the teacher to collect pertinent data for a
specific child. however, instructional adjustments made on the basis
of classroom hypotheses may need to be re-evaluated if the child fails
co respond to the prescription.
Based
Let's look again at the little girl who couldn't subtract.
upon the information that the teacher had collected from many sources,
the girl was a "nice little girl who tried to pl?ase," had a poor
achievement record in previous grades, and had a good attitude toward
Thus the teacher attempted to adjust
school according to the parents.
instruction by first giving her subtraction examples which required no
regrouping. With much effort,,by both the teacher and student, subtraction with regrouping was "understood." Each time a new concept or
skill was introduced, the little girl continued to complete the assignhowever, most of the examples in the assignments were incorrectly
ment.
The teacher recognized that the little girl should be asking for
done.
help, but she continually failed to,ask ever though there seemed to be
Since the
a good personal relationship between her and the teacher.

teacher could not copeth the apparent symptoms nor determine the
cause of the girl's behavior, she reff..fled the child to the mathematics
specialist.

Q6

10

Th' mathematics specialist operates in a clinical environment.
That is,'there are small numbers of students, a wide variety of mathematics 4ests, a collection of, screening materials for vision, auditory
and perceptual difficulties and a list of qualified professional people
from other fields to support the specialist. Thus, in clinical diagnosis the'classroom diagnosis is expanled in depth and preciseness.

0
The litle girl mentioned in the Previous paragraph might initially
be given a criterion referenced mathematics test for her grade level so
that her achieveient level coul7 -be establi ed,in terms of behavioral
available vision
objectives,4 She might undergo/ testing with t
machines to determine potential vision problems. .Informal counseling
would be ,a continual part of the diagnostic moodure since many
problems are rooted in attitudinal or psychological difficul es. The little girl might be referred tO-an appropriate professional
These are `only examples of factors
which might be assessed by the clinician.

y'the parents consent to the action.

Thus, this diagnostic model is a three-stage model. The classroonli
teacher of, athematics would be involved in the informal and classroom
stages of the model, and the mathematics specialist would be responsible
for clinical procedures. This implies that two level's of training are
needed. The classroom teacher must be trained to identify the common
mathematical illnesses of all types (the general practitioner, if you
please). The mathematics specialist, on the other hand, will be more
highly trained in mathematics and mathematics education so that students
with those "illnesses" which are more difficult to diagnose and treat
may be "cured".
To reiterate the battle cry once more, let me say that if you are*
committed to this model or a similarone then you must be willing to
promote the hiring of mathematics specialists for every school.
Let me now return to Professor Romberg's paper. I found the descriptions of the different organizational task structures and technologies of public school very informative-and revealing. However, my
ignorance of this type of description of educational settings has caused
me some concern. I do understand the dimension in which students are
assumed to be basically uniform in terms of capability or to be highly
variable in ability. However; the other dimension has me somewhat
I am famiconfused as I compare the academy with the clinical school.
liar with "academies" where teachers are hired with little training in
instructional techniques and, therefore, I can accept the statement that
the process of instruction is not well understood.

____

In the clinical school, however, the same statement about the lack
of understanding of instructional processes is made. The given description of the professional activities of the staff is inconsistent with a
lack of understanding of instructional processes. In the statement,
"the teacher is a clinician who may use either sophisticated technology
...or may rely on his experience," a great deal of knowledge of instrucLion, mathematics and learning is indicated. Thus, I wonder if -it might
not be better to describe this school as one in which the instruction. -'_
process is understood, but the staff is not blindly committed to nne
strategy regardless of the needs of the students. That is to say, these

10

teachers know enough about the.instructiOnS1 process to realize how
littlf is known about the process.
,s
0

-10nce I was able to convince my if that this was a valid distincschools, I certainly agree with
tionbetween the academy and, the cli
Pro#eisor Romberg's conclusion that diagnosis and remediatioa would be
viewed differently in each school. However, I do want to add that if
wej as mathematics educators, feel,that diagnosis and remediation pro.
grams should be available to all students then we'shoulebe committed
to/ promote the establishment of the school setting which is most
cilnducive to diagnostic procedures bedause these will be the schools
ip which mathematics specialists are employed without hesitation.'
Professor Romberg's list of ten important illnesses is a valuable
Identification, classification
addition to our knowledge of diagnosis.
;and isolation of illnesses is a'necessary activity if the cures for the
The extensive nature of this list is
;illnesses ate to be determined.
;more evidence of the need for highly trained mathematics specialists who
can diagnose and treat specific illnesses effectively. However, this
list implies the need for two more lists; one from the affectie domain
and another from the psychomotor domain.

The mathematicsspecialist, of course, is not expected to treat
illnesses in these domains, but .Illnesses in either of these domains
may cause mathematical illness. Thus, the specialist must be able to
recognize the symptoms of vision disorders; psychological problems,
auditory impairment, etc. sothat the student might be screened and
referred to a specialist outside of education who can, treat these nonmathematical illnesses. Thus, the necessary training of the mathematics
specialist becomes more extensive, and the need or this type of teacher
becomes more acute.
The mathematics specialist does have a responsibility to plan
iL3tructional programs which reflect a student's affective and psychoShields has indicated that a student's motivational
motor needs.
readiness (locus of control, fear of failure, expectancy of success,
etc.) and preference for a type of response (verbal, non-verbal, vocal,
manipulative, etc.) as well as ehe cognitive levels of process must be
considered in planning instructional programs for childreA.
o

This concern for the affective, psychomotor and cognitive needs of
the child do reflect concern for the child as a person. However, there
is a danger that diagnostic procedures could undermine this concern for
the child. Professor Romberg has identified his first disease as "the
inhumanity of many school systems," as documented by Holt (1964),
Silberman (1970), Sokel (1969) and Berieter (1971). I can see instances
where the institution of diagnostic clinics could promote this feeling
of inhumanity. Consider the feelings of a student who has been identias in need of clinical assistance to overcome a mathematical
f_
to
illness. . The shuffling of this student from the regular classroom
classroom
could
make
him
the clinic and from the clinic setting to the
feel very insecure and could be very degrading.
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Let's .again look at,the diagnostic model proposed earlier.in this
papeivand to simplify the discussion.consider only classroom diagnosis.
'What are-the steps taker'in Classroom diagnosis?
.

.-

..

.1.: Det6rmination oC'different capabilities and performance
c
levels.

Determination ol specific behaviors indicating illness
and a description of the illness.
3.

Determint relevant data ahput the illness.

4.

FOriii treatment hypotheses which are concise; precise,
and specific.

These steps certainly are not dehumanizing to the student, but the actions
taken crue to the hypothesis may be. Let's look at two yodels showing this
specific aspectiof diagnosis.

MODEL I

DIAGNOSIS

PEMEDIATION

1. difference in potential
2. description
3. data collection
4.
ypothesis

.

.

treatment of illnas
carry over into broad
educational objectives

Figure 2.

Potential for Humanizing

4
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MODEL II

1. diZference in pLential
2. - description

3. data collection
hypothe,sis

.

6. relation of problem to
students total functioning
treatment of illnes
.

Figure 3.

Humanizing

Models I and'II,do not differ in the diagnosis phase but are radically
Model I is the usual means of
different in the remediation phase.
di gnosis because the teacher has little time to sit down and distuss
the student's mathematical illness with him in relation to other- problems pertinent to his, total functioning.

This is not meant to be a criticism of classroom teachers, but rather
is a limitation of classroom diagnosis.
.

The existence of clinicians or mathemati.s specialists does not
guarantee thIt the needs' of the child in relation to his total func.,tioning will be considered. However, mathematics specialists would, be
more likely to have time to spend the ten minutes talking with individual students that produced the dramatic results in learning at the
Wisconsin R & D Center (Klaasmeier, Jeter, Quilling and Frays:, 1973).
These tan- minute discussions are e,-.emplary of how the adoption of a
carefully conceived diagnostic model dand the existence of functioning
mathematis specialists in the program might produce a more productive
yet humanjegtic approach to the instruction of mathematics. '

ow.
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REMEDIATION OF LEARNING DIFFICULTIES IN
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS: PROMISING
PROCEDURES AND DI CTIONS
Jon M. Engelhardt
,
Arizona State University

Identifying strengths and weaknesses is only part of any program
for helping students with learning difficulties in mathematics. The
remedial measures whfch result from diagnosis are often the more
exacting and more extensive part of such a program. The purpose of
this paper, therefore, is to identify procedures which hold promise
for remediation in school mathematics and o suggest directions for
future research and study. To accomplish this purpose, the task is
undertaken in two parts. The first is a selective review of the
literature and the second is an exposition of three general areas of
need.

Any effort to dismiss promising procedures and directions for
remediation in school mathematics must begin with a clarifitation of
the term remediation.
Remediation may be used-to describe instructional procedures fot alleviating either the symptoms of a learning
difficulty or the causes of a learning difficulty. In the forikler case,
since the symptoms of a learning difficulty are absent, immature, or
incorrect mathematics concepts and skills, remediation consists of
instructional procedures-specifically-des igned-to-belp-the-learner
acquire, fully develop or correct these concepts and skills. In the
latter case, reinediation_consists of procedures designed to eliminate
the factors or conditions which precipitated the undesirable symptoms.
In either case, however, for instructional procedures to be referred
to as remediation, they must follow previously unsuccessful instruction.
Of these two types of remediation, both the literature and existing
remedial programs almost exclusively have emphasized remediation as
alleviating symptoms; therefore, other than to acknowledge its existence and call for further study, this paper will not further consider
remediation as alleviating causes of learning difficulties in mathematics.

Selective Review of the Literature

.

The existing literature on the remediation of'children's learning
difficulties in mathematics ideally should provide solid information
upon which remedial programs could be designed and their relative
success assured.
if such information were a-ailable, this paper could
serve as a guiding document for individual and commercial efforts to
develop remedial programs. Unfortunately, the literature is meager;
it contains few solid conclusions and provides little guidance for the
construction of guaranteed remedial programs.
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Several reasons for this state of affairs can be speculated.
One reason may be insufficient understanding of the learning process in general. As Harvey and Romberg (1973) stated,
the more one attempts to understand the mathematical
learning process in a classroom, the more one realizes
how ignorant we are of how children learn and how we
can manage 'instruction to get them to learn (p. 249).
Another reason may be the disjointed nature of most research efforts.
Limited by available resources of time, money and manpower, most
research is confined to the investigation of a few diverse variables
in special areas of interest, and as a result, numerous aspects of
broad research questions are left' unattended. A third reason may
be the apparent-lack_of theoretical_models_for,mathematical remediation, models which would identify sets of variables and provide a
common'focus for research.

Although one of the goals for reviewing the literature in any
area is to obtain knowledge and information, another perhaps equally
important goal is to stimulate hypotheses and provide direction for
future research efforts. Therefore, the literature related to remediation in school mathematics is review'd for conclusions and implications, and directions for future research and study are suggested.
learning readiness,
This review is organized into three parts:
instruction and individual differences.

Readiness for Learning
In he literature readiness is frequently mentioned as a prerequisi e for learning mathematics; since any factor which affects the
learnin of mathematics will likely have impli.cations and, provide
directi ns for remediation, research studies related to readiness for
mathem tics learning are reviewed. These studies are classified along
content, cognition and affect.
three imensions of readiness:
0,

Content readiness.--Studying,the readiness of fifth-grade children
for division by two-place divisors, Brownell (1951) found that children
often experience difficulties because they lack prerequisite concepts
and skills. Although cautious about generalizing this finding,
Brownell stated that division
is not the only topic involving the use of previously acquired
facts and skills, and it is not the only topic likely to
suffer from imperfect mastery at earlier points in learning
(p. 22).

4

Robert Cagng (1962) in the report of a study on mathematics learning,
proposed a similar idea; he hypothesized that the mastery of any
intellectual skill is dependent upon the mastery of a set of prerequiNumetous studies have supported his hypothesis (Bloom,
site skills.
1973; Phillips and Kane, 1973; Walbesser and Eisenberg, 1972).
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Success in learning the concepts and skills of mathematics thus
appears, at least in part, to be dependent upon the learner's prior
acquisition of prerequisite concepts and skills. In designing remedial instruction, learners' mastery of prerequisite knowledge should
be monitored and, if necessary, provided.

,

A second possible aspect Of content readiness is the learner's
.4
maturity or immaturity of understanding. In examining primary
children's number ideas, Brownell (1928) identified four developmental levels of understanding, ranging from counting to "meaningful
habituation," from immaturity to maturity. Informally associating
maturity-immaturity of understanding with readiness, Brownell (1938)
stated that although first graders possess greater number knowledge
than we suppose, they generally function only in Concrete settings,
"representing immature procedures.' Maturity-immaturity has been
mentioned by other researchers as a prior consideration for learning
mathematics (Glennon and Callahan, 1968; Wilsop,'1967).
If (a) levels of maturity of understanding can be operationally
defined and (b) more mature levels of understanding can be shown to
be dependent upon the prior attainment of lest mature levels, then
Implications would exist for what is meant by mastery of prerequisite
concepts and skills and for designing remedial instruction.
Cognitive readiness.--Several theorists have suggested the exisWhitehead (1929) discussed
tence of stages in cognitive development.
the stages of romance, precision and genralization, while Bruner
(1964) referred to enactive, iconic and symbolic stages. Jean Piaget
(1951), perhaps the inost.widely kniwn and researched of these theorists, conceived_Df rognitive development as a gradual_adaptation to
the environment; lie proposed four stages of cognitive development
(sensory- motor, pre-operational, concrete operations, and formal
operations) and suggested that although these stages may occur at
different ages, their order is invariant and they are relatively independent of instruction. Without enumerating the many studies, research
on Piaget's theory has generally been supporti're.

,.

Basing her conclusions on studies of the human brain, FarnhamDiggory (1968) has taken exception to Piaget. She concluded that
cognitive readiness "is not a simple, chronological function (p.620);"
furthermore, she indicated that humans develop strategies for coping
with the world and that cognitive development is the transformation
of these coping strategies through growth and experience. According
to Kilpatrick and Wirszup (1969), the views and work of Soviet psychologists have generally agreed with Farnham-Diggory.
Whether cognitive development is viewed in terms of invariant
stages (relatively independent of instruction) or as flexible arrangements of coping strategies (responsive to instruction); it appears that
a child undergoes developmental changes in his cognitive structure;

1

The terms "concepts" and "skills" are used rather loosely here
and later in this paner; no technical definitions (like those of Gagn6)
should be inferred.
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regardless of which view is accepted, remedial instruction, as well
as initial instruction, should-include consideration of therlearner'A,
cognitive readiness. If the stages or coping strategies can be
determined which are necessary for learning given mathematical ideas,
then learners' possession of these should be insured prior to instruction, and, in the case of coping strategies should be incorporated
In overview of the literature on cognitive
within the instruction.
-readiness, it appears that little_is_known_about the nature or development of cognitive structure and much work is needed.
Affective readiness.--Emotions have long been identified as a
contributing factor in learning mathematics. Schonell (1938) reported
that from his clinical observations in teaching arithmetic, normal
emotional reactions are more necessary than normal intelleCtual ones.
Little doubt exists in the literature concerning the relationship
of various emotional factors to mathematics learning. Employing various
measufing instruments, numerous studies (Bassham, Murphy and Murphy,
1962; Faust, 1963; Husen, 1967; Lindgren, 1964; Moore, 1972; Tyan, 1968;
Shapiro, 1961) have found a positive relationship.between'attitude
Other researchers (Andersonc-1972;
toward mathematics and achievement.
Bachman, 1970; Bodwimj 1957;,Coopersmith, 1966; Fink, 1962; Moore, 1972)
have reportert a significant positive relationship between self-concept
and mathematics achievement-. And still other investigators (Feldhusen,
1965; McCandless and Castaneda, 1956; McGowan, 1960; Philips, 1962) have
found a significant negative relationship between anxiety and achieve,

ment.

Although attitude, anxiety and self-concept appear to be related
to mathematics learning, the direction of the causality remains uncertain; Neele4I964)-and-Aiken-(1970)-have-explored this issue in depth
with respedt to attitude and mathematics learning. In fact, whether
"affective readiness" is a viable concept depends upon whether the
various affective factors can be shown to cause or be prerequisite to
effective mathematics learning.
Experience in clinical work (BrUeckner and Bond, 1955; Fernald,
1943; Glennon and Wilson, 1972) has suggested that the issues of
causality and affective readiness are somewhat academic, for it has.
been found that a direct attack on the mathematics learning difficulty
helps the learner overcome emotional problems. What seems to be important is that pupils experience as much success in learning mathematics
as possible, succ s which, in.turn, will lead to more positive affect
and further success in learning mathematics. This conclusion, however,
needs to be verified by empirical research.

Instruction

In the literature much research has'heen conducted on various
instructional practices in mathematics. Most of these studies, hOw, ever, were concerned with initial instruction. Since their findings
may haVe implications for remediation and suggest directions for
future research, many of them are reviewed. Other than research
studies, several sources were identified in the literature which
106
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present instructional principles for remediation in school mathematics.
These principles, in,,general, were abStracted from the personal.experiences and observations of individuals in remedial clinics. Although
they were not research-based in the usual sense, such principles may
provide directions for future research.
Meaning.- -Much experimental research has suggested the need for
"meaningful" mathematics instruction, i.e., instruction which scretses
unc*standing rather than rote memorization. Summarizing the findings
of research on meaningful instruction, Riedesal (1970) listed its
advantages over rote-rule instruction as increased retention, greater
transfer, and superior understanding of mathematical principles. In
Separate reviews, Dawson and Ruddell (1955), Spitzer (1970) and
Weaver and Suydam (1972) made similar conclusions. Conflicting findings, however, have been found for low-ability or row-IQ groups (Burnsi,
1968; Krich, 1964; Miller, 1957; Shipp and Deer, 1960; Tredway and
Hollister, 1963) and no studies were identified in which meaningful :
instruction was used within the context of remedial instruction.,

i

Although it would appear that stress upon meaning in remedial
r
instruction would have particular advantage, one should note that the
supportive research dealt only with arithmetic computation and initi;a1
__Instruction situations. _Research is needed in areas other than the
basic skills and especially in instructional situations where initial
instruction was ineffective.

-Drill.--In a study by Brownell and Chazal (1935), the researchers
concluded that (1) drill and practice should follow understanding:and
(2) drill tends to fix and make efficient that which is actually/pracAlthough no. tudies were identified which re-examined the'
ticed.
second conclusion, the effectiveness of preceding drill with meaningful instruction has been supported in several other investigatiOns
(Anderson, 1949; Brownell and Carper, 1943; Hovard, 1950; Pincus, 1956).
If meaningful instruction is found to be effective in,reMedial
situa4ons, then it appears that meaningful instruction follotied by
drill and practice would be an appropriate procedure'for remediation.
It is'hardly the goal of remedial instruction to have studelits become
proficient at immature procedures like finger-counting or VlockThc!refore, Brownell and Chazal's second conclusion, if given
pushing.
further support, has implications for identifying those aspects of
vk
remedial instruction most appropriate for drill.'
Materials procedure.--Examining primary children's:number ideas,
Brownell (1928) suggested that encouraging pupils to use drawings and
objects May help those having difficulty learning number combinations.
By 1970, Brownell's conjecture had received considerable support;
Suydam and Weaver (1970) reported that researchers generally have concluded that understanding is best facilitated by the use of concrete
materials, followed by semi-concrete material3 such as pictures, and
.finally by an abstract presentation with words and syMbols.

OP

Although no research studies were identified incwhich this procedure was explicitly examined in remedial situations; Risdon (1956)
reported it to be wropriate in a remedial case study.
The evidence
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thus suggests that the concrete-pictorial-symbolic procedure may be
appropriate for remedial instruction; further study is suggested.
CrUtches.--In a survey of Scottish teachers, the Scottish Council
for Research in Education (1939) found that in general teachers first
allowed the use of crutch figures in the early stages of instruction
and then later discouraged this practice. Concluding that it is
necessary- to- let-pupils make full use of crutches, Schonell-and
Schonell (1965) observed that in the counting process involuntary
movements like mewing lips or tapping seem to be necessary "to put
the mental mechanism into operation." Supporting this conclusion, two
well designed studies (Brownell, 1940; Brownell and Moser, 1949) found
the use of crutches to be more effective in learning subtraction with
borrowing than no crutches; they also found that for most children,,the
crutches could be discarded "without too much trouble."

The use of crutches during the early stages of instruction thus
appears to be an appropriate instructional procedure. Once again,
caution must be exercised in generalizing this conclusion to remedial
Studies need to be conducted in instructional situations
instruction.
where initial instruction was ineffective.
Reinforcement.--Suydam and Weaver (1970) indicated that "knowledge
of_results"_is one_o_f_thest wnys.to.reinforce learning. Several
researchers (Hillman, 1970; Miller, 1970; Paige, 1966) have reported
that immediate, knowledge-of-resu.ts reinforcement resulted in higher
mathematics achievement than delayed ornoreinforcement. Suggesting
there is reason.to-doubt the importance of immediate feedback, Wittrock (1973) cited research indicating that im-ediaLe feedback sometimes
taduces learning.

W.th respect to low-achieving students, two studies (Glavach and
Stoner, 1970; Hillman, 1970) have supported the use of reinforcement.
In a study of reinforcement with underachieving primary children, Masek
(1970) reported increases in arithmetic performance and task-orientation when teachers emphasized reinforcements like verbal prais2,
physical contact, and facial expressions; performance rates were
reduced when reinforcement was withdrawn and again increased When,
reinforcement was reinstated.
Although it appears that reinforcement can promote learning in
mathematics, especially for low-achievers, the nature and scheduling
of that reinforcement remain unclear. Further research needs to be
conducted, particularly in remedial situations.,,
Sequence.--Studies concerned with sequencing in mathematics instruction generally have investigated one of two approaches--sequencing by
learning hierarchies or sequencing by modes of representation. According
to the theory of learning hierarchies, higher-order skills and knowledge
emerge from lower-order ones, and the systematic ordering of these knowledges and skills into levels from lower-level to higher-level is
After a review of the ljteratur_,
referred to as a learning hierarchy.
Walbessar and Eisenberg (1972) concluded that the existence of hierarch ical structures of knowledge seems _o be supported. Several studies have
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found sequencing instructional tasks according to hypothesized learning hierarchies to be ad'effective procedure (Elfner, 1973; Oeisert,
1913; Hinds, 1973; Mlle.:, 1970); other studies have found these
sequences to be more effective than, alternative ones (Hegedus, 1973;
BotMagne (1968) and Pyatte (1969)
Jones, 1973; Phillips, 1973).
have indicated that determining the hierarchical ordering is a major

.

r:oblem. King (1970), after re 'ciewing research on sequencing'
instruction, may have identified the crucial point; he concluded
refined sequences of instructional stiffiulf.does
that
not make much difference in the effectiveness of the instruction, as
long as the concept order is preserved.

Most of the afore-mentioned literature suggests that sequencing
instruction according to learning hierarchies is an effective procedure. Although my own experiences at the Mathematics Learning Clinic
at Arizona State University tend to confirm this as an appropriate
procedure for structuring remedial instruction, more research is
As suggested by King's work, the simplicity of usirg a hierneeded.
archical listing of only concepts as the basis for remedial instruction
has special appeal; however, this too needs to be the subject of further
research.
c

Fewer studies have examined the sequencing of mathematics instruction by modesof representation. According to Bruner (1966), knowledge
ran...be pracessed_and_represented,in_thKee_wAys.L_Cal through_Actiofis.
(b) through summary images, and,(c) through abstract symbols; he
suggested that although it may be possible for some learners to by -pass
the first two stages, an optimum instructional sequence will progress
in that order. Suydam and Weave -(1970) reported that researchers

"generally have agreed that understanding is facilitated by the use of
Concrete materials, followed by semi - concrete materials such as pictures,
.followed by an abstract presentation with-words and symbols; in a
remedial case study, Risdon (1956) reported this-procedure to be effecThese studies seem to support the general concrete-pictorialtive.
symbolic progression in Anstruction; precise sequencing of instructionthrough modes of representation, however, appears to be a more complex
issue.

Reimer and Lou:es (197) have initiated a series of involved studies
designed to examine nodes of representation in learning and instruction.
One of their approaches was to create a matrix or cluster of instructional objectives for a given mathematical concept in which the
"condition" (or given) an the "performance" each varied according to
the three modes of representation; the resulting 3-by-3 matrix was then
examined for the properties of mathematical functions (Farris, 1970;
Hirschbuhl, 1971; Klein, 1970). Findings of these studies were mixed.
Sequencing instruction by modesof representation may be an effective procedure; however, considerably more research is needed. AlthOugh
it seems reasonable that sequencing by learning hierarchies and modes of
representation are parts of amore general theory of sequencing mathematics instruction, no theoretical or developmental effort was identified.
It appears that much work is needed on the sequencing of both initial and
remedial instruction.
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Instructional Principles for Remediation

Critical observation of remedial mathematics instruction in various
clinics has led to a number of guidelines or principles for remediation.
Although many of them are not empiricallybased, they may provide direc
tions for future research.
The more commonly mentioned principles are
as follows:
1.

Treatment must be based upon a diagnosis (Bernstein, 1959; Brueckner,
1955);

2.

Protect and strengthen the child's selfimage (Ashlock, 1972);

3.

Remediation should consider the affective as well as the cognitive
-(Bernstein, 1959; Brueckner, 1955; Schonell and Schonell, 1965);

4.

The learner should helrin the planning of remedial instruction and
be aware of its purposes (Ashlock, 1972; Bernstein, 1959; Brueckner,
1955);

-5.

6.

Remedial instruction should be geared,to the learner's readiness.
(Brueckner, 1955; Reisman, 1972; Schulz, 1972);
Corrective treatment must be individualized (Bernstein, 1959;
B-ru-ec-kner,-1-9-5-5; Schonelland-Schonell,19.65)

_

_

7.

Remedial instruction should differ from previous instruction (Ashlock
1972; Junge, 1972);

8.

Remedial instruction should employ a variety of procedures and acti
vities (Ashlock, 1972; Schonell and Schonell, 1965);

9.

Emphasize ideas which help thejearner organize his learning (Ashlock
19721 Reisman, 1972);

10.

Instruction must be Structured in small steps (Ashlock, 1972; Junge,
1972; Schonell and Schonell, 1965);

11.

Successive learning,tasks must be properly sequenced (Schonell and
Schonell, 1965; Schulz, 1972);

12.

Practice should follow understanding and be distributed (Ashlock,1972;
Schonell and Schonell,'1965);

13.1 Reinforcement must be positive and immediate (Ashlock, 1972; Schulz,
1972);
14.

Make wide use of manipulative and representational material (Ashlock
1972; Brueckner,' 1955; Junge, 1972; Schonell and Schonell, 1965);

15.

Gradually raise.the, eyel of thinking from manipulations to visual
izing to symbolizing (Brueckner, 1955; Junge, 1972);

16.

Encourage the learner to use'aids as long,s they are of value (Ash
lock, 1912; Schonell and Schonell, 1965);

17:

Growth sh..uld be made apparent to t114 learner and selfappraisal
should be encotraged.
(Ashlock, 1972;',Brueckner,'1955).
110
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Individual .Differences

Throughout the literature, much concern has been expressed for
The numerous attempts historiindividual differences in learning.
cally to adapt' classroom organizations to accommodate a wide range
of learning_differences_have-testified to this concern. Today there
appears to be more interest in factors like learning styles or cognitive styles which might account for the individual differences-in
learning.
In the literature a number of studies, for example, have investigated students' impulsive-reflectiveness. Shulz (1972) suggested that

Since speed of response is the dominant observable and rewarded
behavior in most endemic classrooms, many students may have
been unfairly penalized for their slow styles (p. 5),
thus creating learning difficulties for these students. Although
Ackerman (1973) found the impulsive-ref4ctiveness of low-achieving
boysdid ribt affect their mathematics achievement, Cathcart and
Liedtke (1969) reported- that reflective students achieved higher in
mathematics than impulsive students. Pendleton (1972) found t4at
reflective students tended to:4Se]focusing strategies on a 'condtpt
attainment- task-±n-mathematiesi, while impulsive students tended_to
use scanning strategies. ,,Ine results of my, own studies (in progress)
appear to suggest that impulsive students tend to make different types
of errors than reflective students. If future studies continue to
find significant relationships between impulsive-reflectiveness and
various aspects of mathematics learning, then attemPrs should be made
either to adapt instruction or, as Kaga, Pearson and Welch (1966)
suggested, to modify individuals' cognitive styles.
appears; that if factors like cognitive style can be snown to
accouli,for individual differences in learning; implications for
remedial instruction would exist.

Observations and Further Directions

.

Based upon this review of the literature in the areas of learning
readiness, instruction and individual differendes, several observations
and related directions for future Study can be made. First, although
few-solid conclusions could be reached, the literafZre contains a number
of suggestions which, if successfully supported by further research in
'n designing remedial
remedial settings, could offer limited guidanc
Second, a preponderant number of st ...es were concerued only
programs.
with the computational aspects of mathematics; since learning difficulties occur in the non-computational aspects as well, future research
should explore remedial procedures in these areas. Third,the luck, of
any unified, systematic effort to study mathematics learning afid
Although the broadening or replicainstruction was readily apparent.
tion of existing research efforts like those at the Wisconsin Research
and Development Center could provide a vehicle for such a unified effort,
the development of theoretical models for remediation seems like a more

11

.

Fourth, it was not apparent from the literature
whether or in what ways it is within the capabilities and cor.qtraints
imposed upon the classroom teacher to operate an effective remedial
program in mathematics; nor was it apparent at what severity of learning difficulty the classroom teacher should request or suggest
clinical help. Research in both classrooms and remedial clinics
is needed on these issues.
rea1J,:_lc approach.

6
Three Needs in Remediation
e review of the literature a number of needs in
Based upon
In the remainder of this paper, three
remediation maybe identified.
of these needs are examined; specifically theneed for a theoretical
,T_Ddel, the need for identifying optimum remedial. procedures for a
given learner, and the need for a research strategy appropriate to
developing a theoretical model. Although no definitive means for
meeting these needs is presented, each Of them is explored in greater
detail and suggestions are provided._

A Theoretical Model
Besides explaining the complex interactions rf learner, symptoms
and-instruction, a theoretical model of remediation in mathematics
serves as a focus for asystematic, unified research effort. There is
a great need, therefore, for the development of such-a model.
kin designing a remediation model, two considerations-should be
examined. The first is the general nature of the model. Diagnosticremedial models may be classified as psycho-medical or behavioral.
Psycho-medical models are distinguished by their separation of diagOne example of this type of model is implicit
nosis and remediation.
in the procedures of some practitioners in special education. After
administering tests of visual perception or digit span; for example,
they might cone' se that a child is visual-minde&and therefore needs
The crux of this procedure is the notion
a sight approach in reading.
that an aptitude can imply an instructional procedure. However, in

light of the generally unproductive findings of aptitude-treatmentinteractions (Cronbach and Snow, 1969), the validity of this notion
is dubious. Probably the simplest example of a psycho-medical model
Rarely do the results of the,diagnosis
is the medical, profession.
(influenza or a broken arm) have much to do with the appropriate
remedial procedure; a whole new set of principles appears to be operating.

Behavioral models of diagnosis-remediation are distinguished by
their preoccupation with observable behaviors and the intimate relaAn example :of a behavioral
tionship between diagnosis and Ace,Hzdiation.
model is implicit in the procedures of other practitioners in special
education; their approach, rather than to determine aptitudes, is to
identify specific behaviors associated with the disability and then
proceed to modify these behaviors.
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Based upon these descriptions, a behavioral model appears more
appropriate to mathematics remediation. Rather than the development
of a theoretical model for remediation, what is being suggested is
a comprehensive model for diagnosis-remediation in which appropriate
,remedial procedures are a hy-prouuct of diagnosis.
A second consideration in designing a remediation model is the
specification of variables deemed crucial. Since remediation has
been defined as instructional procedures for alleviating the symptonof an individual's learning difficulty, any model designed to specify
an appropriate remediation should include variables related to the
1 earner, the symptoms and the instruction.. Learner and symptom
va riables would be independent, while the instruction variables would
be dependent. In essence what is being described is a functional
mode I in which information about the learner and his learning difficulty ar2 e input and infOrmation about instructional' procedures is
output
Whe ther it is possible to design such a model is open to question,
but until some model of remediation is developed, it appears certain
that rose rch on remediation in mathematics will continue to lack
unity of p urpose and direction.

Identification of Optimum Remedial Procedures

In the absence of a guiding model for remediation, it would be
beneficial to have a method for identifying remedial procedures most
appropriate for a given individual. One such method might be to
design a battery of tests for this purpose. In each test concepts
would be taught using a variety of instructional procedures, several
concepts per procedure. Whichever instructional procedure resulted
in the greattst achievement for an individual would, be assumed to be
his preferred one. For example, a test could be constructed such that
several 9oncepts were presented using a didactic strategy, other equivalent concepts using a Socratic strategy, and still others using a
If an individual achieved best using one of,the
discovery strategy.
instructional strategies, that strategy would be assumed to be the
most appropriate one for instruction. J Although this example suffers
from several problems, this method may have merit if these can be
Regardless, there remains a need for ways to identify instrucsolved.
tional procedures most effective for a given individual.

2

Wilson (1967) has proposed a mo el in which information about the
learning diffteutty is input and an app roximation to instructional procedures is out"put.

3It should be re-Cognized that the co nclusion is for "initial"
instruction; to infer about "remedial" ins truction would require that
the concepts on the test be ones which the individual failed to attain

as a result oVrior instruction.
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A AesearchStrategY'for Developing a Theoretical Model
The need for a theoretical model Qf remediation has alreLdy been
pointed out, and two considerations in developing such a model were
Since it may not be possible to readily deduce such a
identified.
model, there Asjteed for a research strategy to aid in developing a
remediation model. One such strategy is therefore presented for
consideration.
If one observes instructional situations like remediation, particularly in the clinical settinglone might'nota that the teachinganalyzed into a series of behaviors. Teachers
learning prOcess can
exhibit certain behaviors; in response students exhibit certain other
A
behaviors; and in response teachers exhibit still other behaviors.
number of interaction analysis schemes have been used to classify and
describe these behaviors and their order; however, such schemes have
not examined why certain behaviors follow certain other behaviors.
.These reasons appear to be at the heart of the teaching process. When
a teacher responds to a student's behavior in a predictable way, the
teacher is ordinarily empJoying one or More principles of teaching,
regardless of her awareness of that principle.
Suppose, for example, a teacher consistently responded to a child's
computational errors with a statement suggesting that the answer was
Suppose further
wrong bdt that some part of the problem was correct.
that upon being questioned the indicated that students seem to maintain
greater interest in learning mathematicm3-441-their-errors-apainte
out to them in a positive way. This teacher has very tersely pointed
out a principle of teaching.
tuber of these principles were identified (by observation
If a
s
questioning)
and substantiated by empirical research, knowas well
he
teaching
learning
process could be significantly expanded.
ledge of

Furthermore, if higher-order principles could be identified which
organize these principles, a theory of instruction or remediation
might be indUctively derived. Although it is not known whether they
were derived in the manner here described, a number of principles for
remediation were identified earlier in this paper; if they are substantiated by research, they may form a,beginning cluster of remedial
principles that may eventually lead to a theoretical model of
)
remediation.

Conclusion

The coMpOund purpose of this paper was to identify instructional ,
procedures which hold promise for remediation in school mathematics and
to suggest directions for future research and study. To meet that purpose, (a) research in the areas of readiness, instruction and individual
differences with respect to mathematics learning was reviewed, and (b)
three needs in remediation were examined.

fN
'-,

That much work is needed in the area of remediating children's
learning difficulties in school mathematics is obvious. The challenge
for both classroom and clinic has been 'sounded. Questions need to be
posed and answers sought; the problems encountered should-be a challenge
to creative scholars and practitioners at all levels.
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IN SCHOOL MATHEMATICS: PROMISING
PROCEDURES AND DIRECTIONS,
Cecil R. Trueblood
The Pennsylvania State University

_

As noted by Professor Engelhardt, the past studies in learning
readiness and individual- diffe-f6h-Ceg-have-iaad-to-few-solid-eonclu
The failure to make substantial advances seems to be due to
sions.
inadequate development in three basic curriculum and instruction
areas. These are:
.

2.

3.

Educational Research--There have been only a limited number
of studies that meet the quality standards necessary to'
meet the demands required by a diagnostic approach to
instructionidentification, predittion, &Ascription,
prescription and evaluatipn of results.
Instructional Theory--Models for conducting a rational
and systematic study of classroom instruction have not
been set forth with adequate detail and precision.
Instructional Practice--Those persons responsible for
instruction at the practitioner's level follow trial and
error procedures for makiag instructional decisions that
do not allow them to document or benefit, from their experience.

The purpose of-the writer's reaction paper it to respond to
1).describProfessor Engelhardt's request for a remediation model by:
ing the general nature of a goal-referenced diagnostic model for
instruction that could be used to individualize mathematics instrucof
tion and help practitioners begin to make a more rational study
their instructional practices, and 2) specifying some variables for
the educational researcher that are crucial to the teacher operating
in an individualized instructional setting.

A Goal-referenced Diagnostic Model

model that is an
Consider Figure 1. It presents an instructional
(1968), Glaser
model
proposed
by
Bloom
extension of the goal- referenced
by Professor
This
model
would'be
classified
(1968) and Lindval (1961).
and
because
it
assumes
that
feedback
Engelhardt as a behavioral model
individual
students
based
upon
their
percorrectives would he given to
interviews
and
written
diagnostic
formance on carefully designed oral
tests.

In general the model assumes that the teacher should individualize
instruction in order to deal with the wide range of individual differ--;
ences referred to by Professor Engelhardt's review of the research.

1. Select and adtinister
a general placement'
test,pr interview

3, Perform a task

2. Develop a grdss pro-

4. ;Construct or select prer,

analysis for each
item missed'on the
'placement test or
interview.

file: of each student's

performance on the
sub-parts of the
placement test or
interview.

tests, interviews, etc.
designed to determine
what parts of the taskanalyzed items should
beuome-instructional
objectives.

5. Refine the gross profile',-collett-data
about student's interests and past
performance;rhenenter the. goalreferenced- instructional model.

No

6. Teacher defines
instructional
objectives based
upon diagnosis

N.)
N.)

Should
changes
be made?

yes00000."

.7. Teacher designs an
instructional plan

8. Teacher implements the in-.
structional plan andinonitors
the learner's progress

10: Refine
processes

.

12j

Teacher evaluates
outcomes and his
-initial diagnosis

Fig. 1.--A Model For Using Goal-Referenced Diagnosis (Trueblood 1971)
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As he indicated there have been numerous-attempts to adopt cla..,sroom
organization to accommodate the wide range of learning differences
that teachers encounter. By and large, however, these adaptations
have been what Bloom (1973) described as school learning situations
which are group based.
This means the students are pressured to
learn a given set of knowledge, skillS,,etc. on a group basis and
at the same rate.
The open education movement is the most current attempt to deal
with the wide range of individual differences in learning, rates. It
has resulted in the emergence of four basic types of indiVidualized
instruction.
They are presented in Figure 2.. Each type is identified by specifying the source from irhich the instructional objectives
and meant originate.

Source of
Instructional Objectives

Source of
Instructional Means

Teacher

...)........ Learner'

.

Teacher

Individually Prescribed Instruction

Personalized
Instruction

(IPI)
,

Learner

,----,:.--

Self-directed
Instruction
,

(PI)

Independent
Study

(SDI)

(IS)
lb,a,11=1,

Fig. 2.--A matrix showinff.the source from which objectives and
instructional means originate for Tour types of individuglized instruction (Trueblood 1971).

.

When one compares these four basic types of individualized instruction with the steps in the goal-referenced diagnostic model shown in
Figure,l, an important and significant question arises--

What role does diagnosis play for teachers wishing to use this
type model within the context suggested by the four basic types
of individualized instruction?
To begin to answer this question, consider the general nature of
how practitioners would characterize each of the four basic types of
individualized instruction.°
PRN

IPI.--This type of individualized instruction does not refer' -only
to the individually Prescribed Instruction Project.of the Learning
4
Research and Development Center at the University of Pittsburgh but
rathe. to a point of view about meeting the individual needs of learners.
It maintains that a highly trained professional teacher should identify
' each learner's needs and prescribe appropriate feedback and correctives
to meet those needs.
Therefore, IPI is characterized by the following.

Carefully developed diagnostic tests designed to idpntify
the specific needs of each learner.

1.

.

Clearly specified objectives that are formulated by the
teacher using-the results from the diagnostic tests.

2.

Carefully constructed learning activities, materials and
progress checks'designed to help the learner achieve each
outcome.

3.

4.

5.

Individually determined pacing where the,student is,giVen
the amount of time he needs to work with the learning
activities and materials provided until he achieves
mastery level specified for each outcome. Bloom (1973)
refers to this as mastery learning. ,

Efficiently designed management and record system to
record each learner's progress and ;Irovide him with the
feedback and correctives needed for eazh step of the
learning process.

O

PI.--The basic point of view supporting the use of this type of
individualization is that learners should learn tiow to set their on
goals and therefore Clould be given some choice regarding the instructional objectives and sequence they pursue. Given this type of
freedom, it is reasoned that learners will tend to be more motivated
and will learn the procesS involved in goal clarification as well as
seeing and'feeling the results of their decision making. Hence, PI
is characterized by the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The learner and teacher choosing and defining learning
a contract is usually employed.
outcomes:
The teacher using a wide range of resources inside and
outside the school to help his students reach their
outcomes..
The individual learner and teacher selecting.and discussing evaluation criteria to be used to determine
when the learner has fulfilled his contract.

The student meeting his contract on d self-determined
schedule.

SDI.--The basic rationale of those teachers employing this type
of individualized instruction is that each individual's strengths,
Denying the learner
learning style an strategies are somewhat unique.
develop
his
individuality
by
always prescribing
an opportunity to fully
One of the
learnef
an
injustice.
his learning activities does the
to'learn
to
be
a
self-directed
and selfgoals of education should be
partially
acquired
by
learning
how to
actualizing person and this, is
Hence,
SDI
iseharacemploy one's own resources to solve problems.
terized by:
1.

A carefully developed diagnostic testing program that can
be used by the teacher to identify his learner's need.
124
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'

2.

Clearly stated objectives that facilitate the teacher's
attempt to Communicate instructional outcomes to the
learner.

3.

A fully equipped learning materials laboratory with'a
Fide variety of activity options thatcan be placed at
the disposal. of the learner who chooses-the instructionaloptions to meet his diagnosed n'eeds.'!

4.

Self-determined pacing where the teacher allows the
student to take the time he needs to master the knowledge, concepts and skills identified by the diagnostic
testing program.

.

IS.--The basic philosophy underlying thisttype of individualiiation asserts that the basic purpose of educes Ion'is to develop adults
who can identify their own objectives which-at* consistent with their
value system and then choose appropriate means, for achieying these
Therefore, IS ip characterized byv'idarners:
objectives.
?

1.

Diagnosing their needs and formulating the objectives
they desire to pursue.

2.

Selecting their own learning activities from a welldeveloped learning resource center within and outside
of the school.

3.

Evaluating their progress in'consuitation with, the

E`q

.

teacher.

'Crucial Implementation Variables

In addition to describing the general nature of the goalrreferenced
diagnostic model as applied to the four basic types of individualized
instruction, the writer will follow the suggestion of Professor Engelhardt and specify some of the variables deemed crucial to the model's
successful implementation.
Evaluation Instruments.--No reed is more crucial than, the development of evaluation instruments to supplement the current standard
diagnostic tests. The emphasis of any such formative developmental
effort should include development and validation of diagnostic interviews such as those developed by Brownell & Moser (1949), systemaeic
observation schedules that focus upon understanding cues exhibited by
'learners as they learn specific concepts, skills, attitudes, etc.,
and a self-report format needed to support the TS ogtion..--Iniaddition
to the development of evaluation instruments, teachers should be taught
the skills needed to use the most recent techfiology to record, recall
and assemble diagnostic profiles fur individual learners.

In-service teacher oducation'should begin to focus upon teaching
teachers how to construct and validate criterion referenced tests which
apply directly to their classroom situation. This effort should be
accompanied by a teacher aide program that will supply the classroom
125
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,

,

teacher with the help needed to administer, score and record the results
In short, diagof the classroom teacher's diagnosticiApesting program.
nostic models and evaluation instruments are useless without the
personnel support needed to make the teacher testing program function
It should be noted that a good diagnostic
in an eff tive manner.
program w 11 cost more not less than current g pup-based procedures.
Therefore, money is another crucial element in the development of an
effective goal-referenced diagnostic mathema!-ics program.
';'

Prerequisite Learning.--As Professor Engelhardt reported, several
studies support the idea that instruction should be presented according to the learner's readiness and that successive learning tasks
should be properly sequenced. Accordingly in the goal-referenced
diagnostic model, this means that the objectives for instruction should
be sequenced based upon the subparts of a placement test or interview,

Bloom (1973) agrees with the importance of this step. He reported
that cognitive entry behavior seems highly related to the student's
ability to reach a specified achievement level on succeeding tasks as
well as to their 'willingness to spend class time on the idstructional
tasks they are given. Bloom's findings, it should be noted, are
related to his mastery learning model which is very much like the
type of individualized instruction labeled IPI in Figure 2. His findings were recently supported by Wruble (1974) in a study of the effects
of prerequisite addition, skills on learning two subtraction algorithms.
It would seem that much research effort shOuld be directed toward
the development of adequate instructional hierarchies. In this area
Gagn(provides some very helpful data, research procedures and analysis
Some very limited work has been done with comparing instructechniques.
The initial
tor- generated sequences and learner-generated sequences.
and very limited data seems to indicate that the more mature learners do
as well on student-generated sequences as on instructor-generated
sequences. This finding lends some support for conducting studies on
the SDI and IS types of individualized instruction, including the strategies used by students to select their own learning sequences and means
of instruction. We should probably not, as we have tended to do in the
past, view IPI as the only type of individualized instruction that can
be used with learners. A study recently conducted by Houser (1974)
lends support to allowing mature students to sequence their own learning
A a computer-assisted instructional setting._

.

Time as a Centril Variable.--Bloom (1973) :has reported that in
terms of using his mastery model the percent of time a student is willing to spend learning a task seems highly related to the student's
knowledge acquired over preceding instructional units, his interest in
the subject, and the quality of the feedback and correctives he is given
to improve his performance. This has direct bearing upon the quality of
It seems to tuggest that
instructional materiaL"to be used in IPI.
under favOrable learrring conditions students will put in more time on
purposive learning activities than under unfavorable conditions. This
means some ,..are must be taken in providing quality instructional
materials or the students will decrease the time they spend working
with the materials and hence increase the time it takes to-reach mastery.
126
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Other Considerations
I

The writer wishes to close his presentation by suggesting some
other topics that should be investigated relative to the basic four
types-of individualized instruction. These are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

How is self-concept effected by exposure to the four
types of individualized instruction? Does it improve?
How does time spent on learning vary with the amount of
individual attention given-to students? Does it increase
or decrease?
In some schools peer tutoring is being used to give
students individualized attention. How are the tutors'
and tutees' achievement effected by this procedure?
'lastly, much research remains to be done relative to
If our past'experience
the preparation of teachers.
provides any guidance, it is that the teacher is.one
of the most Important variables in the classroom. Therefore, considerable resources and effort should be spent
on th identification of the competencies teachers need
to im lement the various types of individualized instruction.

41/
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CONFERENCE SUMMARY
Jr

Leroy G. Callahan
State University of
New York at Buffalo

introduction,

This conference has explored some parameters, progress and potential
for upgrad'ng diagnostic-remediation procedures within mathematics education. Dia 'ostic-remedial procedures are accepted as an essential part
of the med.cal profession with its goal of attaining, and retaining, the
1-lealty individual.' These procedures have generally received less emphasis in education. One.area within the'field of education that has shown
some concern for di gnostic-remedial procedures is reading. Many schools,
or school systems, %aye readine specialists with special preparation and
skill in diagnosing and remediating reading difficulties. School matheBotA nledicine and readingmatics generally has no such tradition!.
education have been used by 'nme conference participants as possible
models for aspects of, diagnosis-remediation in mathematics education.
a ubiquitous occurrence in social
The diagnostic - remedial episode
It seems to happen quite naturally when concerned individuals
contact.
A golfing partner may observe a flaw in his partner's game and
interact.
Parents may observe some deficiency in a
'offer advice on correcting it.
child's learning and offer corrective instruction. Likewise, diagnosticremedial episodes seem to occur 'quite naturally in the classroom. Various
factors May: however, dimin_sh thereffectiveness of-the episode;
One inhibiting factormaibe the mental health of the parties involved.
There may be some "knowers" who harbor hidden delight in possessing somevbing not possessed by the "non-knower" and m,/ tend to obstruct rather
Some "non-knowere may have such
than .;*ocilitate the flow of knowledge.
dee_ guilt feelings that various facades and covers are consructed to
parry the diagnostic probes of the,"knower." Whatever the problems, the
effectiveness of the diagnostic-remedial episode may be seriously impaired
by the mental health of the parties involved.

.

/
Another' actor that may have an effect on the diagnostic-remedial
episode is the ability of the "knower" to perform the appropriate procedures in the episode. These probably include an awareness'of the body /
of knowledge involved in the episode; a command of the means available I
to probe in order to determine the existing condition of the "non-know4;"
and a rLoertoire of techniques sand strategies for correcting the situapion.
It was ,these abilities, vis-a-vis mathematics, that formed the focus pf
The assumi tion t..iderlying the conference was that 0this conference.
grading the diagnosticrremedial episode will have a beneficial effeck on
learning mathematics.

'

.

Participants were generally oriented.towafd two foci in regard to
diagnostic-remedial concerns. One focus was on the application of the
procedures with children; the other was on the preparation and training
of teachers to carry nut the procedures. There was some general feelingthat the present level of proficiency in diagnostic-remedial
In light
procedures at each level does not rise far above ground-zero.
of
the
act,
however,
of the previous comments about the natural tendency
(mentally),`'intell,ectual'y
bright,
and.
talented
some espeCially 1-ealthy
teachers both in the schools and in are preparation programs of
colleges may naturally reflect a fairly high level of proficiency in
carrying out such procedures. With this in mind, the hatched area of
the:circular regions at Witte bottom of Illustration 1 may suggest a
quantity of time and. the quality of the procedure within the tofal-universe of mathematics instruction now going On in schools and in
prepar ion programs.

Illustration 1
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Baseline Concept

School Mathematics
Programs

Teacher Preparation
Programs: Mathematics

Total instructional procedure:

Quantity
Quality
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Math.

Diagnostic-remedial procedures: Math.

Upgrading Diagnosis-Remediation

If the bottom circular regions inT1lustration 1 reflect the general
state of the art, those regions above them in the illustration indicate
where the conference participants believe we ought to go.. .and 1.1. some
cases are gOing. The middle pair of circular regions reflect the belief
of participants that more and Netter diagdostic-remedial procedures ought
to occur in the schools, with the corollary that there should be better
preparation of teachers to do it. There was general agreement among
,participants that the classroom teachers hold the key.to success in upgrading mathematics instruction. A conservative' estimate was that 90%
of the "remedial" mathematics cases could be, and should be,'handled by
the classroom teacher.
Two overriding questions emerged, iT an increase in the quantity and
quality of the diagnostic-remedial episode in mathematics is desirable.
What is known about such episodes from a scientific point of view? (Perhaps it is just an art-form between two mentally healthy individuals?)
we come to know more about the variables that effect the quality of
the procedures, how can this knowledge be delivered where the action is
the classroom? As with medicine, a country may develop the most
advanced scientific and technical. procedures, but it may profit it little
if effective delivery systems are not simultaneously developed.
.

.

commented on the level of knowledg, that exists in
Many participar
regard to diagnostic-remedial procedures in mathematics. It would seem
fair to say that there is not a great deal of systematic, accumulated
knowledge. Some smatterings of research evidence and some sensitive and
insightful thoughts on the subject exist. Some isolated individuals at
various points in time have attempted to pull together some of the
research and thoughts, but the level of scientific knowledge regarding
the diagnostic-remedial episode in mathematics is not, great. This conference may have been the first concerted attempt tb pull the pieces of
knowledge together.
=3

As part of the first steps in developing systematic and scientific
information about diagnostic-remedial procedures; some participants prepared papers that preserted theoretical models. These models, if'
validated, could serve as a conceptual catalyst for developing practical
procedures, and'also contribute to an accumula ion of systematic knowTheoretical models tend to have certain qualities that curtail
ledge.
They mry be so unrefined that they can neither offer
their usefulness.
guides forspecific applications nor structures for the accumulation of
over-refined that they may
knowledge. On the other hand, they may be so
simply sink from usefulness through their own complexity. The models
presented seemed to me to have some of these problems, but they are
still useful first steps.

)1

Delivery systems were the concern of many of the public and private
There was a real desire to find
school people in, the working sessions.
in
various
components of diagnosticout abit the, latest developments
How do
remedial procedures. How do you identify the remedial'eases?
less
the
serious
learning
problem
and
the
you differentiate between
Where
and
how
do
yOu
intervene
to
begin
the
serious corrective .!ase?
be
useremedial procedures? What are some testing techniques that may
ful in evaluation? And on-and-on.

Means for delivery generally involved the pre-service preparation
There was some
of teachers arid the in-service preparation of teachers.
indication among conference participants that some opportunity to learn
diagnostic and remedial techniques in mathematics is being provided in
pre-service preparation programs. This is probably not too, genera] now,
but with these competencies stated in the recent NCTM's Guidelines for
Preparation of Teachers, such opportunities will become more common.
Delivery to in- service teachers tends to nose special problems. Though
most conference papers did not get'into this problem, feW new suggestions seemed to arise out of the'working sessions. Traditional °
"circuit-riding" forays ty college professors seemed to be the most
often discussed procedure. There was also mention of the use of electronic media in carrying the message. The following section comments
on clinics'and clinicians. There was a suggestion that these could be
useful in .carrying out in-service work with classroom teachers.

-

Mathematics Clinics

The top row of :ircular regions in Illustration 1 indicates another
trend that is reflected in this conference. On the left-hand side is
conveyed the fact that some schools have roums with resource teachers
who perform some clinical activities. Although the classroom teachers
handle the vast majority of remedial students, there is a means to provide supplementary services for the more serious learning problems in
mathematics. Most such services are being provided through Title I
Participants often
.many in the larger metropolitan areas.
projects.
discussed the desirability of having well-trained clinicians available
in every school district. Pub.lic school people tended to qaestion
whether this was realistic, given the prevent financial constraints on
education.

,

.

Reflected on the top right-hand side of Illustration 1 is the emergence of mathematics clinics associated pith professional schools of
education. Some of there exist within field-centered courses in
mathematics mnhods; others are separate mathematical clinics. It may
a be useful to consider the emer.3ing functions of such clinics.
The function of these'clinics appear to focus in two general. areas,
research and.sel.vice. The service functions tend to fall into two
aias, service to teacher preparation'and service to children who\are
The research function is aimed at\the
referred to the clinic for help.
general objective of accumulating knowledge about learning problems'in
mathematics and their remediation.

The Need for Communication-Cooperation-Coordination
It would seem that if mathematics learning is to be upgraded through
improvement of diagnostic-remedial procedures, all parties concernddmust
be involved. This is suggested in Illustration 2. Each-party plays an
important role if progress is to bear:hieved-
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Illustration 2

Math Diagnosis-Remediation Units:

Regfdrial,tlistwork

CollegeField
Centered

Tne classroom teacher receives the latest thinking on identifying
learning problems, intervention techniques, testing procedures, instructional strategies, etc. from the service-oriented and research-oriented
clinics. They may also refer students to, and work closely with, clinics
The teachers' observations and insights into student
in the region.
learning problems at the classroom level are invaluable_to the researchoriented clinic.

The service-oriented clinics may be either,college field operations
or public school clinics staffed by a trained clinician. These clinics
are field-centered, pragmatic in philosophy, and need to be closely
associated with the classroom teachers. As enclaves of excellence in
the diagnostic-remedial procedures they can act as models for teachers
in these procedures, thus incorporating an in-service function. They
also are an excellent source of much evidence on what remedial procedures "work" and "don't work" which is invaluahle^to the theory and
research-oriented clinic.

The research-oriented clinic should probably be University based.
The University setting can provide various support services such as
medical, psychological, statistical and computer services. Emphasis
would be on theoretical considerations with collection of empirical
data to confirm, or question, the validity of their models. Any degree
of success would require coordination, cooperation and communication
w'h classroom teachers in t.e region as well as he service-oriented
C

lies.
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Illustration 2 also attempts to reflect possible priorities for
allocations of resources in this effort. The classroom teachers'
There would be need for more serviceshould receive top priority.
oriented clinics than research-6riented clinics.
What is envisioned is a regibnal network of educational units
committee: to the common cause of upgrading diagnostic-remedial procedures in mathematics. These units (classroom teachers, serviceoriented clinics, and a research - oriented clinic) would cooperatively
plan research on various aspects of the diagnostic and remedial
episode; would disseminatesearch results and share observations
on student learning and useful instructional practices; and develop
pipelines for free flow of information being generated on the topic.
Success of any one of the parts in the network would depend on communication, coordination and empathetic cooperation.

A Final "C " Criticalness
Participants from th3 public schools indicated a need for help
in conveying to their publics the critical-importance of upgrading
They felt this was essential
mathematics D.arning in the schools.
if significant amounts of resources were to be committed to improving
diagnostic-remedial procedures.
cr,

College participants similarly felt that educators in the public
schools could help them sell their administrations on committing
resources to the development of the kinds of programs suggested, during
the cohference

K2

The pervasive concern was that the feeling of critical importance
of mathematics literady and learning, shared by all participants, often
did not permeate our society as a whole. Only if this spirit of criticalness could be conveyed would there be hope for the commitment of
resources required to carry out the thruSts in diagnosis and remediation that emerged at the conference.
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